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From the Editor’s Desk

Twenty years ago the first issue of Popular Culture Review was handed out 
at the Far West Popular and American Culture Associations’ second annual 
meeting. It was edited by my colleague and friend Arlen Collier who died soon 
after the conference. Thus the editorship passed to me and has been my pleasure 
for the last nineteen years.

The first issue was stapled, not perfect bound, its cover illustration a sketch 
of the Claes Oldenburg sculpture The Flashlight on the UNLV campus by then 
fledgling artist Anna Reid-Taylor. The second issue was dedicated to Collier, its 
cover a sketch of the Chinese goddess Kwan Yin by Reid-Taylor.

As Mindy Hutchings, my associate editor, writes in her preface, we 
struggled with lack of technology in those early years. Juli Barry, my first 
associate editor, juggled getting her doctorate and motherhood with managing 
hard copies, putting them on disk and getting them to the ever patient Nancy 
Cleveland in UNLV’s reprographics area (who has put up with us since the 
beginning). While Repro has changed names several times over the years, they, 
like Nancy, have always come through for us no matter how badly we fudged 
the deadlines.

Mindy and Amie brought us into the 21st century with their technological 
expertise. Without them, there, quite simply, would be no Popular Culture 
Review. Our unsung referees deserve kudos also for their discerning eyes and 
ever helpful critiques.

For the past few years, renowned Australian artist and sculptor Laurens Tan 
has generously found time to create our unique covers.

Of course there would be no PCR without its contributors who have come 
to us from all over the world. From senior scholars to graduate students, they 
have made us what we are.

Enjoy!

Felicia F. Campbell
Editor, Popular Culture Review
felicia.campbell@unlv.edu

mailto:felicia.campbell@unlv.edu
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Then and Now

Then: December 1989, Volume 1 of Popular Culture Review was bom. It 
doesn’t seem so long ago, does it? But that was 20 years ago. That first year was 
a single edition, with the stated intent of becoming a two-volume series. The 
cover art was a stylized ink drawing of The Flashlight, a metal sculpture by 
Claes Oldenburg which still sits in the middle of the plaza between Artemis 
Ham Hall and Judy Bayley Theatre on the campus of UNLV.

It was requested that articles be submitted . . .  in duplicate . . .  double 
spaced . . .  by m ail. . .  with a self-addressed stamped envelope. Query letters 
were requested in order to approve anything over 16 pages in length. All 
correspondence was directed to a street address. If any contributors, or editors, 
had an email address, no one thought to include it.

Over time, instead of printed copy, a floppy disk might have been sent. 
Then, floppies with 1.22Mb of memory, able to hold whole books of 
information, seemed to possess an enormous storage capability, a storage media 
that we could never fill up. In 2004, when the assistant torch was handed over to 
Amie Norris and me, we had data on a few floppies, a sheaf of paper, and back 
copies of the journal.

Now: February 2009, PCR is printing Volume 20, and the differences are 
many. Today, all journal work is stored on a 16G flash drive or a laptop with 
60G of storage (remember, “battery-powered portables had just 2% of 
worldwide market share in 1986”; yes, that factoid came from Wikipedia). 
Movie articles talk about DVDs, not VCRs.

The biggest change is that the production of the journal is now all- 
electronic. NO more hard copy! NO more floppies! The submission process is 
accomplished all by email: articles are submitted and then sent to reviewers; 
acceptance/rejection letters are sent; and the finished product is then sent to the 
printer. All business between the editors and the authors is accomplished by bits 
and bytes. The all-electronic process has not only has allowed us to be a truly 
national journal, but also international as we have had contributors from 
Australia, Thailand, China, Toronto, Switzerland, and Spain. Who knows what 
the next step in the evolutionary process may be?

Today’s journal also prints book reviews of everything from vampires to 
poetry. But, while font styles may come and go, cover art changes (themed to 
unthemed and back again), the sub-editors change, and production processes 
evolve, two things remain constant. One is that now, just as then, articles are 
written about movies and music, fairy tales and myths, and literature 
and . . .  yard art.



The second is Felicia Campbell who has gently guided this project along its 
path since its inception. Without her hand at the helm, Popular Culture Review 
would never have made it this far.

Mindy Hutchings
Associate Editor, Popular Culture Review 
popular.culture.review@gmail.com
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The Reality Reality Show

You’re never going to believe me when I tell you this. But it’s true. Every 
single word.

I am lying on the ground, bleeding. I’ve been hit, and I’m not sure if anyone 
will be coming for me—either to help me or to finish me off. There’s noise 
everywhere. My eye sockets fill with blood causing me to panic further, thinking 
I’ve been blinded. In the chaos I stay on the ground, bleeding, broken, sure that I 
am dying. And all I can think about is why the television cameraman is just 
watching instead of helping me.

Wait. Let me back up.

To ask “What is reality really?” is a bit of a redundancy or perhaps an 
oxymoron, but it has been a question at the forefront of Western thought for at 
least two and a half millennia. It seems an innocent question, a philosopher’s 
question, perhaps even an important question. It is possible, however, to retrace 
our history with an eye toward uncovering that it has been, all along, a question 
founded on an irrational mistrust of appearance and a fear of reality. Just how 
this is so is intriguing. And so, we work our way backwards, starting, of course, 
with the moment that reality intruded in our collective contemporary lives: the 
birth of reality television.

There are some scholars who found the history of reality TV on the rise of 
the film documentary. It is generally accepted that the coining of the term 
“documentary” took place in 1926 by John Grierson, a philosophy graduate 
from Glasgow. Grierson had already grown disillusioned with Hollywood’s use 
of cliche and glamour by the mid-1920s, arguing that true cinema should 
instruct as well as delight. But no one seemed pleased with the term. Alberto 
Cavalcanti, one of Grierson’s own employees, claimed that it “smelt of dust and 
boredom,” while American filmmaker Pare Lorenz blamed the documentary for 
his migraines. Much more troublesome, however, was Grierson’s own definition 
for the word: “the creative treatment of actuality.”1 Thus was bom an attempt to 
found a genre that was different from journalism (because journalists are 
thought to be objective and thus without creativity) but was also different from 
fictional Hollywood movies (because the subject matter would be reality— 
actuality—itself). All of this, of course, did little to clear up the matter.

At the start of 2008, the cable network formerly known as Court TV 
changed its name to truTV and began offering what they are calling “actuality 
programming.” “Reality has a connotation of not being real, of being phony,” 
argues Marc Juris, the executive vice-president and general manager of truTV. 
“We felt that because [our programming] was real, we couldn’t call it reality.”2
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Though the documentary is undoubtedly closely related to reality TV on the 
media family tree, one can make a case that the rise of certain forms of 
technology, especially the Internet and surveillance cameras, marks the true 
beginning of the reality era, for it was at this moment that the documentary was 
thought to be democratized. It was here, at the dawning of this new age of 
postmodemity, that technology made it such that the everyday became 
fetishized, the ordinary person could get on camera, and the camera itself 
became an integral part of everyday life.

Deleuze maintains that we are no longer individuals and instead prefers the 
term “dividual” in reference to the sense in which the no-longer-discrete 
individual is multiplied in data banks around the world as a set of numbers, 
credit reports, and data.3 Let us not disagree with this so much as add to it the 
concept of the “disvidual” to refer to the fully-available self, the self that is a 
construct of being always on camera, always potentially on the other end of the 
phone, always being there for us—immediately (mediatedly) ready for us, 
working for and existing for us—through the lens of technology.

In 1993 the Internet was, at best, an information cul-de-sac, but at 
Cambridge University a group of computer programmers, tired of having to run 
up several flights of stairs to the building’s coffee area only to find out that the 
pot was empty, decided to put a live camera shot of the coffee maker on-line so 
it could be checked easily from their cubicles. It was the first webcam ever, and 
it started a revolution. Today, reality TV stars make their money by offering 
themselves up for continual surveillance. There is a supposed distinction 
between reality shows that simply follow people around during their ordinary 
day (e.g., shows such as My Fair Brady and Cops) and shows that have a 
contrived plot (e.g., Survivor and Wife Swap), but as we will see, all of life is a 
contrivance. Though reality TV participants are laboring, they have no union. 
This is, in part, why the standard reality TV show costs one-third of what it 
takes to make a traditional scripted show.4 But let us make no mistake: this is 
labor. And as such, it means that there is, by definition, no such thing as free 
time for a reality TV star.5 One is being paid to be available at all times, to be 
filmed at all times, to star as the disvidual in shows that both reflect and create 
the selves we are all secretly becoming, for we, too, are always available—to 
our bosses, to our friends and family, even to the technological projection of our 
desires. It is not only the case that we must fax from the beach, tuck in our 
children by cell phone, and always be on call and on camera (as an AT&T 
commercial once promised/threatened), but that even the illusion of our free 
time is ordered and controlled by technology and the demand to put ourselves at 
its disposal.

The cell phone is the most obvious case, but there are others—no matter 
what direction we turn in life. TiVo, for instance, is sold to us as convenience. 
We can miss our favorite shows and then watch them at our leisure. But nothing 
could be further from the truth. My TiVo does not free me but instead forces me 
to bend to its will. As its hard drive starts to get full and all of the little circles
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change to yellow exclamation marks—that is, as my TiVo starts yelling at me— 
I feel the overwhelming need to watch what I have asked him to record for me. 
It was freeing to miss something in the past. So I was out to dinner, the VCR 
was flashing “ 12:00AM,” and I didn’t get to watch what happened on The 
Colbert Report last night. It’s my loss; but learning to live with that loss made 
me strong. Now, TiVo holds each episode in his cute antennaed head for me and 
calls on me to watch, to make myself available at nine in the morning or three in 
the afternoon or six in the evening to watch that show. It is a responsibility that 
should have been over when I missed the show to begin with, a responsibility 
that shouldn’t even have really felt like a responsibility, a responsibility now 
made deeper by the ease with which the show is made available.

Jean Baudrillard is not quite right, then, when he claims that the “video 
plugged into the TV takes over the job of watching . . .  for you. Had there not 
been that possibility, you would have felt obliged to watch it . . .  .”6 It is the 
addition of the technology that demands even greater obligation, the obligation 
to be available later. Never mind that the TiVo takes note of everything that we 
ever watch, every click that we ever make, every freezing pause that we 
instigate, and then compiles this data and downloads it to the TiVo overlords 
when it makes its clandestine telephone calls at night. Never mind that the 
company claims that it never looks at the data individually and only uses it in 
aggregate to spot trends. Our choices are all available and downloaded even 
when we are not looking.7 And of course, TiVo continually observes us in order 
to leam about us. He watches what we watch so that he can record things for us 
that he thinks we will like. Jean Paul Sartre famously was not worried about 
being looked at by a cow. He felt no power in that non-rational visual gaze. 
Jacques Derrida, however, gave more thought to his cat looking at him—all the 
time. What are we to say of our TiVos?

The disquieting thing about being a disvidual is that one exists for the 
Other, to be used by the Other. One lives in a constructed world, a world in 
which one is willing to surrender one’s basic rights and often one’s common 
sense as well. This is what Zimbardo found out in his famous Stanford Prison 
Experiment in which some of the volunteers where assigned to be guards and 
some were assigned to be prisoners. While it is fascinating that the guards 
became aggressive and violent, and the prisoners became broken and docile, 
each taking on the role in which he or she was cast, the more deeply fascinating 
question was why anyone continued to take part in the experiment once they 
saw how terrible it was becoming. Everyone, after all, was free to leave at any 
time. But having agreed to be watched and recorded and studied and analyzed 
made each of the disviduals willing to forget that he or she had rights in the 
external society at large. It is the same reasoning often given by reality TV stars
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who are miserable and even suffering on a show: “Well, I agreed to be a part of 
this; 1 can’t leave.”

It is not that we should think that this constructed world is less real than our 
world. We cannot criticize reality TV for not being real, for being staged, for 
being some sort of fictionalized and scripted version of reality, because all of 
this relies on a somewhat naive notion of The Real that assumes that there is 
something that is unscripted, objective, separate from human interpretation and 
subjectivity, and thus more genuine than what is put before us to experience. All 
critical analysis of reality TV should take place on an ethical and social-political 
front, not an ontological one. Perhaps reality TV stars are necessarily exploited 
labor. Perhaps the construction of the self on such shows is somehow politically 
damaging. Or perhaps there is room for reality TV to be transformative and 
liberating. Let us, for now, be content with making a case for why there should 
be no metaphysical or ontological disparagement.

From its inception, Western thought has vilified the appearance. Perspective 
has been something to overcome and get around; subjectivity has been seen as 
leading us further from truth. Take Plato’s Republic. Here we find Socrates 
pitching a reality show to Glaucon in which several prisoners are chained inside 
a cave so that they can’t move to look from side-to-side or behind them. “And 
get this,” says Socrates. “There is a fire pit behind them and a ledge where men 
walk carrying objects, the shadows of which are cast on the cave wall in front of 
the contestants. For these contestants, their whole life consists of looking at 
shadows, only they don’t know these are just shadows. These people think that 
these are real things because that’s all that they know. Each episode will have 
the prisoners learning things about their world even though we all know that 
they are learning nothing real; and then during sweeps we will let the citizens of 
Athens vote one prisoner out of the cave. Imagine the big reveal! The prisoner is 
allowed to leave the cave, see the true nature of things, and then he can return to 
see how many prisoners he can convince, simply by shouting at them from the 
mouth of the cave, that he has a better take on what is real than they do.”

“Let’s greenlight it!” says Glaucon. Or something like that.
From its start, Western thought has asked us to turn away from what we 

experience if we want to get at the truth. But not only is it the case that there is 
no actual distinction between appearance and reality, it is also true that looking 
at the way in which appearance takes place can teach us a lot about truth.

Is it any surprise that most incarnations of the television show “Survivor” 
have taken place in postcolonial locations? Is it any surprise that this show 
reenacts colonial ideology as the civilized Euro-American leams to conquer and 
win in a hostile new land inhabited only by strange creatures and even stranger 
people? And all the while there is the assumed understanding that this is good 
for the locals, too. On one episode of “Survivor: Africa,” one challenge had as 
its reward that the winner would receive not only a new Chevy Avalanche, but 
also the honor of getting to pack it full of AIDS supplies and drive it to the 
Wamba African AIDS hospital, the white burden of saving these diseased and
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morally despicable Others from themselves fulfilled—and with corporate 
sponsorship. Is it any surprise that the show also takes the form of a lesson in 
Liberal social contract theory wherein a war of all against all is only stopped 
from time-to-time by the creation of alliances that are fundamentally driven by 
selfishness rather than a true sense of community? Yet, if we look closer, we 
find that the narrative deconstructs itself even farther, for this is, after all, a 
show about continual surveillance, and as such, it is strangely nostalgic. As 
Mark Andrejevic argues,

one of the recurring themes of reality TV formats that 
document the ongoing rhythms of the daily lives of their cast 
members is that of a return to premodem or traditional 
community. This is not merely a coincidence: one of the 
distinctive characteristics of modernity is the loss of the forms 
of mutual monitoring associated with traditional community 
and the emergence of the distinctive anonymity of urban life.9

In the past—or at least some false constructed past we imagine through the haze 
of modernity—you and I would have been neighbors. You would have known, 
through a kind of bottom-up personal surveillance that is fundamentally 
different from the sort we are using now, a lot about my life. This is not 
necessarily because you would have been nosy, but because we would have 
shared a life. You would likely have known how I was feeling, where I was 
going, what I was hoping, and who I was dating.

The dating show is a popular format in the world of reality TV—and a clear 
case of nostalgia. One is tempted, of course, to say that what we see on reality 
TV dating shows is not appropriately representative of real life dating, but just 
as in the Borges story where the king orders a map of his territory that is drawn 
to 1:1 scale—a map that perfectly mirrors the kingdom and thus the people start 
living in the map and soon can’t tell which is the map and which is the 
kingdom—so are reality dating shows presenting us with a reality that is 
ultimately reflecting reality dating. In a recent study by psychologists of the 
dialogue on reality dating shows, it was discovered that the cliches of men being 
sex-driven and women being sex-objects were being played out alongside a new 
generalization which the researchers were more startled to discover: the 
assumption that dating is a game.10 Not just on the show, that is, but in general: 
dating has winners and losers, requires strategy and duplicity, and ultimately it is 
directed toward a frivolous end.

If this game has its own twists and turns, then so be it. A few seasons ago 
on CBS’s “Big Brother,” Justin threatened to twist and turn a knife into fellow 
contestant Krista. “Would you mind if I killed you?” asked Justin. Krista 
laughed and continued to make out with Justin. “I’m going to slash your throat,” 
he continued." And Krista just continued to be all kissy and makey-outey. Justin 
was soon asked to leave the show.
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It is, of course, a fundamental tenet of our postmodern times that texts do 
not always mean what they claim they mean. Justin and Krista’s encounter is, 
perhaps, not merely a comment on the history of violence toward women, and 
neither is it merely a comment on the potential erotic joys of sadomasochism. It 
is, as well, a possible access point for us to consider how violence and 
surveillance can come to challenge the traditionally held conception of romantic 
love.

Consider, for instance, “The Bachelor.” On this show, a single man— 
always financially well to do and stereotypically handsome—is surrounded with 
beautiful women all competing to become his future wife. Each week, one 
woman is eliminated in a “rose ceremony” until the pack gets culled to two or 
three. Here, at the end, each season provides us with the same dilemma. The 
bachelor talks to the camera about how hard it is to make these final cuts, how 
much he loves the remaining two or three women, and how he wishes he didn’t 
have to choose. Most seasons end, then, with the bachelor proposing, or 
proposing to propose, to the one lucky lady he has picked.12

Now, on the surface this is apparently about the way in which heterosexual 
romantic love wins out, about the sense in which one can have a soul-mate and 
overcome all obstacles to be together. But of course what various traces in the 
text are telling us is something quite the opposite. Rather than a championing of 
romantic, pairing relationships, “The Bachelor” is a subtle acknowledgment on 
our part that romantic love is an historical creation with no claim to universality. 
Although all of the narrative cultural and historical cliches are in place—the 
roses, the castles, the beautiful dresses and ball-gowns, the luscious European 
settings, and the fact that the women are usually younger and of lesser social and 
economic status than the bachelor—each time that the bachelor protests about 
how his feelings are so deep and so sincere for each of the women, he is, in 
effect, espousing a position that calls into question the reality of monogamous 
romance. He is pointing out that this incredibly small sampling of strangers 
provided him multiple possible “true loves.” That we feel his pain, praise his 
sincerity, and participate in the agony of his choice suggests that we, too, are in 
on the secret: the appearance of genuine love for multiple partners—let alone the 
other side of the story in which the majority of the women magically fall in love 
with this one man they hardly know—is getting at something deep in the 
structure of the nature of love itself, specifically its malleability, transitory 
nature, and all other things that are mostly in opposition to our public conception 
of romance.

Let’s blame Descartes.
I’m not sure that Descartes really had anything to do with this specific 

modernist conception of romantic love, but it’s fun to blame Descartes for 
things. We know, at least, that mind-body dualism and all of its resulting 
silliness can be traced back to Descartes; and if we move forward from Plato to 
the 17th century as we look at the ways in which Western thought has vilified
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perception and placed it in opposition to reality, we will eventually have to 
confront Cartesian thinking.

At the start of his Meditations, Descartes is searching for apodictic 
knowledge—knowledge that cannot possible be wrong. He begins to doubt 
everything he has ever thought to be true, realizing that it could, in fact, be 
erroneous. He doubts what his senses are telling him because he realizes that he 
can be fooled, he might be mistaken, and that he could even be asleep and 
dreaming everything around him. All of appearance is thus doubted away as 
potentially misleading; and then Descartes discovers one thing that he cannot 
doubt—the only thing that he cannot doubt, in fact—which is the fact the he is 
doubting. To doubt he is doubting requires a doubting act to do it, thus 
disproving itself. He cannot doubt that he is doubting, cannot think that he is not 
thinking, and because of this he concludes that he must be existing in some 
manner. Perhaps he is just a brain in a vat, or sound asleep in the midst of a 
complex dream, but one thing is for sure: if he is capable of thinking, he must 
exist in some manner as a thinking thing. Cogito ergo sum: I think therefore I 
am. But it is this /  with which Descartes is left that proves problematic. It is 
necessarily an immaterial self, a mere succession of conscious thoughts, and 
thus is not to be confused with the material body I seem to have. It takes 
Descartes several more meditations to be able to prove that his material body is 
real, but by then the dualism is complete. I have a body; I am a mind.

It is little wonder, then, that makeover shows focus merely on the body of 
the person in question, for the physical is the realm of appearance, the realm of 
manipulation and deception. Whether it is the hardcore plastic-surgery ethos of 
“Extreme Makeover” or the more fashion-and-makeup oriented “What Not to 
Wear,” the reality makeover show is always aware that it is dealing with the 
realm of appearance. As a culture, we are not supposed to think that the physical 
appearance of a person has anything to do with who he or she really is. We are 
supposed to think that beauty is only skin deep, and the real person—the 
Cartesian mind that is lodged in that body “like a pilot in a vessel”—should be 
the true focus of our attention. But mind/body duality is yet another 
manifestation of the reality/appearance divide. It is one thing to argue that we 
should not ethically and politically judge people based on how well they 
measure up to a standard of beauty, but it is quite another to say that the body is 
in no way constitutive of the self, that the flesh is not itself conscious, that our 
corporeality is just an afterthought of the minds we all truly are.

We live in a world of change. It is what Plato called the Realm of Becoming 
as opposed to the Realm of Being. Time is the enemy, he thought. This realm of 
changing appearances, of flickering shadows arranged temporally, obscures the 
true nature of things. The makeover TV show is a show about changing 
appearances, and as such celebrates the Realm of Becoming. It thus hints both at 
the immorality of judging others based on their approximation of a cultural 
standard of beauty, but also at the positive sense in which being-human is being- 
flesh and being-in-the-world. In a capitalist society, this admission that the
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fleshy world of appearance is reality can manifest itself in terms of wanting the 
perfect dress for the perfect occasion, the perfect shoes for the perfect evening, 
the perfect tint to the perfect flowers at one’s perfect wedding. It can manifest 
itself in madness.

There are those who criticize reality TV stars for “playing to the camera.” 
They are performing roles, so goes the critique, even if they are not scripted. 
Andrejevic suggests that the underlying claim of most reality TV shows, though, 
is that comprehensive surveillance doesn’t oppress subjectivity, it creates 
authenticity.1'5 This is because it is supposedly the case that no one could keep 
“performing” 24/7. The “real” self has to show itself eventually, and thus the 
more intrusive the surveillance, the greater the chance that one is seeing reality. 
Both of these claims, however, are founded on the modernist assumption that 
performance masks reality and there is some real self beneath the appearances 
one puts up in various contexts and situations. It is this fiction of the self that has 
to go. I am constituted by my roles and relationships—and by the manner in 
which I appear in these contexts. The mask does not hide some true self but only 
hides another mask. While it is thus perhaps true that on camera I would act 
differently from the way in which I act off camera, this does not indicate that the 
former is appearance and the latter reality. It merely shows that the two different 
contexts are two different ways in which I am made manifest.

The narrative cohesion of our lives is up for grabs when we realize that the 
self is defined by its performances—which is to say, its appearances. But 
cohesion is still possible. Once we abandon the modernist fiction of the stable 
self, we are free to see the roles we play as constitutive of our identity rather 
than masks behind which the real self remains hidden. To be under constant 
surveillance, then, creates a particular kind of self—one I have been calling a 
disvidual—but it gets us neither closer to nor farther away from a true self.

In some ways, the fiction of the true self is related to the fiction of the 
singular author of a text. In his essay, “What Is an Author?,” Michel Foucault 
writes: “The author is . . .  the ideological figure by which one marks the manner 
in which we fear the proliferation of meaning.” 4 That is, the concept of “the 
author” marks our realization—and the resulting panic over the fact—that 
multiple interpretations of a text provide multiple meanings for that text. 
Modernity’s preoccupation with the real as opposed to that which is 
perspectival, interpreted, and subjective thus creates a sense of anxiety. We 
manufacture the idea of “the singular author” in order to have someone on 
whom we can pin the responsibility of “singular author-ity as to the true 
meaning of the text.” Similarly, the Active notion of the cohesive self is an 
attempt to wiggle out of the responsibility we have to be and act authentically in 
each individual context that constitutes our lives. It is an authenticity that cannot 
be had by appeal to something more real than what appears in this moment. Just 
as the meaning of this text—this text that was written by me, H. Peter Steeves— 
is always up for grabs, so, too, am I, as H. Peter Steeves, always up for grabs. 
These words would mean different things if they were currently being written by

Popular Culture Review_________________
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someone else or coming out of the mouth of someone different in a 
performance; but so, too, would I be someone different if I were using different 
words to write to someone different in a different context.

One of the things that a role on TV does to a person is force that person to 
be something of a star, and there are those who have criticized reality TV for 
making stars of people who do not deserve it. The category of “being-famous for 
being-famous,” however, makes the similar mistake of positing some true realm 
of fame (and those who deserve it) in opposition to a realm of being merely 
well-known because one is well-seen. Andy Warhol’s prediction of 15 minutes 
was prescient. It was, much like his tomato soup can, a realization that the 
collapse of the high and the low is coincidental with the collapse of appearance 
and reality, fiction and truth, performance and identity. A star’s identity too, 
after all, is always up for grabs.

Reality TV stars are, in some sense, like found art: the ordinary is elevated 
to fame. Baudrillard writes that “[t]hose who are plucked from their real lives to 
come and act out the psychodrama of their . . .  problems on TV have an ancestor 
in Duchamp’s [artwork]... .”15 Just as Duchamp takes something of the 
ordinary and puts it on display in order to turn it into art, so, too, do “real 
people” when put on reality-TV-display become “stars.” I do not want to press 
this analogy too far, though I am inclined to agree that there is more than a 
passing resemblance at times between reality TV supermodel Janice Dickinson 
and a urinal. The point I think we must add is that Duchamp was not, in the end, 
creating art out of the ordinary, but rather showing us the way in which the 
aesthetic is always already at work in the ordinary even when unacknowledged. 
It is the context in which we experience the urinal that makes the urinal into a 
fully realized work of art. On the museum wall, it is something new—but it 
never stops being a urinal, just as when it was earlier in a men’s room it was also 
always already an aesthetic object. We are different things in different contexts, 
yet this is precisely what gives us continuity.

Are we all becoming the stars of reality as the distinction between 
appearance and reality crumbles? In his recent book on music and neurological 
disorders, Oliver Saks suggests that people who constantly hear music in their 
head are a new breed. Music, he argues, was, until recently, not omnipresent. In 
the past, one heard musicians performing on special occasions, and the 
performance itself was transitory and lost once the moment was gone. Recording 
technology changed this, making music available on demand; but the iPod 
changed things even more. Though Saks does not mention it, the iPod is the 
closest we have come so far to providing a soundtrack to life. With earbud 
speakers only partially masking the sound of the world around us, we organize 
our playlists around the activities of our day and can hear the amalgam of the 
world and our music. Joggers choose heart-pounding pop; weightlifters bench 
press to AC/DC; the lovelorn torture themselves with songs of heartbreak.

The power to be our own dancer in the dark—the ability to create the 
soundtrack to our own life—is, for some, proof of the democratizing power of
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the technology of reality, just as access to a camcorder and a computer can make 
anyone the next on-line star, and a nationwide search for an American Idol can 
make anyone the next sensation. But I am not sure that we should be 
unquestioning fans of democracy. As a concept, it is today but a justification for 
war. And as a political term, it has absolutely no meaning beyond its use as an 
interjection. The best synonym for “democracy” is thus most likely “hurray!”— 
it is, I fear, a word used merely to indicate the United States’ approval of 
something.

It was 1976.1 was nine, soon to turn ten, in the fifth grade. And the country 
had bicentennial fever. My small public school took every opportunity it could 
that year to celebrate democracy and freedom. Even the title of the December 
holiday pageant was “A Red, White, and Blue Christmas.” With all of the 
parents gathered in the transformed gymnasium, we sang carols and acted out 
bizarre sketches involving gingerbread men, Santa Claus, and George 
Washington. Mrs. Quayle, our music teacher, played the piano, and the finale of 
the holiday evening came when a young girl appeared at center stage to sing 
“Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer,” followed by a boy who sang “I’m 
Dreaming of a White Christmas,” followed by me, doing my best Elvis 
impersonation, singing “I’ll Have a Blue Christmas Without You.” I sang the 
song without irony—they hadn’t invented irony yet—but I sang it with a heavy 
heart because I was, from what had happened in the spring of the previous 
school year, utterly disillusioned with the notion of democracy.

In May 1976 the teachers at Elmwood Elementary School decided that an 
appropriate way to celebrate our collective national greatness was to have each 
grade participate in a “democratic exercise” that would be filmed by the local 
television station as a week-long mini-documentary. They hadn’t invented the 
idea of reality television back then, either, but that, in effect, is what it was. Two 
students would be chosen to represent two sides of an important issue (because 
every issue has two and exactly two sides to it). One would take the pro and the 
other would take the con, and they would research their respective issues, 
present their findings to the gathered student body on Friday, everyone would 
take one week to think about it all and discuss it, then we would reconvene and 
all vote on the following Friday to see democracy in action. Each night on the 
local television news, they would show an edited version of what had happened 
the day before at school: our nation’s democracy being enacted by our nation’s 
future.

Our issue was “Should we change our national anthem?” And I was 
assigned the pro position.

I admit that I have always had a fondness for both Canadians and “O, 
Canada,” but at nine years old it had never much occurred to me to have a 
referendum to get rid of our own “Star Spangled Banner.” Still, I took the
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assignment seriously—as I always did and, perhaps, still too much do. I found 
out that our national tune was written by a British man and was actually likely 
German in origin. And that it had—perhaps unsurprisingly—been lifted from a 
beer-drinking song. Furthermore, the tune was already adopted as the national 
anthem of Luxembourg. I pointed out, during our assemblies and before the 
cameras that documented our debates, how the lyrics were all about war, and 
with the scars of Vietnam so fresh, perhaps it was time for a song celebrating 
peace, celebrating all of the positive contributions we had made to the world and 
could make to the world. I pointed to Francis Scott Key’s own questionable 
background and even brought in the aesthetic question of how hard it is to sing a 
song covering a range of an octave and a fifth. I made the case the best I could 
and presented it to the assembled student body, the camera crew, and the 
invisible audience we all imagined watching us at home.

By the second day my school locker had been vandalized. Later that week 
someone wrote “Commie!” in black permanent marker across the top of my 
homeroom desk. During lunch someone tripped me and I spilled my food all 
over the cafeteria floor. After one week, a couple of hours before the big vote, I 
was just looking forward to it all being over, hanging out at recess near the edge 
of the field behind the playground. That’s when someone threw a rock. It hit me 
between the eyes, smashing my glasses, cutting me badly.

I am lying on the ground, bleeding. I’ve been hit, and I’m not sure if anyone 
will be coming for me—either to help me or to finish me off. There’s noise 
everywhere. My eye sockets fill with blood causing me to panic further, thinking 
I’ve been blinded. In the chaos I stay on the ground, bleeding, broken, sure that I 
am dying. And all I can think about is why the cameraman is just watching 
instead of helping me. It was to be a reality show about democracy, about 
children enacting democracy. Have I failed the show? Have I failed democracy? 
Has none of this been about democracy or reality from the very start? There had 
been no communal discussion of what our common good was on this rather silly 
issue, merely radical individualism—and some of the most radical individuals 
clearly had rocks. The whole “democratic reality exercise” suddenly seemed a 
set-up. Those in power had chosen others to be in power to shape the issues for 
us. I was a lackey, a stooge presenting the position of the ruling class to the 
masses. But clearly what would supposedly make this all democratic was that 
we would vote. Voting, though, was a question of indoctrination. Each 
individual voting was a way of legitimizing whatever outcome was reached. 
Looking back on grade school, all of the important decisions had always already 
been decided. The options were carefully chosen by those in power to limit the 
potential outcomes exactly as they wanted. They invoked democracy and voting 
to give an air of justness to the proceedings, but the people themselves were not 
ruling themselves.

Still: how we love to celebrate the idea that anyone can become famous and 
thus important in this country, and how voting somehow makes it all legitimate.
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From “American Idol” to “So You Think You Can Dance,” remember, America: 
only your votes can save your favorites.

How does it conclude, then? Perhaps, for now, with the end of one episode 
that merely points to the start of the next.

The historical crime of the theft of reality will not be solved until the advent 
of phenomenology—with the rise of Husserl, Heidegger, Merleau-Ponty, and 
the like, each of whom turns to celebrate appearance rather than fear it. It is with 
the phenomenological move that we return to the things themselves and realize 
that what a thing is is all of the ways in which the thing can appear. Perspective 
and appearance do not mask the truth, but rather allow us access to it. The things 
of the world offer themselves up to us subjectively, and thus to know what a 
thing truly is is to experience that thing from as many different perspectives as 
possible. To know what a rectangle is is to see it from an angle when it looks 
like a trapezoid, to see if from the side when it looks like a flat line, to see if 
from a distance when it looks like a point. To know what Spanish colonialism is 
is to visit the places it has affected—but it is also to read Shakespeare’s The 
Tempest, Garcia Marquez’s One Hundred Years o f Solitude, and to watch Don 
Francisco on “Sdbado Gigante.” And to know what love and dating and eating 
and talent and beauty and crime and all the rest are, we must not think that their 
appearance on reality TV is anything less than simulation and interpretation, but 
so, too, is their appearance every place else in the world.

The postmodern era, far from making everything up for grabs, founds a 
deeper responsibility than we ever imagined. We are no longer able simply to 
dismiss something as fake and therefore bad. We must, instead, deconstruct the 
way in which it appears, its ideological underpinnings, its social-economic- 
ethical modes of production, the relationship between the simulation and the 
simulated, and also investigate what remains at the margins of the text, what is 
concealed through the act of revealing. If, as Baudrillard suggests, simulation is 
always based on nostalgia, we must think critically about the conservative 
dangers of a longing for “the good old days.” If, as Slavoj Zizek puts it, “reality 
TV caters to our own skepticism by showing us how mediated appearances are 
constructed by the apparatus of the culture industry—if it enacts what it displays 
by simultaneously debunking celebrity and creating new stars—we can concede 
that.. . [this] savvy attitude becomes [merely] a strategy for protecting artifice 
by exposing it.”16 If self-reference becomes the newest way to sell the product to 
a jaded audience, and reality TV slyly participates in maintaining the division 
between reality and performance even as it claims to break it down, then we 
have the makings of a legitimate critique. Let us, though, refrain from saying 
that reality TV is an oxymoron, especially in an era when TV is reality.

So America’s next Top Model is edited to look like a dimwit. So the people 
auditioning for “American Idol” are not half as good as you are, but they are
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nearly twice as crazy. So a show such as “Cops” edits out the boredom of law 
enforcement, the social context of crime, and makes the police officers look a lot 
better than they “truly are.”17 In the end, you’re never going to believe me when 
I tell you this. But it’s true. Every single word. Let he who is without real 
simulated reality cast the first stone.18

DePaul University H. Peter Steeves
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James Bond 007 
and the Name of the Order

Along with “Shaken not stirred,” “Bond, James Bond” might be the most 
well-known sound bite associated with 007, and these are precisely the initial 
words pronounced by Sean Connery facing the camera in Dr. No, the first film 
adaptation of an Ian Fleming novel. Since then, this self-introduction has 
become a trademark of the character and has been repeated throughout every 
installment, prompting the question of its actual significance. As James Bond 
moved from the text to the screen, hence becoming a true popular culture 
phenomenon, these words acquired a new semiotic content beyond their direct, 
semantic value, and the name of James Bond 007 has come to suggest the entire 
content of the narration to which it is associated.

After all, except for the slightly surrealistic notion of a secret agent 
apparently always eager to introduce himself, this sequence offers very little 
meaning, hardly enough to justify becoming one of the most famous lines of 
modem cinematographic history. This celebrated one liner, as well as the 
“shaken, not stirred” Martini bit, is far from occupying the same importance in 
Fleming’s text as it does in the films and was never considered as a trade mark 
of the protagonist until the story crossed from literature to cinema. On the 
screen, these words found themselves magnified to the point of becoming a 
micro-structure of the entire narration, suggesting by themselves the entire 
James Bond universe; we have come to expect them in every installment of his 
adventures, regardless of time and trends, and they appear symbolically at the 
very end of the recent Casino Royale, which represents some fashion of a new 
beginning for the series. The name Bond has acquired a greater importance as it 
moved from a literary to a cinematographic universe, and this could be 
explained by its very strong relationship with the content of the story itself, a 
relationship which so far has eluded the critics and most likely Ian Fleming 
himself.1

It has been established how and why Ian Fleming chose the name of James 
Bond for his hero; as a fervent bird watcher, he owned a copy of Birds o f the 
West Indies whose author is precisely James Bond, and the name appealed to 
him for being “the simplest, dullest, plainest-sounding name I could 
find.. . .  Exotic things would happen to and around him, but he would be a 
neutral figure—an anonymous, blunt instrument wielded by a government 
department.”2 The name James Bond had already been associated with plainness 
and bluntness in British popular literature, specifically by Agatha Christie in her 
short story “The Rajah’s Emerald,”3 the protagonist of which is a simple, 
unsophisticated but righteous fellow named James Bond, who is being snubbed 
by his would-be fiancee, Clara, and alienated by her high-class friends. In this 
case, the association between the name “James Bond” and an ordinary, most
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undistinguished protagonist serves the narration, founded mainly upon the 
opposition between a common man and a higher-class environment. However, 
when applied to 007, this particular connotation, apparently the one that seduced 
Ian Fleming,'' does not support the narration, as is the case in Christie’s short 
story. If her James Bond is indeed a most common fellow whose existence is 
governed by his lack of exceptional qualities, Fleming’s 007 is precisely the 
opposite, and his exceptional qualities shine more apparently as we move from 
the novels into the Eon film series. Whereas Bond sounded most “flat” to the 
ears of Fleming,5 as it must have to those of Agatha Christie, is not necessary 
relevant: James Bond 007 is in effect the complete opposite of a common man, 
and if his name sounded plain and boring to Christie and Fleming, its 
connotations have changed to the point of meaning exactly the contrary today: 
the sign “James Bond 007” immediately implies a world of adventures, made of 
casinos, tuxedos, fast cars, faster women, deadly threats, and the greater good.

The text of the James Bond novels is onomastically very self-conscious, 
sometimes within the title itself (Goldfinger, Dr. No) and often regarding the 
choice of names for the main characters, usually recycled in the films, such as 
Pussy Galore, Tiffany Case, Goodnight, Solitaire, or Goodhead. These names 
are usually related to the narration: Solitaire reads the future in the cards, 
Goldfinger is a gold fetishist, Dr. No opposes the values of the Western world, 
Pussy Galore is a very sexualized woman, and so on. Logically, the name of 
James Bond itself, even though it happened to belong historically to a 
distinguished ornithologist, has acquired a new meaning beyond its original 
common semiotic content, that of blunt and ordinary, which supports its content 
rather than undermines it. Eco remarks that it evokes “the luxuries of Bond 
Street or treasury bonds” (116), but does not go any further in his onomastic 
interpretation. Now that the sign “Bond” has been further structured through the 
Eon film series, its fundamental connotations appear clearer than ever and work 
in perfect harmony with the narrative structure. James Bond 007 is not only the 
name of the hero, it is also his function within the narrative structure: he is 
literally the bonding agent of a social and political order which threatens to 
become un-bonded.

When considered at its primary structural level, any James Bond adventure, 
either literary or cinematographical, could be summed up within the basic 
opposition between order and disorder. The beginning of the conflict establishes 
the existence of a threat to the social and political order, usually involving an 
organization the hierarchy of which appears to be of a totalitarian nature. This 
organization can be quite involved, as are those of Dr. No, Goldfinger, Drax, 
and of course Blofeld, or apparently less complex, as is that of Scaramanga from 
The Man With the Golden Gun. In both cases, however, the villain has the right 
of life and death over his accomplices and intends to impose this new order—the 
basic opposition to the notion of the allegedly “free world” James Bond 
represents—upon society. It must be underlined that this substitution of orders 
always implies the destabilization of the accepted order, and therefore, manifests
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itself by disordering the basic balance of society: Scaramanga in The Man with 
the Golden Gun (novel) is scheming different plots with both the underworld 
and the KGB to destabilize the West by controlling cane sugar exports and 
flooding the U.S. with drugs. In the film, Scaramanga has developed a sun- 
powered laser canon which upsets the balance of sheer firepower and challenges 
the hegemony of Western muscle. Hence, the only real structural changes 
between the novel and the film, in spite of their apparently vast dissimilarities, 
concern exclusively the paradigmatic aspects of the narration. The threat has 
become both more technological and spectacular in the film, but the basic binary 
opposition upon which the narrative syntagm relies remains identical: the order 
is under attack and must be defended. Both the novel and the film end with a 
duel between Bond and Scaramanga, and although the circumstances are very 
different—as one takes place in a mangrove swamp and the other in 
Scaramanga’s personal fun house—the basic opposition between ordered good, 
represented by James Bond, and disorderly evil, incarnated by Paco 
Scaramanga, is respected and satisfactorily resolved.

James Bond’s function will be that of eliminating the threat and hence, of 
bonding the order back together. By an interesting semiotic shift, the bonding 
with a female is a common ending to any Bond adventure: it is most of the 
films’s closing shot and is present as well in many of Fleming’s texts (with 
Solitaire in Live and Let Die, Tiffany Case in Diamonds are Forever, 
Honeychile in Dr. No or Domino in Thunderball as well as in the short stories 
“A View to a Kill” or “Risico”). Casino Royal and On Her Majesty's Secret 
Service are the only two novels and films which present the death of the main 
Bond girl at the end of the narration. It should be observed however that both 
narrations show an extremely strong bonding in process between Bond and the 
main female protagonist: 007 intends to marry Vesper Lynn in the novel Casino 
Royale and he actually marries Tracy in On Her Majesty's Secret Service, in the 
novel as well as in the film. In both cases, a new order, that of marriage, 
threatens the integrity of the narrative structure, which represents a collective 
order rather than a localized, private one, such as that represented by the family; 
logically, both Vesper Lynn and Mrs. Tracy Bond must be eliminated from the 
narrative syntagm, the former before formalizing her engagement to James Bond 
and the latter on the way to her honeymoon. At the end of the novel Moonraker, 
Gala reveals to Bond that she is engaged to be married and in spite of the strong 
attraction he feels towards her and against his womanizing habits, 007 lets her 
go without much resistance, suggesting by his very resignation the self- 
excluding parallel existence of both orders, the general and the particular. As a 
representative of the Greater Order, Bond will never be allowed to partake in the 
sacred institution of marriage, and the ending of On Her Majesty's Secret 
Service is the most obvious demonstration of this impossibility. His final 
thoughts, if we are to believe the accepted chronology of Ian Fleming’s works, 
are those expressed at the end of The Man With the Golden Gun and revolve 
precisely around the possibility of a steady relationship with a woman: “At the
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same time, he knew, deep down, that love from Mary Goodnight, or from any 
other woman, was not enough for him. It would be like taking a ‘room with a 
view’. For James Bond, the same view would always pall” (200). Bond cannot 
be bonded by marriage, for he is already bonded to MI6, King, and Country.

The sign “Bond” contains thus the very reason for its existence, that of 
bonding reality, and functions both semantically, as a name and an identity, and 
semiotically, that is suggestively, as a role, which in itself represents a micro 
structure of the entire narrative conflict between order and disorder, as well as 
its satisfactory resolution. The values represented by this bonding agent 
appropriately named “James Bond” are accepted as absolute truths; 007 can kill 
without experiencing any type of guilt, his virtue is beyond doubt, and his 
Christian name underlines his unquestionable ethical status, for the King James 
Bible has been the authoritative version of the good book long enough to 
become an institution. Therefore, any bonding performed by James serves a 
higher, metaphysical good and the narration will never let us doubt 007’s 
essentially pure intentions. His license to kill is the administrative equivalent of 
the Angel of Death’s godly orders.

James Bond’s section number, 007, is just as efficiently and coherently 
related to the content of the narration as his name. In The Bond Code: The Dark 
World o f Ian Fleming and James Bond, Gardiner reveals that the number 007 
was used as a signature by the 16th century thinker and mathematician John Dee, 
when he worked as a spy for Queen Elisabeth I, and that Her Majesty in turn 
signed her replies by the letter “M.” Gardiner’s position appears biographically 
justified, since Ian Fleming is known to have been reading a memoir on the life 
of John Dee at the time he set off to write the first installment of the James Bond 
saga, Casino Royale\ nevertheless, this particular association, however founded 
it might be upon the reading habits of Ian Fleming, is more supplementary than 
complementary,6 for it does not inform us upon the content of the narration, nor 
participate to the overall message. Any possible existing similarity between John 
Dee and James Bond remains somewhat esoteric, for it is not at work within the 
narration itself since any reader or spectator can relate to the James Bond 
universe without being aware of John Dee’s intellectual search and 
achievements. Furthermore, an analysis of a James Bond adventure according to 
the life and times of John Dee might even prove counterproductive for it would 
irremediably distract us from the narration itself to concentrate upon an 
important and influential figure from a radically different historical period to 
that in which James Bond exists. The complementary meaning of James Bond’s 
section number, indissociable from his character, must be found elsewhere, 
independently from its biographical sources, functioning at a connotative level, 
and semiotically completing the content of the narration by underlining some of 
its most determining features.

The character of James Bond is immediately associated with courage and 
virility, and these two qualities could be considered as the determining 
conditions of his narrative function. The novels, as well as the films, present a
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fearless hero, brave to the point of recklessness, and impervious to torture, as 
demonstrated in Casino Royale (novel and film), Live and Lei Die (novel and 
film), or Tomorrow Never Dies (film and novelization). In Dr. No (novel), in 
spite of being at the mercy of the evil Julius No and his murdering “Chigro” 
thugs, Bond does not hesitate to insult his adversary: “It’s the same old business 
of thinking you’re the King of England or the President of the United State, or 
God. The asylums are full of them.. . .  Why does sitting shut up in this cell give 
you the illusion of power?” (213) This is quite characteristic of Bond’s 
interactions with the enemy, for neither Le Chiffre, Mr. Big, nor Drax, Blofeld, 
or Scaramanga will prove anymore successful in bullying 007.

In the films, as the narrative structure is reduced to its more functional 
elements, James Bond’s courage has been over-emphasized to the point of 
caricature and his famous one liners, usually placed after the hero has escaped 
life threatening circumstances, further emphasize his ability to overcome 
emotional distress as well as his undefeatable bravery: 007 literally laughs in the 
face of death. Even M seems recently unable to intimidate James Bond— 
although conceived originally as a “blunt instrument in the hands of the 
government”—as shown in License to Kill as well in two more recent 
installments, Die Another Day and Casino Royal. In The Man With the Golden 
Gun (film), James Bond goes after Scaramanga unofficially but with the full 
acknowledgment, if not the blessings of his superior. In the novels and in the 
films featuring Connery and Moore as 007, Bond’s interaction with M is that of 
an inferior with his superior; James Bond is respectful and compliant, even 
when he obviously disagrees with M, as when he is ordered to leave his Beretta 
behind to adopt a Walther PPK in Dr. No (novel and film), or when he is 
requested to spend a reinvigorating week at the health spa Shrublands in 
Thunderball (novel). In License to Kill (film and novelization), however, he 
openly disobeys direct orders from M and goes after the villain on his own as a 
rogue agent in order to avenge his long time friend, CIA agent, Felix Leiter. In 
Die Another Day, the last of the Brosnan installments, James Bond explicitly 
reprimands his chief during their meeting in an abandoned underground station: 
“Maybe it’s time you let me get along with my job.” In the schematic 
representation of a would-be super-hero that James Bond has become lately on 
the screen, his courage includes the audacity of transcending the hierarchy of his 
own organization, the very reason for his existence in the first place. The latest 
installment, Casino Royale follows this trend and presents an open conflict 
between M and James Bond, for “young 007” is perceived to be somewhat of a 
loose cannon: he refuses to report, breaks into M’s house, and must have a micro 
chip locator inserted into his forearm in order for his superior to keep track of 
her agent. However, as noted earlier, Casino Royale is meant to be a new 
beginning for the franchise, therefore Bond’s opposition to M might be 
interpreted simply as a lack of adjustment, not necessarily a determining 
feature.7
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Besides his undeniable courage, James Bond is also characterized by his 
appetite for, and success with, women. Miller’s affirmation that “elsewhere in 
the movies [besides Dr. No], however, the penis comes out of this protective 
sheath, just as the literary Bond’s ambivalence about commodities bursts onto 
the screen as joy through consumption” (236-7) is debatable, regarding sex as 
well as “commodities” of consumption; James Bond in the novels is indeed 
sensitive to both, as illustrated in the opening chapters of On Her Majesty's 
Secret Service, or throughout the short story “007 in New York,” which 
precisely follows Bond’s inner-monolog concerning consumption of food, 
objects, and a woman, Solange. Although lan Fleming did not present Bond’s 
sexuality as simplistically as the films do, the sexually attractive, sometimes 
dangerous female, and her direct effect upon James Bond has been a constant 
paradigm in the novels since the very first installment, Casino Royale, which 
shows Vesper and Bond’s sexual activity in a most explicit manner: “The 
succeeding days were a shambles of falseness and hypocrisy, mingled with her 
tears and moments of animal passion to which she abandoned herself with a 
greed made indecent by the hollowness of their days” (195).

Similarly, Tracy’s invitation to Bond in On Her Majesty’s Secret Service is 
quite unequivocal: “Do anything you like. And tell me what you like and what 
you would like from me. Be rough with me. Treat me like the lowest whore in 
creation. Forget everything else. No questions. Take me” (38).

It should be noted, yet again opposing Miller’s position, that Tracy is far 
from being as crude in the film, in which the scene’s sexual tension is 
represented in a more spectacular, yet less mature fashion, and relies mostly 
upon exhibiting the impressive bust of Diana Riggs in an undersized bra. The 
film’s dialog does not reflect the notion of prostitution put forth by the text of 
the novel with the same intensity, nor does it translate Tracy’s desperation 
reflected in the quote mentioned above. As for making love, the camera moves 
away during the first kiss to a bouquet above the protagonists before a quick 
change of scene.

In the novels, sexuality is an integral part of the James Bond universe and 
concerns more aspects of the narration than just the relationship between Bond 
and the girl. A recurrent figure in the texts concerns the business of sex, which is 
downplayed in the films but emphasized throughout the novels. It can be of a 
collective nature, as in Dr. No, where the situation of the girls “imported” once a 
month in order to fill the needs of the working crews is described at length:

They [the Chinese Negroes] too would have their drinking and 
dancing, and there would be a new monthly batch of girls 
from ‘inside’. Some ‘marriages’ from the last lot would 
continue for further months or weeks according to the taste of 
the ‘husband’, but for the others there would be a fresh choice.
There would be some of the older girls who had had their 
babies in the creche and were coming back for a fresh spell of 
duty ‘outside’, and there would be a sprinkling of young ones

Popular Culture Review________________
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who had come of age and would be ‘coming out’ for the first 
time. There would be fights over these and blood would be 
shed, but in the end the officer’s quarters would settle down 
for another month of communal life, each officer with his 
woman to look after his needs. (197)

Or as in Goldfinger where the sexual needs of the help as well as the means to 
relieve them are equally kept in mind by Goldfinger himself: “They are well 
paid and well fed and housed. When they want women, street women are 
brought down from London, well remunerated for their services and sent back” 
(171-2).

Honeychile’s project of becoming a call girl in Dr. No represents a more 
individualized type of prostitution: ‘“ I thought I’d be a call girl.’ She said it as 
she might have said ‘nurse’ or ‘secretary’” (Dr. No, 157), and so does the dialog 
between Bond and the barmaid of the Kingston brothel in The Man With the 
Golden Gun, which discusses openly the physical merits of the available girls:

‘There’s Sarah up there now. Care to meet up with her?’
‘Not today, thanks. It’s too hot. But you only have one at a 

time?’
‘There’s Lindy, but she’s engaged. She’s a big girl. If you like 

them big, she’ll be free in half an hour’. (60)

In the films, sex is represented in a much lighter manner, and the first 
visualization of the archetypical Bond girl, namely Ursula Andress as Honey 
Rider walking out of the sea in Dr. No, set the tone for most future 
representations. Sexuality and sexual tensions have been stereotypified for mass 
consumption, and it is no surprise that this very scene was recycled in the last of 
the Brosnan installments, when Bond watches Jinx, played by Halle Berry, 
emerge from the water, just as Honey Rider did in Dr. No. Both Honey Rider 
and Jinx succumb to 007’s charm but neither of them ever considers a possible 
career in prostitution.

In The Man With the Golden Gun film adaptation, the Jamaican brothel has 
become a Lebanese cabaret and the prostitute is a belly dancer from France who 
has indeed relatively loose morals but is still not a working girl of the type 
evoked in the novel. Later in the film, the business of sex is clearly indicated, 
although never shown, by the presence of scantily dressed hostesses, with whom 
James Bond has no direct contact. It is therefore a sanitized vision of sex which 
prevails in the films, and sexual tension is usually concentrated around the main 
characters: protagonist and antagonist. Nevertheless, it is safe to conclude that 
whether directly expressed in the text or spectacularly denoted in the films, a 
strong, convincing sexual activity on the part of 007 is required as a functional 
element of the narrative syntagm.

Undying courage and sexual tension are hence two necessary components 
of the James Bond narrative syntagm, as pervasive as they are fundamental in 
both the novels and the films, and they can be related semiotically to the sign
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“007” which graphically suggests male genitalia; the famous double-0 connote 
the testicles and the 7, which quickly became a stylized gun in its visual 
representation, is indeed, and without much need of Freudian theory, a phallic 
symbol.8 The testicles are associated with courage, as illustrated by common 
metaphorical expressions to be found in English and in many romance 
languages,9 and, along with the gun, can as well be read as metonymies of 
sexual activity. This convergence is clearly illustrated by the first torture scene 
ever to be presented in the novels, when Le Chiffre interrogates 007 to find the 
missing check in Casino Royale: Bond is tied up to a chair with no seat, “his 
buttocks and the underpart of his body” (132) protruding, and with a carpet- 
beater, Le Chiffre targets his “sensitive parts,” in an explicit attempt to break 
both his courage and his virility: “It is not only the immediate agony, but also 
the thought that your manhood is being gradually destroyed and that at the end, 
if you will not yield, you will no longer be a man” (137). Bond’s testicles 
represent more than just his will and his virility, they are Bond 007 himself,10 
and it is highly significant that the first test the hero must endure is precisely a 
direct attack against the very metonymy of his section number.

We are therefore able to establish a series of meaningful correlations 
between the sign “James Bond 007” and the content of the narrative syntagm to 
which it refers: the biblically authoritative James, serving King and Country, 
bonds the order back together thanks to his 00s and his gun, and his function as 
well as his two major attributes are already semiotically included in his name 
and section number.

The endurance of the James Bond narrative syntagm is nothing short of 
astonishing, but the reasons for its success may very well lie in the way the 
message is presented as well as in the message itself. By associating both, this 
particular narrative structure offers a very high degree of internal coherence, 
which might explain why it has so successfully survived historical, political, and 
cultural changes, as well as countless parodies: even Mr. Bean himself" has 
been unable to defeat James Bond 007. The series has demonstrated once again 
its staying power with the latest very well received installment, Casino Royale 
(film), which presents a more primal 007 than ever, as if re-booting the franchise 
had implied a need to return towards the very basic premises of a conflict as old 
as time itself. In the end, the story is the eternal conflict between good and evil, 
the difference being that this particular narrative syntagm seems to tell it better.

And so, naturally, James Bond will return.

West Virginia University Daniel F. Ferreras

Notes
Besides the abundant fan-oriented literature devoted to the subject (i.e., Dougall’s 

James Bond: The Secret World o f 007, Cork’s and Stutz’s James Bond Encyclopedia, 
Benson’s The James Bond Bedside Companion, Cork’s Bond Girls are Forever: The 
Women o f James Bond, or Macintyre’s For Your Eyes Only: Ian Fleming and James
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Bond), most of the scholarly criticism on James Bond has been either of an historical 
nature (as Chapman’s License to Thrill: A Cultural History o f the James Bond Films or 
Black’s The Politics o f  James Bond: From Fleming's Novels to the Big Screen) or 
resolutely post-modern, as represented by some of the approaches featured in the The 
James Bond Phenomenon: A Critical Reader and particularly in the recent Ian Fleming & 
James Bond: The Cultural Politics O f 007. Since Eco’s essay “Narrative Structures in 
Fleming,” very little has been done in terms of structural and semiotic approaches 
(Ladenson’s “Pussy Galore,” Stock’s “Dial M for Metonym” in The James Bond 
Phenomenon) and never from a comprehensive point of view.

Ian Fleming’s interview in Reader’s Digest, quoted in Chancellor. See also the 
YouTube video of Ian Fleming’s interview “How Ian Fleming created James Bond.”

The Listerdale Mystery by Agatha Christie, published in 1934 by Collins for the Crime 
Club series of books, included 12 short stories, among which we find “The Rajah’s 
Emerald,” reprinted in 2002 along with others by Macmillan under the title The Golden 
Ball and Other Stories. The credit for the finding belongs to the James Bond 007 
Magazine online.
4 Whether the name “James Bond” came from Birds o f the West Indies or from a memory 
of reading Agatha Christie which Ian Fleming did not acknowledge will remain an 
unsolved mystery, showing in passing the limitations of biographically oriented historical 
criticism; Ian Fleming might have lied in order to prevent any type of relationship with 
another best-selling author, or simply because he considered the story of Birds o f the 
West Indies more exotic or literary. It is also possible that he honestly did not remember 
Agatha Christie’s story. The structuralist analysis, however, focusing solely upon the text 
does provide us with an interesting clue: “The Hilldebrand Raritie” published in the 
Fleming’s collection of short stories Octopussy present an identical narrative structure to 
that of Christie’s Murder On the Orient Express and uses a similar setting as Death on 
the Nile.
5 See Ian Fleming describing how and why he chose the name James Bond in “How Ian 
Fleming created James Bond.” YouTube video.

Eco speaks of “economical” by opposition to “uneconomical” interpretation when the 
connotations reinforce the semantic value of the syntagm (Interpretation and 
Overinterpretation, 67-71). By adopting instead the notions of complementarity and 
supplementarity, we can distinguish more clearly the type of information that 
supplements the text, i.e., biographical circumstances, historical context, and that which 
complements it, i.e., the connotations found within the text which establish a semiotic 
code complementing the narrative syntagm.
7 The latest James Bond film. Quantum o f Solace, not yet released as I write these lines, 
presents as well a James Bond brave to the point of disobeying M and transcending the 
rules of M16.

Most graphic representations of James Bond show him holding a gun in a vertical, 
albeit slightly slanted, direction, as in the very first French editions of Fleming’s novels 
(Plon, 1964-66) or as in one of the posters announcing the up-coming film Quantum o f  
Solace-, the only noticeable difference is that the gun has grown much larger.
9 In English, “to be ballsy, to have balls”; in Spanish “Tener cojones\ tener huevos”; in 
French: “Avoir des couilles au cul."
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It is indeed significant that when Casino Royale was re-published by the American 
Popular Library in 19SS under the title You Asked fo r It, Fleming originally suggested 
renaming the novel The Double-0 Agent.
1 * See the film Johnny English.
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B u ff B rides:
Disciplining the Female Body

In 2003, a new reality program premiered on the Discovery Health Channel. 
Buff Brides combined the long-established fitness television genre with the video 
verite, “fly on the wall” (Calvert) approach of reality TV. It followed women 
planning their weddings while trying to lose weight. Still offered as reruns as of 
2008 on Discovery’s fitness and exercise cable outlet, FitTV, as Buff Brides: 
The Bridal Challenge, this unique program gives its viewers a glimpse of what 
Erving Goffman called the “back region” where women prepare for their 
wedding day. From the vantage point of backstage voyeur, viewers follow the 
buff brides’ progress as they transform their bodies, often in order to fit into an 
already-purchased bridal gown.

Like other popular reality-based, fitness-oriented programming of the early 
2151 century, such as NBC’s The Biggest Loser (2004-) and VH1 ’s Celebrity Fit 
Club (2005- ), Buff Brides follows its participants’ progress toward weight- 
based goals. The program’s title itself offers a new way of idealizing the role of 
bride within contemporary American culture. “Buff’ holds numerous 
connotations in the online Urban Dictionary,' including “very strong and well 
built,” “having well-defined muscles,” and “good looking” (“Buff’). These 
contemporary meanings denote that Buff Brides intends to transform formerly 
out-of-shape women into toned, physically fit brides. While the term “buff 
bride” seems oxymoronic, taking into consideration the contradiction between 
the definitely feminine aspect of bridal appearance and the almost-masculine 
implications of a strong, well-built body, it provides at least a semantic space 
where women can be strong as well as feminine.

While seemingly innocuous and even trivial, this program offers a text with 
which to examine the status of women in U.S. society. More than just 
entertainment, this program serves as an example of how the mass media 
provide women and girls a “script of ideal femininity” (Ussher 74). As a cultural 
artifact, Buff Brides serves as an example of the popularity of bridal media and 
how they provide both entertainment and instruction about what it means to be a 
modem woman in today’s society—a society in which women receive 
conflicting messages regarding their expected aspirations, such as pursuing 
careers while attending to domestic duties (Wood).

The Disciplined Bridal Body
As a metaphor for culture, the body serves as the text of culture. As 

such, it becomes a practical and direct locus of social control, with the docile 
body upon which control is exerted regulated by the norms of cultural life 
(Bordo). Thus, the female body can be considered “docile,” as it is subjected to 
social norms and habituated to self-improvement and transformation to meet
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those norms (Bordo). Related to this concept, the disciplined body invokes the 
idea of control—both over one’s (female) body and over the (female) gender as 
a whole. Disciplinary practices, such as dieting and exercise, comprise the 
process by which the ideal feminine body is constructed (Bartky). Hegemonic 
femininity, those widely held and unquestioningly accepted notions of what 
feminine means, today “has a strong emphasis on appearance with the dominant 
notion of an ideal feminine body as thin and toned” (Krane, Baird, Aimar, and 
Kauer 316).

Women’s bodies are scrutinized by the self and others (Hall and Hebert; 
Lockford), and even more so when taking on the role of bride. The bride’s 
disciplined body, noted Boden, is defined, indeed, literally shaped, through 
control, denial, and anticipation—and stands in contrast to the abundance of 
choice and sumptuousness, appearing in the form of food, of the wedding 
occasion. As purveyors of ultimate femininity, bridal media “promote the 
disciplined female body—disciplined not only through diet, beauty, regimes, 
costume, gesture, and posture. . .  but also through conforming to the more 
traditional properties of wedding etiquette and formality” (Boden 65).

Wedding etiquette dictates the proper packaging: the white wedding 
gown. The bridal gown further dictates the body within—brides should not be 
heavy or “plus-size,” as Patterson noted in her essay on bridal ads. While clothes 
usually cover and conceal the body, especially the overweight body (Lockford), 
the wedding gown’s construction (form fitting, heavy material, white color) 
disallows any concealment. Akin to Wolfs metaphor of the beauty myth as 
“Iron Maiden” (17), the bridal gown, perpetuated in bridal advertisements and 
media as the only acceptable wedding costume for women, creates a similar 
three-dimensional mold into which women are “trapped” or, more conectly, trap 
themselves.

Berger’s assertion that “men act and women appear” becomes even 
more relevant in the context of the wedding as social and mediated event (98). 
Rarely, if ever, does this star status accompany the images of the bridegroom in 
wedding media, which further underscores the visual importance of the female 
within the world of weddings—and in wider society. In this manner, the 
surveyed female turns herself “into an object,” a “sight”: “Her own sense of 
being in herself is supplanted by a sense of being appreciated as herself by 
another” (97). Not only does the bridal appearance demand the gaze of others, 
but the emphasis on attaining the perfect everything—body, hair, makeup, 
dress—also demands the bride’s own gaze.

The spectacle of weight loss and bridal appearance is what Buff Brides 
offers its viewers, as well as the women featured in the program itself in the 
form of self-gaze. Thus, as a cultural performance of femininity, the gaze 
originates in the bride herself, wedding guests, viewers of the show, and, 
especially, her husband-to-be. After all, notes Berger, the success of a woman’s 
life is how she appears to men. In this sense, Buff Brides serves as an example of
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how the female body becomes both disciplined and docile in the quest to fulfill 
the ultra-feminine role of women today—the beautiful, perfect bride.

Goffman’s dramaturgical metaphor of the front and back regions 
applies to reality television versions of bridal media; the reality genre allows 
glimpses into the back region where “the suppressed facts make their 
appearance” (111). Although the camera transforms the back region into a front 
region upon which the participants play out what occurs behind the scenes, these 
glimpses provide an otherwise inaccessible means by which to examine both 
visual and textual narratives of bridal preparation. In addition, in Buff Brides, the 
inclusion of scenes of brides getting dressed, at the beauty salon, and working 
out at the gym normalize these activities as expected and unquestioned 
requirements for women who desire to many in the formal wedding.

Weight Loss as Spectacle: Creation of the Buff Bride
Buff Brides the series premiered in 2003 on the Discovery Health Channel. 

Buff Brides then appeared as a series of ten episodes, each featuring the stories 
of two out-of-shape brides on FitTV, the Discovery Health Channel’s fitness 
outlet. Programming on this specialty network centers on fitness instruction 
programs; these shows range from “in-home” workout sessions, such as 
Namaste Yoga and Gilad's Bodies in Motion (a long-running 
aerobics/calisthenics program) to lifestyle programs about how to get one’s 
home “fit” (with neat, a program that transforms messy homes).

Each hour-long Buff Brides episode opens with a voiceover by an 
anonymous female narrator introducing the two featured brides. Shot on 
videotape, the footage features separate, chronological storylines that go back 
and forth between the two brides, giving the viewer a sense of the progress of 
each woman. Narrative comes from on-camera interviews with the women and 
their fiances, natural sound of each woman as they workout with their personal 
trainers, participate in wedding planning (such as shopping or rehearsal dinners), 
try on their wedding gowns either at home or at bridal salons, and other non 
exercise oriented activities. Each episode features three weigh-ins. Close-ups 
appear prominently when personal trainers measure these women’s body thighs, 
arms, and hips, and when the women are doing push ups or using exercise 
machines. Brides admit cheating on their diets and complain about working out 
on the “Bride Cam” in confessional-style, black-and-white segments. Wide 
shots of the hustle and bustle of New York City feature the women themselves 
scunying to get to work or the gym. Each episode ends with footage of the 
wedding ceremony itself as well as the reception.

These are young women; ages are not mentioned in the episodes, but all 
brides appear to be in their early 20s to early 30s.2 Even with this sample of 10 
brides, the program shows racial diversity, perhaps reflecting the diversity of 
New York City itself: five of the brides were Caucasian; two were African- 
American; two were Chincse-American, and one was Indian. The female 
narrator announces brides’ and bridegrooms’ occupations at the beginning of 
each episode. While husbands-to-be are not the subject of the program, their
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occupations are given nevertheless. Brides came mostly from business-related or 
professional fields; one could surmise based on the brief job descriptions that 
they held desk jobs.

None of the women appeared obese or seriously overweight; their 
weight loss goals range from 10 to 30 pounds. In that height and weight 
determine ideal weight ranges (Body Mass Index Table), the program bypasses 
the notion of healthy weight and uses the bride’s own assessment of how much 
weight she would like to lose, rather than how much she needs to lose in order to 
be considered medically healthy. The program does not provide blood pressure 
readings or other indicators of health other than body fat percentage, calculated 
by the brides’ personal trainers using caliper measurements of their excess fat.

Enforcement of the Beauty Ideal
Brides’ body image and unhappiness with their current shape and 

weight serves as the most prominent theme of Buff Brides. While the issue of 
unacceptable current weight is unsurprising, the degree to which the women in 
this program express their dissatisfaction becomes troublesome when the visual 
elements of the program add to an even more negative impression of aging for 
women, which apparently begins in one’s late 20s or early 30s). Both the 
narrator and some of the brides mention that metabolism starts to slow when a 
woman hits her mid-20s. The combination of age and desk work results in the 
less-than-perfect body. For example, Madhu, who is Indian and “works for a 
New York-based women’s organization,” comments, “Somewhere around my 
mid to late 20s, my metabolism fell.” She wants to lose 10 to 15 pounds and “fit 
into the size 4 red suit that I love.”

In addition to wanting to return to one’s former size, the issue of 
dissatisfaction with specific body parts is common among all the brides. Target 
“problem” areas are explained and accompanied by brides on camera pinching 
their fat. Colleen, a public affairs manager, wants to lose 20 pounds. She 
identifies her arms and back as target areas: “Nobody likes flabby arms for a 
wedding gown.” Greta, a cosmetics company public relations executive, weighs 
141 pounds and wants to lose 20 pounds for her wedding. On camera, she points 
to areas she dislikes: “I hate this extra butt that I have here,” pinching her hip. 
“This nice little ‘grandma’ arm,” she says, pinching the skin on the underside of 
her (rather unchubby) arm. “I have my little tummy I have here,” she continues. 
For this bride, however, the issue of being overweight is coupled with her work 
as a beauty industry insider: “There is in today’s world an intense pressure on 
women and I’m in that world: size 0, size 2 if you’re heavy. And if you’re a size 
12 or 14, you just don’t feel good in the company that you keep.” In addition, 
Greta has a history of anorexia, further underscoring her concerns about losing 
weight.

Bodily disapproval becomes even more reified as brides undergo 
weigh-ins and measurements. Fear of their own weight is illustrated by 
comments such as, “I’m a little nervous” (Justine, being weighed at the midpoint 
of her program); “I’m too nervous to face the scale,” and, “It sucks” (Nadege);
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and, “It’s never fun to step on the scale, but at least now it’s not so horrifying” 
(Greta, after losing 12 pounds). Each bride is shown being weighed by her 
personal trainer on a medical scale, having her arms, waist, hips, and thighs 
measured either with a measuring tape or body fat calipers. Most of the brides 
fall within the range of 20% to 30% body fat. The visual images showing these 
women being weighed and measured enhances the notion of the docile body 
which needs to be disciplined; brides tend to grimace and groan as their 
measurements are taken. The fear and disgust with which these women view 
their own bodies tells the female viewer that her body is at the same time 
unworthy and in need of inspection.

Several of the brides in this program had chosen a strapless gown, 
which required them to have bare arms for their weddings. The arms became a 
site not only of initial disapproval, but also of others’ gaze. Colleen, for 
example, goes on a bridal dress shopping trip with her mother and female 
entourage at Klcinfeld’s, New York’s largest and oldest bridal salon. “I cannot 
believe my bridal gown is going to be strapless,” she says. She then pinches the 
lower part of her arms, explaining, “This has gotta go.” Pinching her back fat, 
she says, “This has gotta go. It’s all gotta come off.” Finally having chosen a 
gown, she concludes, “I feel like now I have to get in it. I gotta look my best.” 
Similarly, Justine, who had purchased an off-the-shoulder dress, says, “I can’t 
believe my dress is sleeveless. I don’t want to be self-conscious about mushy 
arms. I want not to be worrying about how my arms are looking to everyone and 
how they’re going to look in the pictures.” Self-gaze, combined with others’ 
gaze, becomes highly important and significant for brides, as their bodies will 
become part of an archival record. The uncovered female arm thus becomes the 
motivation for losing weight, rather than a desire to achieve optimum health.

Already-purchased gowns serve as motivation for other brides as well. 
At home, Linxiu takes her strapless wedding gown out and shows it on camera. 
A “Carolina Hen-era” tag peeks from underneath the inside neckline in a close- 
up, hinting at the high price of this garment. Her wedding dress is a size 8, but 
Linxiu finds it difficult to put it on without holding her breath. Clearly ill-fitting, 
the gown, or rather its numerical size, serves as a definer of Linxiu’s self- 
image: “I don’t think I’m a size 10.1 refuse to even go to a size 10.1 think I’m a 
tight 8.” Eventually, Linxiu loses 17 pounds. This focus on the bridal gown 
illustrates that the body within it is of secondary importance. Rather than her 
wearing the dress, her wedding gown wears her. As an impetus for weight loss, 
then, the wedding gown becomes a site where the female body becomes 
subservient. In this sense, the female becomes trivialized to the point where her 
“packaging” (Goldstein-Gidoni) holds more importance than her.

Borrowing Frye’s rubric of the quest, in Buff Brides, bridal perfection 
serves as the goal of the protagonist (bride) with the role of “enemy” played by 
food. Phrases such as “temptation is everywhere” and “weakness” are used 
repeatedly in the narrator’s voiceover. Food in these episodes is framed as 
“indulgence” rather than vital, and brides’ appetites and “cheating” constantly



threaten to derail their efforts. Talk of favorite foods also illustrates the badness 
of food and the will and discipline the women need in order to achieve their 
target weight.

Because food plays a prominent role in the wedding and its requisite 
reception and pre-wedding day festivities, Buff Brides emphasizes it through the 
use of close-up shots. The use of food to demarcate the “good” buff bride from 
the “bad” buff bride is illustrated in the additional images of food actually being 
eaten. The weakness for food is prominent in Nadege’s storyline, for example. 
Her bridal shower footage features close-ups of the luncheon buffet comprised 
of evil carbohydrates disguised as delicious-looking treats: macaroni and cheese, 
rice with lima beans (a Haitian dish), vegetable lasagna, and potato salad. These 
images create an impression that brides—and women in general—who actually 
put food into their mouths on camera cannot possibly attain their weight loss 
goals. The idea of “being bad” becomes more so when the viewer witnesses 
transgressions: Nadege will surely pay for having a good time at her own bridal 
shower.

The Bridal Cam becomes the site for brides to describe in detail the 
forbidden foods which they have allowed themselves to eat; these sins often are 
accompanied by admissions of guilt. For example, Linxiu, who enjoys eating, 
describes the “toasted almond souffle” with heavy cream she had for dessert at a 
French restaurant. And after a day of indulging in the various tempting foods in 
her refrigerator in the absence of her fiance’s watchful eye, she tells the viewer 
via the Bridal Cam: “I gave myself a treat. I didn’t work out today, either. . .  I 
have a guilty conscience.” The guilt associated with the very act of eating tells 
viewers that to eat is to be guilty—and that no respectable bride would indulge 
before her wedding.

Related to the portrayal of food as enemy, the denial of food also 
appears in several brides’ storylines. The juxtaposition of the buff bride on her 
quest and the abundance of food offered at pre-wedding events further 
emphasizes that only through denial will the bride achieve her ideal image. 
Greta, whose history of unhealthy dieting and anorexia serves as a concern for 
her and her family, demonstrates an iron will during pre-wedding festivities and 
on the job. At a company event she oversees, she waves off a tray of food being 
served by the caterer, saying, “Not for me, not for Greta.” Other brides show 
similar discipline. For example, at Colleen’s surprise bridal shower luncheon at 
a large restaurant, a big cake is shown, but she does not partake. In fact, one of 
her bridal shower presents is a scale.

This obsession with food, or rather, the denial of food, reinforces the 
notion that women should not eat—at least in front of others.3 Especially 
noteworthy here is how much emphasis this program places on the evilness of 
food. Rather than a means of sustaining the human body and a source of 
pleasure, food is to be denied and rejected. Indulgence is not allowed, especially 
for brides who want to look good on their wedding day, as opposed to enjoying 
their wedding—an event at which food plays a prominent role. When combined

40_______________Popular Culture Review_________________



with myriad other mass media, these images further add to the notion that 
women must deny themselves the pleasure of food, lest they break the rules of 
femininity.

In addition to their regular jobs and their personal lives that include 
their fiances, family, and friends, these women take on additional “shifts”—first, 
working out and going to the gym, and second, planning their weddings. The 
narrator mentions these women’s increased labor and work at the start of every 
episode and reminds viewers that not only are these brides trying to get buff, 
they also have big weddings to plan and “a million” or “a thousand” details to 
take care of. The narrator describes wedding plans as “chores” that brides must 
fit into their already hectic lives. Images of these women scurrying to and from 
the gym or to work on the busy streets of New York add to the impression that 
their lives are in constant motion.

Stress becomes another enemy of these brides; they express their 
frustration not only with trying to lose weight, but having to deal with (self- 
imposed) wedding chores. While a few brides are shown shopping or at food 
tastings or even exercising with their fiances, the viewer senses that the planning 
of their special day is a one-woman operation. For example, Nadege and Greta 
complain that their fiances don’t understand the amount of time and worry 
required for the minutest wedding and reception details. “I think brides are put 
under pressure that grooms would never, ever, ever get it. Grooms just couldn’t 
pull it off,” says Greta. Vents Nadege, “I don’t think anyone else understands 
how tough it is to plan a wedding and do anything else.”

This added stress is normalized by the voiceover narrator, who reminds 
viewers that brides will have to cope with strenuous workouts and “big 
responsibilities” of wedding planning. Comments such as, “Like many brides, 
Margaret is busy and exhausted most of the time, so it’s hard to find the time 
and enthusiasm for exercise,” “Most brides find outside activities to alleviate 
stress,” and “It’s all work and no play—a relentless schedule that can trigger 
frustration and bridal burnout,” illustrate the daunting work these women have 
waiting for them every day once they finish their paying jobs.

While being exhausted might serve as a common complaint among 
these brides, their reward for working out, denying themselves food, and 
juggling work, exercise, and wedding planning is the perfect wedding. 
Repeatedly, the voiceover narrator uses the word “perfect” throughout episodes: 
“Jessica has only seven weeks to become the perfect bride”; “In spite of the 
weather, this has turned out to be the perfect wedding that Greta was dreaming 
o f’; “The dress is a perfect fit, and Margaret is every inch the perfect bride.” 
This desire for perfection and the association of perfection with the bridal 
appearance emanates from the brides themselves. For instance, Melanie, who 
wanted to lose 30 pounds but had to settle for 12, summarizes this desire: 
“Everyone wants to look their best on their wedding day. You know, you always 
dream about the perfect dress. With the perfect dress goes the perfect hair, the 
perfect smile, and, naturally, the perfect body.”

_________ Buff Brides: Disciplining the Female Body_______41_
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Especially important are the comments from their new husbands. 
Melanie, who went from a size 16 to size 12, hoped that on her wedding day 
new husband Frank would be “very surprised” and “awestruck.” Thus, the 
beauty of each bride overshadows any other aspect of her person, with the all- 
important endorsement of their husbands serving as validation of their efforts, 
such as Justine’s new husband Tom’s comment: “I couldn’t have guessed how 
beautiful she looks.” Colleen’s new husband Chris comments on her 
transformation from 163 pounds down to 145, illustrating the importance of the 
physical in creating the successful bridal appearance: “She looks like a Barbie 
doll or a china doll. Just so perfect and so amazing. So beautiful. Absolutely 
beautiful.” Comparing one’s new wife to a Barbie doll further illustrates the 
notion of idealized beauty; Colleen apparently did not look like Barbie prior to 
her transformation, but now she is perfect. One wonders how she will maintain 
such perfection after the wedding day.

Conclusion
Presented on FitTV, a medium purporting to promote health and 

fitness, the themes in Buff Brides of bodily disapproval and the wedding dress as 
motivator for losing weight and attaining today’s definition of the feminine body 
(thin and toned) further enhance the message that the female body serves as the 
foremost indicator of a woman’s worth. I found especially noteworthy how these 
women, the minority women in particular, viewed themselves as deficient or 
lacking in some way. Their expressions of dissatisfaction support Bartky’s 
assertion that media images of the perfect female beauty “leave no doubt in the 
minds of most women that they fail to measure up” (71). The viewer sees these 
women weighed and measured, much like livestock; their waist size and weight 
literally define their self worth.

Buff Brides tells women that food must be controlled, denied, and used 
only as a reward for following the “rules” of femininity—that is, managing 
one’s body. Repeatedly, these women are shown either as “bad” by “indulging” 
or as “good” by rejecting food. Rather than portraying food as necessary and 
vital to maintaining good health, this program consistently shows that weight 
loss can only occur if one can resist temptation. Food becomes an obstacle to the 
attainment of the perfect body—which is defined as one that can fit into the 
wedding gown and be gazed at by others without the worry of flabby arms. The 
program’s inclusion of the wedding planning aspect gives the impression that 
fitting into a bridal gown to look good for one’s (male) mate serves as a 
legitimate reason to lose weight.

The feminine ideal of perfection, so prominent in other wedding media, 
takes on additional importance in Buff Brides, in that all the brides, no matter 
their weight loss achievements or disappointments, all are “perfect” brides in the 
end. By the time of the wedding, it seems that onlookers still consider these 
brides beautiful: success or failure appears to be a moot point in the end. The 
hard work and stress that these women undergo as they deny themselves food 
and work out to the point of exhaustion and pain are dismissed as a matter of
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course; there seem to be no real consequences should they not follow their 
training regime, because they’ll get their dream wedding anyway.

When considered in the context of women’s health, certainly an 
important concern for all women and for feminists, the program’s emphasis on 
the cosmetic trivializes the seriousness of this issue. This program excludes any 
medical expertise regarding (1) what is medically considered overweight and (2) 
the actual consequences of being overweight (blood pressure and other health 
risks) aside from noting that certain body fat percentages are “unhealthy.” 
Instead, the sole reason for these women to incorporate exercise and healthy 
eating into their hectic lifestyles is to create the spectacle of the perfect bride. At 
the same time, one can consider this program as in a sense incorporating 
feminist ideals by way of including mention of these women’s occupations— 
some are executives and managers—and the portrayal of these women being 
able to manage several roles at once. However, it gives no indication of these 
women’s other achievements, such as education, which would take only a few 
seconds to mention.

In addition to gendered differentiation regarding bodily appearance, 
Buff Brides includes aspects of gender inequality regarding the concept of 
“work.” The amount of unpaid labor and time devoted to the “chore” of wedding 
planning, which results in only a temporary escape from their habitus of work 
and home (Herr), reaffirms that, in the end, women’s lives are defined as not a 
man’s. “Women, like everyday life, have often been defined as negation. Their 
realm has not been that of war, art, philosophy, scientific endeavor, high office,” 
noted Felski (80). Buff Brides further endorses femininity through the 
importance it places on the task of wedding planning and fulfilling the role of 
bride. As a mode of discipline, Buff Brides combines with other bridal media to 
instruct female viewers on how to discipline the female body in order to fit a 
gendered garment, a symbolic “Iron Maiden” that forwards hegemonic 
femininity in the guise of wedding bliss.

University of Nevada, Las Vegas Erika Engstrom

Notes
1 Urban Dictionary (http://www.urbandictionary.com) serves in a similar capacity as 
Wikipedia, in that it provides an online, every-changing source for slang terms.
2 For this analysis, 1 recorded at random, during early 2007, five one-hour episodes 
featuring the stories of 10 brides. As of mid-2008, episodes rerun once every several 
weeks, with the series taking months to recycle. Thus, this sample is one of convenience. 
Episode titles, airdates, and copyright dates are as follows: “Margaret and Tiffany,” Feb. 
14, 2007 (copyright 2003); “Colleen and Nadege,” Feb. 21, 2007 (copyright 2003); 
“Linxiu and Melanie,” March 2, 2007 (copyright 2003); “Jessica and Madhu,” March 21, 
2007 (copyright 2003); “Greta and Justine,” March 21, 2007 (copyright 2004).
3 Recall the scene from Gone with the Wind in which Mammy chastises Scarlett for 
planning to eat at the Wilkes’s barbeque picnic.

http://www.urbandictionary.com
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V for Vendetta:
A Graphic Retelling of Macbeth

Everybody is special. Everybody. Everybody is a hero, a lover, 
a fool, a villain. Everybody. Everybody has their story to tell.

V, Vfor Vendetta

While no tragedy has only one interpretation, Shakespeare’s Macbeth has 
long been heralded as a tragedy with a “universal” reading. Seen as the 
triumphant assertion of the divine right of royalty over treasonous usurpation, 
Macbeth was performed for a world in the aftermath of near tragedy. The 
Gunpowder Plot, or Powder Treason as it was called, was an attempt to murder 
not only King James I, but his son Henry and all of Parliament in what would 
have been an incredible explosion. In the following years simple words like 
“vault,” “train,” and “mine” took on double meaning in reference to the Plotters 
attempt to blow up Parliament (Wills, 8). Events such as the Gunpowder Plot, 
events that assault public consciousness riling emotion and dividing opinion, 
events that are powerful enough to become cultural heritage, affect every aspect 
of society and Macbeth was no exception.

The appearance of a universal interpretation was necessary in Shakespeare’s 
time. Following the discovery and foiling of the Plot, King James quickly and 
effectively took control of the situation; working with his counselors he 
inundated England with religious propaganda that presented an “official 
version” of the Plot (Wills, 15). In such an environment the only possible 
presentation of Macbeth had to be one that would seemingly support James; the 
only possible interpretation had to be pro-govemment and anti-regicide— 
anything else could have cost Shakespeare his life.

Macbeth fulfilled its immediate requirements well, but in 1982 Macbeth and 
the most famous Plotter of them all, Guy Fawkes, were given new life. In Vfor 
Vendetta, the graphic novel by Alan Moore, the hero of the story, V, is depicted 
as a man who wears a Guy Fawkes mask. V is immediately recognized as a hero 
because the first time the reader sees him he saves Evey, a young girl, from 
being raped. As V saves her, however, he quotes from Macbeth:

The multiplying villainies of nature do swarm upon 
him . . .  and fortune on his damned quarrel smiling, showed 
like a rebel’s whore. . .  But all’s too weak; for brave 
Macbeth . . .  well he deserves that name . . .  disdaining 
fortune, with his brandished steel, which smoked with bloody 
execution. Like a valour’s mind carved out his passage . . .  till 
he faced the slave;. . .  which ne’er shook hands, nor bade 
farewell to him. (Moore, 11-12)
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V’s status as hero is contradicted by his apparel and his words; the Guy Fawkes 
mask he wears and the quote from Macbeth aligns him with two of the greatest 
traitors in history. This resurrection of Guy Fawkes and use of Macbeth seems 
like an arbitrary decision on the part of Moore and Lloyd at first glance. 
Something to inspire reaction in the reader, a hackneyed use of literature. But it 
begs the questions, why Guy Fawkes and why Macbeth? This paper would 
argue that V for Vendetta is a powerful resurrection of not only Guy Fawkes, but 
Macbeth as well, and that while V for Vendetta is not an exact retelling of 
Macbeth, in causing the reader to remember Macbeth and the Gunpowder Plot it 
pushes for a new interpretation of both events. It remythologizes.

The concept of remythologizing is one pulled from Alicia Ostriker’s book 
Stealing the Language. While Ostriker defines the term “revisionist 
mythmaking” (212) in relation to women’s poetry, this theory is indispensable in 
understanding the connection between Vand Macbeth'. The moment Moore and 
Lloyd opted to dress their hero V in a Guy Fawkes mask and introduce his 
character with a quote from Macbeth they were remythologizing. This 
remythologizing occurs chiefly through the reappropriation of the concept of 
“hero.” A definition of “hero” is found in the essay “Heroes and Superheroes.” 
In it Jeph Loeb and Tim Morris describe “hero” as a “moral category” (12). “No 
level of achievements alone is enough to make someone a hero. That person 
must embody noble qualities as well. Go look up the word ‘noble’ and you’ll 
find phrases like ‘of lofty character or ideals’ and ‘morally elevated’.” (12). This 
definition is, at best, problematic. A moral category is an extremely subjective 
one.

The beauty of V for Vendetta is that its remythologizing does not offer a 
view of “hero” never before considered—rather, it offers a different 
interpretation of “noble” and “morally elevated.” It provides a better 
understanding of the Catholic doctrine—double-effect—that was used to justify 
the Gunpowder Plot. This increased understanding of the politics of 1606 
enables a new, more subversive reading of Macbeth, and by remythologizing 
“hero,” Guy Fawkes, and Macbeth, V for Vendetta provides a framing device 
that significantly complicates the tragedy of Macbeth.

Double-effect was used not only as justification for the actions of the 
Gunpowder Plotters, but also, it can be argued, Macbeth and V. Double-effect 
was one action resulting in “two separate effects” (Fraser, 108). The two effects, 
one good, one bad, had to meet certain requirements to be condoned by the 
church. The most important requirement was that the good effect vastly 
outweigh the bad effect; the bad effect, that which was harmful, had to be 
involuntary, and, finally, it had to be impossible to separate the good effect from 
the bad effect thus requiring the two to happen almost simultaneously (Fraser, 
108).

The members of the Powder Treason felt very strongly that their attack on 
James and Parliament was justified by double-effect. At the time of Queen 
Elizabeth’s death in 1603, penalties for being Catholic had increased to a painful



degree; it was within these conditions that Catholics looked favorably upon the 
ascension of James. Their hopes were not unfounded as it is known that James 
had agents in Rome encouraged to spread rumors of his conversion to 
Catholicism to help ensure his ascension (Fraser, 17). Following his ascension, 
however, all pretenses were abandoned; by playing politics and hinting at 
tolerance for the English recusants, James led the young men of the Gunpowder 
Plot to feel that every peaceful option had been exhausted. The Plotters appear 
to have felt violence was their only recourse—a sentiment expressed by Catesby 
to Wintour when he said, “In face of continuous persecution, theirs was the 
violence of last resort” (Fraser, 103).

Shakespeare’s conscious use of double-effect in Macbeth as a mimicking of 
the Plotters is supported by two things: the first, that Shakespeare knew or at 
least knew of the Plotters; the second, the relationship of Macbeth and Duncan. 
That Shakespeare knew, or at least knew of, the Plotters is beyond doubt. The 
majority of the Plotters lived or rented houses within 30 miles of Stratford, 
Shakespeare’s hometown, and while Shakespeare lived in London he had 
purchased property at Clopton, an area one mile north of Stratford, in July 1605 
(Asquith, 216, Fraser, 115). Several of the Plotters were well known Stratford 
figures like John Grant of Norbrook and the Wintour brothers, but 
Shakespeare’s own family was connected to the Catesbys through his daughter 
Judith’s marriage (Asquith, 216). The associations extended outside of Stratford 
as well. The Mermaid Tavern was a place often used by the Plotters for 
meetings and it was also frequented by Shakespeare and Jonson (Asquith, 216). 
This is not conclusive, though, as despite Shakespeare’s probable environment 
there is little evidence to decide Shakespeare’s personal feelings towards the 
Gunpowder Plot outside of Macbeth2. The Duncan-Macbeth relationship, 
however, provides the necessary insight.

An examination of the Duncan-Macbeth dynamic illustrates not only 
recusant sympathies, but also Macbeth’s use of double-effect to justify his 
treason. This reading of Duncan and Macbeth disputes the “obvious” 
interpretation of the play, but the obvious can be deceptive. Duncan appears to 
be a good king, but good, like moral, is a relative term and Duncan, while not 
malicious, is nonetheless not good.

The first clue is found in 1.4 as Duncan, heaping praise on Macbeth for his 
skillful victory, nevertheless names Malcolm his successor. While Duncan tells 
Macbeth “only I have left to say, / More is thy due than more than all can pay.” 
(1.4.20-21) and “I have begun to plant thee, and will labour / To make thee fiill 
of growing.” (1.4.28-29) But he goes on to proclaim, “We will establish our 
estate upon / Our eldest Malcolm;” (1.4.37-38). In a move that resembles 
James’s treatment of Catholics, Duncan proclaims his love and indebtedness to 
Macbeth only to go on and reward another. This prompts the first actual 
indication of treason on Macbeth’s part:

The Prince of Cumberland!—That is a step 
On which I must fall down, or else o’erleap,
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For in my way it lies. Stars, hide your fires!
Let not light see my black and deep desire;
The eye wink at the hand; yet let that be,
Which the eye fears, when it is done, to see. (1.4.48-53)

Macbeth’s greatest characteristic is displayed here for the first time as well. As 
he proclaims, “Stars, hide your fires! / Let not light see my black and deep 
desire;” he shows an awareness that what he does is wrong; Macbeth, 
throughout the play, is aware of the wrongness of his actions, but proceeds forth 
with them anyway. The question that must be answered—the question that will 
be answered upon further inspection of Duncan’s character—is why.

Duncan’s kingdom is far from harmonious. Harry Berger, Jr. points out that, 
“By the middle of 1.4 the Scottish King has run into two rebels, a foreign foe, 
and a budding regicide. These facts have to be set against the persistent praise of 
Duncan as an ideal king, the head of a harmonious state ‘whose members are 
bound into unity by the accepted ties of loyalty’” (4). It is Duncan’s gentleness, 
his softness that weakens him as a king and makes him susceptible to attack 
(Berger, 18). This gentleness is apparent in Duncan’s speech to Macbeth:

O Worthiest cousin!
The sin of my ingratitude even now 
Was heavy on me. Thou art so far before,
That swiftest wing of recompense is slow 
To overtake thee: would thou hadst less deserv’d,
That the proportion both of thanks and payment 
Might have been mine! only I have left to say,
More is thy due than more than all can pay. (14-21)

Duncan as a gentle king is a necessary depiction. Shakespeare had to be careful 
with his portrayal of regicide. To produce a play about the downfall of a tyrant 
king on the heels of the Gunpowder Plot would have resulted in the censorship 
of Macbeth and Shakespeare’s death—a gentle king is as dangerous to the 
people as a bloodthirsty tyrant, and Shakespeare had to hide his critique of 
James. Wills captures this danger when he reminds us that, “The plays produced 
in this time also echo the Plot, though censors laid a more restraining hand on 
drama than on other forms of literature because of the historic distrust o f theatre 
troupes and their playbooks" (18, emphasis mine). To make the regicide 
obviously justifiable in any way would have been folly.

By creating in Duncan a “gentle king” Shakespeare created a kingdom 
constantly in as much danger from within as from without. Macdonwald and 
Cawdor turn traitor at the beginning of the play; Norway attacks Macbeth and 
Banquo, and Duncan, in elevating Macbeth to Thane of Cawdor, creates his own 
doom. The play’s opening with the treason of Cawdor and Macdonwald and 
ending with Macbeth shows that while traitors may be killed, “treason itself 
escapes containment” (Coddon, 485).



It is Duncan’s gentleness that causes his constant misjudgment of character 
and situation, thereby causing his failure to contain the treason. He says in 1.4 
“Is execution done on Cawdor?” (1) and after hearing of Cawdor’s confession 
and death replies, “There’s no art / To find the mind’s construction in the face: / 
He was a gentleman on whom I built / An absolute trust—” (12-14). His poor 
judgment, willingness to trust, and extreme gentleness is depicted again upon his 
arrival at the Macbeth’s castle; Duncan tells the others, “This castle hath a 
pleasant seat; the air / Nimbly and sweetly recommends itself / Unto our gentle 
senses” (1.6.1-3). This innocuous reply shows clearly that Duncan is completely 
lacking in instinct; while he has no reason to believe the Macbeths wish him 
harm, for Duncan to be depicted so completely trusting after just avoiding 
usurpation reveals him as having learned nothing from Cawdor. Duncan appears 
to be the only one who has learned nothing from the recent uprising (Lemon, 
95).

Duncan is a king who is just as incapable of controlling his subjects, 
thereby endangering the peace of the kingdom, as a tyrant king inspiring civil 
unrest would be. Because Duncan is incapable of ruling he creates disorder. As 
Coddon has observed, “Macbeth, then, is not the victim so much as the effect of 
a disorder that manifestly precedes and . . .  produces him” (490). Macbeth, a 
subject of a weak kingdom, has seen the possibility of a stronger Scotland 
through the witches’ prophecy; a stronger Scotland would benefit the people. As 
a king it is Duncan’s duty to protect his people, but he fails to do so. Instead 
Macbeth, Banquo and others must constantly protect him (Lemon, 97). Duncan 
accepts Malcolm’s report of Cawdor’s death despite its possible falsehood—this 
shows his complete dependence on Malcolm and his other subjects (Lemon, 97). 
Duncan, firmly established as a “gentle” king, is nonetheless a bad king. This 
inability to control treason is the most obvious sign of Macbeth's subversive 
role. By weaving the subversive message in the text so subtly, Macbeth was 
easily interpreted by those horrified by the Gunpowder Plot as a chastisement of 
it, but for those familiar with double-effect and Shakespeare’s own associations, 
a context for a much different interpretation was available.

Defining a “hero” by his defeat of bad or dangerous men is not an unusual 
move for an author to make. In fact, it is exactly this move that makes V an 
acceptable hero. V is immediately accepted as a hero despite his apparel, the 
Guy Fawkes mask, and his aligning himself with Macbeth, because he saves 
Evey, his friend, his victim and his protege, from being raped. Evey is seen 
attempting to prostitute herself for the first time because, as she says, “I . . .  I’ve 
got a job in munitions, but the money is, you know, it isn’t enough . . .  Look 
mister, I really need that money. I’d be okay. I mean, I’m sixteen. I know what 
I’m doing . . . ” (11). Immediately the reader’s sympathies are directed towards 
Evey as we see the man she has propositioned revealed as a Fingerman,3 the 
equivalent of an undercover policemen, and her plea, “Oh no. Look, please, 
Mister, it was my first time, I’ll do anything you want. Please don’t kill me” (11) 
prompting the response from the Fingerman, “You’ve got it wrong, miss. You’ll
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do anything we want and then we’ll kill you. That’s our prerogative” (11). Evey 
as an innocent girl, a girl who is very much a child, is threatened by a man who 
intends to commit an act that, while legal, is atrocious. And so it is that V 
appears, quoting Shakespeare, thwarting the villains and saving the day (11-12). 
That he kills the men does little to darken his character because they were bad 
men. The murder is, therefore, justified. Evey in gratitude exclaims, 
“You . . .  you rescued me! Like in a story! I don’t believe it. Wh-who are you?” 
(13) and V, surprisingly replies, “Me? I’m the King of the twentieth century. I’m 
the Bogeyman. The Villain . . .  the black sheep of the family” (13). For V to 
describe himself as a “King” a “Bogeyman” and a “Villain” is to argue against 
the image of his character as a “hero.” It also calls into question Macbeth as V 
thinks of himself as like, or at least having qualities of, Macbeth. Whether 
Moore intended the association to be drawn so clearly when he decided to use 
the quote in the beginning or not is inconsequential; V is a “king,” a 
“bogeyman,” and a “villain” in a Guy Fawkes mask and the association is clear.

This association of V and Macbeth is necessary because it allows the reader 
to view Macbeth, with an eye not so prejudiced by the politics of King James. 
Shakespeare does not create a monster out of Macbeth but depicts his guilt 
following the murder of Duncan. Macbeth’s guilt shows him to be tom over the 
decision of murder. He does not do the deed lightly but ultimately because the 
kingdom suffers under Duncan.

This is compounded when Malcolm was named Prince of Cumberland, 
“That is a step / On which I must fall down, or else o’erleap, / For in my way it 
lies” (1.4.48-50). As Duncan was too “gentle” of a king to ensure the safety of 
the kingdom, so, one might assume would be Malcolm. This assumption would 
be supported by Malcolm’s “revelation” of his character to Macduff in 4.3:

I am yet
Unknown to woman; never was forsworn;
Scarcely have coveted what was mine own;
At no time broke my faith: would not betray 
The Devil to his fellow; and delight 
No less in truth, than life: (125-130)

He is virginal, honest, and without jealousy, one could argue, to a fault. A 
virginal king does no one any good as virginity does not beget heirs; honesty 
that would never betray even the Devil denotes a lack of cunning necessary in 
politics, and to never covet is to be so wholly without ambition as to run a 
kingdom into the ground. Macbeth is thus subject to a weak king with a weak 
heir next in line.

Macbeth’s guilt is a necessary insight into his motivations. V demonstrates 
no guilt whatsoever. Macbeth’s guilt was necessary because unlike Moore, 
Shakespeare could not offset Macbeth’s regicide with obviously heroic acts. V’s 
status as hero, as moral and good, is maintained because he appears just. He has 
saved an innocent child from bad men, therefore, there is no reason to doubt his
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character. The image of V as hero persists even though he destroys Parliament 
immediately after saving Evey. Chanting the phrase, “Remember, remember the 
5lh of November, the gunpowder treason and plot. I know of no reason why the 
gunpowder treason should ever be forgot” (14) V watches Parliament explode in 
front of him in a vision that feels uncomfortably like vindication to the reader. 
The thrill of the explosion is the first sign of V for Vendetta's remythologizing 
of Macbeth and the Gunpowder Plot it references.

This remythologizing begins to close the gap between V as “hero” and 
Macbeth as “villain.” Despite V’s justification he still murders—and despite 
Macbeth’s crimes he is still justified through double-effect.

Both the Plotters of the Powder Treason and Macbeth met all the 
requirements of double-effect; the Plotters didn’t desire any “innocent” deaths 
but due to the nature of the blast the innocent and guilty would die together 
(Fraser, 108). As for Macbeth, he obviously doesn’t wish the death of Duncan as 
shown by his profuse guilt, but he brings it about regardless. That the murder of 
a bad king will simultaneously kill a good man is unavoidable. This fulfills the 
second and third conditions. The first, that the outcome would justify the means, 
is very subjective. But it was the absolute belief in the fulfillment of this first 
condition that allowed the terrorists, and Macbeth, to act as they did.

Macbeth’s wrestling with the “double-effect” comes in 1.7.1-12:

If it were done, when ’tis done, then ’twere well 
It were done quickly: if th’assassination 
Could trammel up the consequence, and catch 
With his surcease success; that but this blow 
Might be the be-all and the end-all—here,
But here, upon this bank and shoal of time,
We’d jump the life to come.—But in these cases,
We still have judgment here; that we but teach 
Bloody instructions, which, being taught, return 
To plague th’inventor: this even-handed Justice 
Commends th’ingredience of our poison’d chalice 
To our own lips.

Macbeth pleads that if this deed must be done, let it be “done quickly”; he goes 
on to lament that the assassination might not be the end of it. The lines “But 
here, upon this bank and shoal of time, / We’d jump the life to come.” (6-7) 
demonstrate some knowledge that the death of Duncan will not be the end, but 
only the beginning. The ends are decided to justify the means though, and 
however unpleasant the deed may be Macbeth must see it through.

Acknowledging the use of double-effect rationalizes Macbeth’s actions but 
does not give him the justification seen in V for Vendetta. It is by examining 
why the reader supports V but does not immediately support Macbeth that 
proves this.
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The reaction to V’s actions is due, in part, to the images presented to the 
reader along with the text. V for Vendetta is a graphic novel so, like a play 
watched or a movie seen, there is a visual element accompanying the verbal, but 
unlike plays or movies the visual and verbal are both permanently present, 
allowing the reader to peruse both at whatever pace preferred4. The combination 
of the visual and the verbal presents a very different world for V for Vendetta 
than can be clearly seen in Macbeth.

This is accomplished by showing the reader images of a dark, dismal 
London where security cameras with signs “FOR YOUR PROTECTION” (1) 
hang, new broadcasts including disturbing words like “Quarantine Zones” and 
“meat rationing” (1) sprawl across the page and a young girl of 16 prostitutes 
herself for money she can’t make at a munitions factory she shouldn’t be 
working at in the first place. V is Guy Fawkes and Macbeth, but he is the Guy 
Fawkes and Macbeth we wish Guy Fawkes and Macbeth were—the rebel, the 
revolutionary, the freedom-fighter. V for Vendetta provides the reader with a 
society that is obviously tyrannical and a hero that is obviously just.

Macbeth does not appear, at first glance, obviously just. Malcolm assumes 
the throne at the end of the play with the understanding that Banquo’s progeny, 
James, will eventually rule by divine right—it is accepted by the majority, both 
then and now, that this was a good thing. Shakespeare broke from Holinshed, his 
probable source, by removing Banquo from the conspiracy here—Banquo was 
said to be an ancestor of James I and as such could not be outwardly seen as a 
conspirator (Muir, xxxvi). However, while Macbeth kills Duncan, an arguably 
bad king and even kills Lady Macduff and Macduff's children, innocents 
damned to treason by their husband and father, Macbeth is killed by Macduff 
allowing Malcolm to resume the throne. Malcolm will fail as king, like his 
father before him did, allowing Banquo’s line to inherit the throne. This 
inheritance leads to the ascendancy of King James VI & I, the Gunpowder Plot 
and a country divided. It is not Macbeth’s regicide that is unjust, but Malcolm 
and MacdufTs.

This reading of Macbeth is only supported if Macbeth fulfills the 
requirements of double-effect. While Duncan as an unacceptable king and 
Macbeth’s guilt meets the second and third requirement, the first requirement— 
a subjective requirement of morality—has yet to be decided conclusively. In 
order for Macbeth to have been justified in his regicide the kingdom had to have 
been happier under his rule than Duncan’s. This does not seem to be case when 
Rosse offers his report to Malcolm and Macduff in 4.3:

Alas, poor country!
Almost afraid to know itself. It cannot
Be call’d our mother, but our grave; where nothing,
But who knows nothing, is once seen to smile;
Where sighs, and groans, and shrieks that rent the air 
Are made, not mark’d; where violent sorrow seems 
A modem ecstasy: the dead man’s knell



Is there scarce ask’d for who; and good men’s lives 
Expire before the flowers in their caps,
Dying or ere they sicken. (164-172)

Nor is Rosse’s report the only one offered. Angus in 5.2 offers a statement on 
the morale of Macbeth’s troops:

Now does he feel
His secret murthers sticking on his hands;
Now minutely revolts upbraid his faith-breach:
Those he commands move only in command,
Nothing in love: now does he feel his title 
Hang loose about him, like a giant’s robe 
Upon a dwarfish thief. (16-21)

It appears from these reports that Macbeth is the traitor and tyrant that has been 
so obviously depicted.

However, an alternate interpretation is offered by Macbeth himself in 3.1 
when he is discussing the proposed murder of Banquo with the murderers:

Well then, now
Have you consider’d of my speeches?—know 
That it was he, in the times past, which held you 
So under fortune, which you thought had been 
Our innocent self? This I made good to you 
In our last conference; pass’d in probation with you,
How you were borne in hand; how cross’d the instruments;
Who wrought with them; and all things else, that might,
To half a soul, and to a notion craz’d,
Say, ‘Thus did Banquo’. (74-82)

This does not seem strong evidence at first; Macbeth’s position as a reliable 
narrator is necessarily questionable and he does appear to be persuading 
desperate men to murder Banquo. But this is not the first time Macbeth has 
questioned Banquo’s character; the first occurred earlier in Macbeth’s soliloquy 
when he had no audience to convince and no reason to lie:

To be thus is nothing, but to be safely thus:
Our fears in Banquo
Stick deep, and in his royalty of nature
Reigns that which would be fear’d: ’tis much he dares;
And, to that dauntless temper of his mind,
He hath a wisdom that doth guide his valour 
To act in safety. There is none but he 
Whose being I do fear: and under him 
My Genius is rebuk’d; (3.1.47-55)
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It is the lines “’tis much he dares;” (50) and “There is none by he / Whose being 
I do fear: and under him / My Genius is rebuk’d” (53—55) that are worth 
particular attention here. What is it that Banquo “dares”? And if Banquo is 
stronger and smarter than Macbeth, what has he done to provoke Macbeth’s fear 
of him?

It is also worth noting that while Macbeth has killed Duncan and the guards 
he framed for Duncan’s murder Macbeth has yet to have actually lied. In 2.3 
following the arrival of Macduff and Lenox, Macbeth neither admits his guilt 
nor denies it. Only in two instances could one say he lies; the first, 2.3.52, 
Macbeth corrects the lie immediately. Lenox asks, “Goes the King hence to 
day?” (2.3.51) and Macbeth replies, “He does:-he did appoint so” (52). Duncan 
did, indeed, “appoint so” the day prior—Macbeth corrects his lie here. The next 
moment of possible dishonesty occurs between lines 105-116. Macbeth 
exclaims during the conversation about the now dead, suspected murders “O! 
yet I do repent me of my fury, /  That I did kill them” (2.3.103-104). There is no 
reason to doubt the sincerity of this cry as Macbeth was shown to feel guilty 
following Duncan’s murder, the only other murder we have seen him commit. 
Macbeth exclaimed, “To know my deed, ’twere best not know myself. / Wake 
Duncan with thy knocking: I would thou couldst!” (2.2.72-73). Thus a guilty 
Macbeth is easily accepted during the scene of discovery, a scene taking place 
on the heels of his still unresolved guilt over Duncan.

It is when Macduff asks Macbeth, “Wherefore did you so?” (2.3.105) and 
Macbeth replies:

Who can be wise, amaz’d, temperate and furious,
Loyal and neutral, in a moment? No man:
Th’expedition of my violent love
Outrun the pauser, reason.—Here lay Duncan,
His silver skin lac’d with his golden blood;
And his gash’d stabs look’d like a breach in nature 
For ruin’s wasteful entrance: there, the murtherers.
Steep’d in the colours of their trade, their daggers 
Unmannerly breech’d with gore. Who could refrain,
That had a heart to love, and in that heart 
Courage, to make’s love known? (2.3.106-116)

It appears that Macbeth is calling Duncan’s guards the murderers, and that is a 
lie. However, not only does Macbeth never use a definitive noun, neither is it 
certain if he is answering the question “why did you kill the guards?” but instead 
answering “why did you kill Duncan?” Macbeth’s references to the 
“murtherers” consist entirely of “their trade” and “their daggers.” Duncan’s 
murderers were Macbeth and Lady Macbeth and a few moments prior to this 
scene they were “steep’d in the colours of their trade, their daggers / 
Unmannerly breech’d with gore” (113-114). Furthermore, Macbeth has shown a 
decided knack for becoming lost in his own thoughts in moments of extreme
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emotion. This was demonstrated in 1.4 after the news that he had become Thane 
of Cawdor; Macbeth ruminates to himself until Banquo reminds him of his place 
with “Worthy Macbeth, we stay upon your leisure” (1.4.149). It happens again 
in 2.1.33-61 when he perceives the floating dagger. And he does it, perhaps 
most dramatically, with Banquo’s ghost in 3.4. Macbeth speaks aloud to the 
ghost even after it is known that no one else can see it. This aspect of Macbeth’s 
character is remarked on also by Bradley. Bradley sees these “lapses into 
reverie” as Shakespeare’s concentration “on the obscurer regions of man’s 
being, on phenomena which make it seem that he is in the power of secret forces 
lurking below, and independent of his consciousness and will” (Bradley, 270). It 
does not seem a stretch, therefore, to believe the question “Wherefore did you 
so,” like the dagger and like Banquo’s ghost, removed Macbeth from his 
surroundings, caused him to be overcome with emotion and provoked him to 
answer the question, just not the question Macduff and the others thought he was 
answering.

The question of tyranny remains the last obstacle to Macbeth’s fulfillment 
of the first requirement. The belief of V’s society as unjust is clear through the 
description of the government. Mr. Susan is The Head of the government, 
literally. Called Leader, by those operating under him, the government has been 
divided into pieces of the human body: The Eye is responsible for the 
observation of citizen’s activities through cameras “for [their] protection;” The 
Ear is responsible for phone surveillance and listening in on private 
conversations through audio surveillance equipment; The Finger is the 
militaristic aspects of the police force; The Nose investigates any supposed 
criminal activity and; finally, The Mouth is responsible for all “news”— 
propaganda—released to the public.

Through The Mouth the public is exposed to the “Voice of Fate”—the 
broadcast that is the government’s direct contact with its citizens. Lewis 
Prothero, the Voice of Fate, is unknown by the public, even by Mr. Almond, the 
leader of The Finger who exclaims, “The whole idea is that people think it’s 
Fate talking. It makes Fate appear more human. Gives people confidence” (17). 
Almond’s words are revealing here, about the state of the government, the 
character of V in the story, and the people who allowed cameras “for their own 
protection” to be erected all over England. The government has systematically 
worked to reduce its citizens to children: powerless, weak-willed, and 
submissive. Its propaganda campaigns, the news broadcasts by “Fate” and signs 
hung everywhere that say “STRENGTH THROUGH PURITY, PURITY 
THROUGH FAITH” and “PUT YOUR TRUST IN FAITH” enable the belief of 
the citizens that their lives are not their own, that free will is a burden they 
shouldn’t bother with, and that trust in the government, belief the government is 
right, is the best course of action. The government—The Head, The Eye, The 
Ear, The Mouth, The Nose, The Finger—is comprised of pieces of a body, a 
mutilated body, and the civic body is the one that has been mutilated.
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Whereas the danger Duncan presents as a “gentle” king is not immediately 
as fantastic as the government of V, it is still a threat. Shakespeare could not 
obviously paint the reigning king a tyrant or danger to his people because 
“censors laid a more restraining hand on drama than on other forms of 
literature” (Wills, 18). Moore, however, could create a regime as tyrannical and 
horrific as he liked. V, instead of being a terrorist or traitor, seems to be a 
freedom-fighter and revolutionary.

While Duncan as a dangerous king he was not a tyrant, but Shakespeare did 
present a dangerous tyrant. We believe Macbeth to be that tyrant because we 
believe Scotland to be worse off under Macbeth than under Duncan, but if 
Banquo ruined the kingdom in Macbeth’s name, “held [them] / So under 
fortune, which [they] thought had been / [Macbeth]” then Macbeth’s regicide 
fulfilled the first requirement, was justified and his apparent tyranny was 
actually Banquo’s.

There is proof that Banquo is not completely innocent. The first undeniable 
indication that all is not well in Banquo’s world occurs in 2.1.6-9, “A heavy 
summons lies like lead upon me, / And yet I would not sleep: merciful Powers! / 
Restrain in me the cursed thoughts that nature / Gives way to in repose!” A.C. 
Bradley takes these lines to mean, “Banquo’s sky begins to darken. At the 
opening of the Second Act we see him with Fleance crossing the court of the 
castle on his way to bed. The blackness of the moonless, starless night seems to 
oppress him. And he is oppressed by something else” (306). It is his dream of 
the weird sisters that oppresses him and while he has not yet given in to the 
“cursed thoughts,” they have begun to affect him. “The poison has begun to 
work” (Bradley, 306).

And this poison seems to have filled Banquo by 3.1.1-10:
Thou hast it now, King, Cawdor, Glamis, all,
As the Weird Women promis’d; and, I fear,
Thou play’dst most foully for’t; yet it was said,
It should not stand in thy posterity;
But that myself should be the root and father 
Of many kings. If there come truth from them 
(As upon thee, Macbeth, their speeches shine),
Why, by the verities on thee made good,
May they not be my oracles as well,
And set me up in hope?

But this is not Banquo’s first instance of enterprising behavior.
Another example of Banquo acting “in safety” occurs in 2.1.20-28. 

Following Banquo’s declaration that “[he] dreamt last night of the three Weird 
Sisters” Macbeth replies that when there is time he would like to “spend it in 
some words upon that business.” (2.1.22) Banquo agrees and Macbeth states, 
very suspiciously, “If you shall cleave to my consent, when ’tis, / It shall make 
honour for you.” (2.1.25-26) Banquo’s reply is no less suspicious, “So I lose



none / In seeking to augment it, but still keep / My bosom franchis’d, and 
allegiance clear, / 1 shall be counsell’d.” (2.1.27-30) Seeing this, Macbeth’s later 
words become much clearer. In 3.1 Macbeth laments his inability to act with 
foresight for all possible outcomes but of Banquo states, “He hath a wisdom that 
doth guide his valour / To act in safety” (52-53). It does appear that Banquo is 
skilled in the art of playing both sides.

If Banquo was responsible for the sorrows of Scotland then Macbeth was 
not a bad king; if Macbeth was not a bad king then Malcolm and Macduff's 
overthrow was unjustified treason. If Malcolm and Macduff committed 
unjustified treason then Malcolm never deserved to sit on the throne, a throne he 
would lose as his father did due to his lack of ability to govern, and the 
ascension of Banquo’s progeny ensued because of Malcolm’s traitorous actions. 
James, therefore, ruled in England because of the very usurpation for which he 
punished the Plotters, and much of the Catholic community, for engaging in. 
Macbeth, like V, fought against a corrupt government.

Macbeth’s guilt reveals his justification through double-effect. This use of 
double-effect to justify regicide connects V, Macbeth, and the Plotters. This 
connection is further strengthened when V, chanting the phrase, “Remember, 
remember the 5lh of November.. . ” (14) destroys Parliament in a tremendous 
explosion echoing the attempt of Guy Fawkes. The victory the audience feels at 
V’s success remythologizes Macbeth’s regicide and the Plotters’ attempt. This 
remythologizing reveals what has been considered an act of terrorism into an act 
of freedom-fighting.

Acting as a freedom-fighter Guy Fawkes attempts regicide and fails. 
Macbeth succeeds, but is betrayed and killed by his subjects. The deaths of Guy 
Fawkes and Macbeth, even though they were fighting for their country, were 
celebrated by the people.

And so is presented the tragedy of Macbeth in spectacular blood-red detail: 
Macbeth is abandoned by the very subjects he has fought for. Macbeth’s 
tragedy, like Guy Fawkes, is that he is remembered as a traitor, a tyrant, and a 
murderer. Only in Vfor Vendetta do Macbeth and Guy Fawkes find vindication.

V does not suffer the same fate. V is seen as a hero even though his actions, 
when examined closely, are as obviously suspect as Macbeth’s. He destroys 
Parliament and the Old Bailey, buildings that serve as keystones of English 
history; he does not kill Lewis Prothero, but destroys his mind—V reduces him 
to a near catatonic state after destroying Prothero’s prized doll collection. 
Prothero sits still repeating “mama, mama” over and over again (42). Finally, 
and most damningly, V first abandons Evey to the world before kidnapping her 
later in the story and torturing her, the girl-child he saves in the beginning that 
befriends him, worships him, and stands by him. When Evey, wearing a burlap 
sack, her head shaved, and her body emaciated screams at him, “I hate you. I 
hate you because you just talk junk and you think you’re so good that you don’t 
have to make any sense! Nothing you say means anything! You say you love 
me, and you don’t because you just frighten me and torture me for a
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joke . . .  you say you want to set me free and you put me in a prison . . ( 1 6 8 )
V replies, “You were already in a prison. You’ve been in a prison all your life” 
(168). Despite Evey’s protestations of happiness V tells her, “Happiness is a 
prison, Evey. Happiness is the most insidious prison of all” (169).

Even though V has no more right to decide Evey’s fate than Macbeth did 
for the kingdom, we forgive him. We forgive him because Evey forgives him. 
After recovering from her torture Evey is shown as a woman full grown. She 
approaches V, kisses his mask, and says, “Thank you. Thank you for what 
you’ve done for me” (174). V is forgiven because he has undeniably fulfilled the 
requirements of double-effect. He does not wish people to suffer, he wishes 
them “to rule themselves; their lives and loves and land.. .” (245) but this 
cannot be achieved without first reducing all the their beliefs “to rubble” (245). 
Most importantly, however, he offers them freedom and freedom, “the good 
effect” is believed to be “disproportionately important compared to the bad 
effect,” enslavement by false beliefs (Fraser, 108). V might be a hero, but he is a 
hero where one is unsure if the darkness is contained. People die because of V, 
good and bad alike, but the government does fall and freedom, at least V’s 
definition of it, is restored.

What is the difference between V and Macbeth? Why does one merit the 
title of “hero” and the other does not? Macbeth, while manipulated by his wife, 
operated with his kingdom’s best interests at heart; he intended prosperity and 
peace for all. He was a malleable man, a man easily persuaded, but he was not 
evil. He and his wife’s logic was rationalized through double-effect. V was a 
revolutionary, but he was not a clearly moral and ethical hero. While his actions 
were also justified through double-effect, they were no more justified than 
Macbeth’s. V for Vendetta, by creating a “dark” world with a “dark” hero has 
remythologized the concept of hero. A hero is no longer one that clearly and 
concisely pursues “justice, defending the defenseless, helping those who cannot 
help themselves, overcoming evil with the force of good” (Loeb and Morris, 
11). V presents a hero that pursues justice, but demands the defenseless leam to 
defend themselves, help themselves, and overcome evil with the good in 
themselves.

The defining characteristic of “hero” in V’s world becomes one that does 
not give up that “last inch.” The “last inch” is integrity as revealed by Valerie, 
the woman who was kept in the cell next to V. Her words provide the proof of 
V’s fulfillment of the first requirement and allow Evey to forgive him. “It is the 
very last inch of us . . .  but within that inch we are free” (Moore, 156). This is 
the rationalizing behind V’s use of double-effect and his definition of freedom.
V remythologizes a hero to be one that “apologizes to nobody” and preserves 
that “last inch” (Moore, 159).

Using this new definition an answer is found to the question, what is the 
difference between V and Macbeth, and that answer is none. No matter how 
Macbeth failed, as a subject, as a friend, or as a ruler, he did not give up that 
“last inch.” This is seen in his last words:



I will not yield,
To kiss the ground before young Malcolm’s feet,
And to be baited with the rabble’s curse.
Though Bimam wood be come to Dunsinane,
And thou oppos’d, being of no woman bom,
Yet I will try the last: before my body 
I throw my warlike shield: lay on, Macduff;
And damn’d be him that first cries, ‘Hold, enough!’ (5.8.27- 

34)

By placing Macbeth’s actions alongside those of V it becomes apparent that 
there is something Macbeth does that is greater than his regicide, or his murders, 
or his failure. Whether he is right or not cannot be said, but Macbeth fights for 
his country and his life. Like V he is a “destroyer,” a “bogeyman,” a “villain,” a 
“king,” and a hero, and he never gives up his integrity. For Shakespeare to end 
his play, his tragedy, like that raises questions about the character of Macbeth. 
Perhaps by allowing the reappropriation of Macbeth to influence our thinking it 
can become apparent what could not be displayed outwardly in Shakespeare’s 
day—Macbeth, while broken, insane, and a murderer at the end, is still some 
kind of hero.

University of Nevada, Las Vegas Jessica McCall

Notes
1 Ostriker describes the “depersonalizing effects of myths on persons” (212) and says that 
“historic and quasi-historic figures like Napoleon and Sappho are in this sense mythic, as 
are folktales, legends, and Scripture. Like the gods and goddesses of classical mythology, 
all such material has a double power” (213). Ostriker claims that “whenever a poet 
employs a figure or story previously accepted and defined by a culture, the poet is using a 
myth, and the potential is always present that the use will be revisionist.” (212) 1 would 
claim all of Shakespeare’s famous characters, especially those of the tragedies—Hamlet, 
Othello, and Macbeth—have become myths of modem culture; Guy Fawkes has become 
myth as well. This is evidenced by the belief that there is a “universal reading” of 
Macbeth and Guy Fawkes Day.
2 Kenneth Muir says, “there is every reason to believe that Shakespeare, even if he had 
secret sympathies with the old religion, would have been horrified at the ‘dire 
combustion’ of the Gunpowder Plot and would have agreed with his royal master on the 
subject” Macbeth, xxi.
3 Fingermen are members of the police force. They are dressed as civilians making them 
similar to undercover agents.
4 For further reading see Will Eisner’s Graphic Storytelling and Visual Narrative, 
Stephen Weiner’s Faster than a Speeding Bullet: The Rise o f the Graphic Novel, and 
Scott McCloud’s Understanding Comics.
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Return of the Patriarchs: 
Authority, Gender, and Reason 
in Post-9/11 American Cinema

In 1957, in his book Mythologies, Roland Barthes recommended mapping 
the multiple terrains in which various myths and ideologies were spoken (149). 
This paper follows in those footsteps by examining a pattern of discourse in 
American films after the events of September 11, 2001. An analysis of three 
recent films (and a comparison to a film from an earlier era) will reveal that the 
timbre of our discourse has modulated toward reliance upon (and valorization 
of) patriarchal authority, and away from reason. The author’s fundamental 
theoretical assumption is that the relationship between American society and its 
cultural production is interactive, reciprocal, and mutually informing; films not 
only reflect society, but help to shape it. Since films are the result of conscious 
acts of representation and not some automatic process of reflection, films should 
be taken seriously as ideologically driven acts of speech.

Million Dollar Baby won the Academy Award for Best Picture of 2004, as 
well as Oscars for director Clint Eastwood and lead actress Hilary Swank. The 
religious right criticized the film for its apparent endorsement of euthanasia, but 
may have missed the point. Million Dollar Baby is actually a film about then- 
Secretary of State Donald Rumsfeld and the Bush Administration’s doctrine of 
preemptive war.

The film stars Hilary Swank as Maggie, a bootstrapping, working poor 
waitress determined to make it as a professional boxer. Clint Eastwood stars as 
gym owner and boxing coach Frankie Dunn, who reluctantly takes Maggie 
under his wing. The narration by Morgan Freeman’s character, Scrap, obscures 
the dynamics of the story. Maggie is the million dollar baby of the title, but 
whose baby is she? She is Frankie’s.

Indeed, the relationship between Frankie and Maggie becomes familial. 
Frankie has a grown daughter who returns his letters to her unopened and 
unread. The origin of the rift between Frankie and his daughter is unexplained 
by the film; the audience is not told what happened, and all we see are after 
effects. Getting only one side of the story encourages us to sympathize with 
Frankie (at least he is trying to get it right, we reason). Before long, Maggie slips 
into the role of surrogate daughter.

Maggie calls Frankie “Boss,” but “Daddy” would be more appropriate. Her 
relations with her own family are frustrating and are an early clue about the 
film’s conservative ideology. When Maggie wins enough money as a boxer, she 
buys her mother a house. Instead of being grateful, her mother (Margo 
Martindale) complains that the acquisition of a home is going to upset her 
welfare scam. Maggie’s family also includes her sister Mardell (Riki
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Lindhome), an unwed mother, and her brother JD (Marcus Chait), soon to be 
released from jail. Now, whose stereotypes are these? Maggie’s mother and 
siblings are cartoons of welfare-state parasites, the kind of sly poor folk whom 
conservatives theorize are sapping our nation of its vigor. Maggie’s family is 
portrayed without a shred of sympathy. We do not feel for their poverty, 
ignorance, or lack of options; instead, the one-dimensional scripting encourages 
us to see them as selfish, ungrateful, and criminal.

Following the debacle with Maggie’s mom is a scene which plays a key part 
in foreshadowing coming events. Maggie tells Frankie about the time her father 
euthanized her beloved dog as an act of mercy, and then the pair stop at a diner 
and have some lemon pie. They bond. Subsequently, Maggie demonstrates her 
loyalty to Frankie by refusing to abandon him in favor of a more successful 
manager with better connections.

Frankie’s key piece of advice to Maggie, which he repeats several times 
throughout the movie, is this: Always protect yourself. That is the same advice 
Donald Rumsfeld and the rest of the Bush administration invoked to justify 
going to war in Iraq: we had to protect ourselves from weapons of mass 
destruction. Despite the constant reiteration of this advice, Maggie fails to keep 
her guard up and is clocked by a nasty boxer identified as a former East German 
prostitute (Trifecta: a figure not only representing two major military enemies of 
the U.S.A. in the 20th century, but also moral turpitude). After getting sucker- 
punched by her opponent, Maggie falls, sustaining spinal cord injuries that leave 
her permanently paralyzed and bedridden. She then requests that Frankie treat 
her as her father had treated her dog. It is at this point that it becomes clear that 
the film is about Frankie, and not about Maggie. The balance of the movie is 
about the difficulty of Frankie’s choice. As a Catholic, Frankie thinks mercy 
killing is a sin. As Maggie’s surrogate father, he cannot bear to see her suffer. 
What, then, to do?

Well, thank God our patriarchs are old and wise, and are capable of making 
the tough decisions. The entire narrative logic of the film endorses the 
assumption that our elders know what they are doing, and the young do not. 
Frankie’s priest is a younger man, whom Frankie treats mostly with disdain. In a 
sub-plot of the film, Scrap is called upon to defend Danger, a hapless wannabe 
boxer who is pummeled by a gym bully. The skilled, older boxer (even when 
reduced to the status of a janitor) is more than a match for the guileless youth of 
the bully; in fact, Scrap puts him away with one hand. For her part, Maggie 
demonstrates that she has finally learned Frankie’s lesson about defending 
herself when she refuses to sign her financial assets over to her parasitic family. 
In every instance throughout the film, the logic of the narrative supports the idea 
that the combination of age and male gender confers wisdom.

Frankie ultimately decides to end Maggie’s suffering. In their last 
conversation, Frankie tells Maggie that the Gaelic nickname he gave her, Mo 
Cuishle, means “my darling, my blood.” Family feeling triumphs over religion 
and law; Frankie knows that euthanasia is illegal, but he does it because he feels
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it is right. Insert your own joke about Bush administration policies and scandals 
here. Scrap’s narration turns out to be a letter to Frankie’s estranged daughter, 
explaining that Frankie never came back to the gym after ending Maggie’s 
misery. “No matter where he is, I thought you should know what kind of man 
your father really was,” Scrap concludes. The final image of the film is Frankie 
back at the diner, presumably having some of that lemon pie. The tone is 
nostalgic and sentimental. It is an odd chord to strike in a film about senseless 
tragedy and loss, and it only makes sense if we are supposed to identify with 
Frankie. This is a textbook example of how hegemony is supposed to work 
under patriarchy; we are presumed to mistake the patriarch’s interests and point 
of view for our own.

While democracy and maturity both involve necessary measures of self- 
determination in order to be free and responsible, patriarchy requires submission 
to the dictates of the father-figure. In his book Moral Politics, the cognitive 
linguist George Lakoff delineates paradigmatic differences in the politics of 
conservatives and progressives. Lakoff asserts that that the two groups both 
employ the metaphor of the family to conceptualize and articulate their political 
positions, but differ in the kind of family they theorize.

According to Lakoff, conservatives embrace a Strict Parent model of 
family. In this model, a Strict Parent is deemed necessary because the world is 
thought to be a dangerous place, and children therefore need to be disciplined in 
order to survive the Darwinian ordeal of existence. Any leniency toward or 
indulgence of children is considered a moral lapse, because it fosters weakness 
that will ultimately endanger the child. In the Strict Parent paradigm, being 
strong is the same thing as being moral. Since morality and strength are thought 
to be the same thing, and since success is proof of strength and fitness for 
survival, success is also considered a sign of morality. Therefore, failure is a 
sign of weakness and immorality. The people who succeed or fail do so not 
because of structural inequalities (such as institutional discrimination against 
race, class, or gender), but because of their personal characters. Strength of 
character is formed through children learning self-discipline and self-reliance, 
qualities which are deemed necessary to succeed in life’s harsh contest. These 
qualities are presumably learned through obedience to the authority of the Strict 
Parent, usually the father. Since the success or failure of children and (by 
extension) society is dependent on the discipline of the father, the exercise of 
parental authority is itself considered moral, justified, and paramount; 
conversely, threats to that authority are seen as immoral, unjustified, and 
misguided (Lakoff, 67-84). When the Strict Parent is a father, and when the 
family metaphor is extended to the whole of society and its institutions, LakofFs 
Strict Parent model is a good description of the logic of patriarchy.

If Lakoff is correct in his assessment of the Strict Parent model, it goes a 
long way toward explaining the conservative obsession with fathers and 
fatherhood. It also helps explain the logic behind the 2005 version of War o f the
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Worlds, in which the solution to the problem of invasion is the restoration of 
patriarchal authority.

The narrator of the classic novel The War o f the Worlds is an unnamed 
character much like the author H.G. Wells himself, a writer with some scientific 
knowledge. Few of the characters in the novel are given names, and most are 
referred to by their occupation or station, for example, the curate, the 
artilleryman, etc. A few chapters detail the exploits of the narrator’s brother, a 
medical student, after the arrival of the Martians (Mac Adam, xxvi-xxvii). The 
hero of the 1953 film version is atomic scientist Clayton Forrester (Gene Barry) 
who wants to get a good look at the Martians as much as he wants to escort his 
love-object Sylvia to safety. Sylvia (Ann Robinson) is a pretty weak movie 
heroine, even by 1950s standards: she is weepy and hysterical much of the time, 
and her skill-set seems mostly comprised of serving coffee, square-dancing, 
cooking breakfast, and driving a school-bus. Obviously, an update of the story 
would have to entail some changes; the characters would have to be drawn in 
such a way that contemporary audiences could recognize them as being realistic. 
The choices made in changing the story to update it for Steven Spielberg’s 2005 
version are therefore legitimate topics of criticism. Significantly, instead of 
replacing Sylvia with a modem woman, the character is simply written out of 
the 2005 remake. There are no adult women characters for the balance of the 
movie, or women whose actions matter to the resolution of the problem. Any 
trace of feminism’s impact on our culture is erased. What we are offered instead 
is the story of a father and his children.

In the 2005 version of War o f  the Worlds, the protagonist is Ray Ferrier 
(Tom Cruise), not a scientist but an Everyman. At the start of the film, we see 
Ray finish his shift as a longshoreman and race home in his vintage Mustang. 
Ray is late to pick up his kids from his pregnant ex-wife, Mary Ann (Miranda 
Otto), and her new husband, Tim (David Alan Basche). They have arrived in a 
new SUV, which Ray somewhat disparagingly refers to as a “safe vehicle.”

As the expository scenes unfold, it becomes apparent that Ray is not exactly 
the world’s greatest dad. His house is a mess, and he is rebuilding an automobile 
engine on his kitchen table. He has no food in his house and provides no 
guidance when he tells his kids to order out for food. Ray does not know how to 
interact with his teenaged son, Robbie (Justin Chatwin), and does not know how 
to calm his daughter Rachel (Dakota Fanning) even though her anxiety disorder 
is chronic. The narrative arc of the film concentrates mostly on re-establishing 
Ray’s credibility as a father as he attempts to escort his children to safety while 
the Martians invade our planet. The key question in the film is whether or not 
Ray is exercising good judgment under crisis conditions. When the Martians 
first attack, sweet little Dakota Fanning asks, “Is it terrorists?” It may as well be. 
While the crisis of the film is an alien invasion which the audience knows is 
unrealistic, the emotional experience of the film is constructed to resonate with 
the real emotional experience of 9/11. This effect is accomplished mainly 
through the use of visual echoes of carnage and destruction.
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The first visual echo of 9/11 is the panic that ensues when the Martian 
tripods first rise from their places of underground concealment. Because the 
focus of the film is on Ray, we see it happen in his neighborhood. Notably, the 
first effect of the tripod movement is seismic in nature, and the first visible 
consequences are the destruction of nearby buildings. When the tripod emerges 
and turns its heat-ray on the feeling crowd, the scene very much resembles the 
news footage of Ground Zero on 9/11: crowds of people running from the cloud 
of dust and ash created by the destruction of the Twin Towers. The second 
visual echo is the carnage created by the airliner that crashes outside Tim and 
Mary Ann’s house. This event serves no real narrative function and does little to 
advance the story, but is evocative of United 93, the plane that crashed in 
Pennsylvania on September l l lh. The third visual echo of 9/11 is the vast 
assemblage of “have you seen this person?” notices that Ray and his children 
pass while marching with the refugees to the ferry. These sorts of notices were 
posted all over New York City in the days following 9/11, as the living 
attempted to locate loved ones who may or may not have perished in the attack.

If we think of this recent version of War o f the Worlds as a post-9/11 text 
that is implicitly about that event, then there are a couple of things about the film 
that are particularly disturbing. First among these is the story’s treatment of the 
children, in respect to their gender. Robbie’s first reaction to the Martian 
invasion is a desire to join up with the army to fight the invaders. His first 
attempt to do so is thwarted by his little sister, who asks, “If you leave me, who 
will protect me?”, a question that emphasizes both children’s lack of faith in 
Ray. Later, however, Robbie does attempt to bolt and follow a military unit that 
is directly confronting the enemy. What is so interesting is that Robbie expresses 
his need not in terms of having to do something, but in terms of having to see 
the conflict, to witness it. This is in direct contrast to the story’s (and Ray’s) 
treatment of Rachel, who is actively prevented from seeing what is going on 
around her on two different occasions: once, when she is prevented from 
looking at the plane wreckage, and again, when Ray blindfolds her before he 
kills their benefactor, Harlan Ogilvy. Ray’s children represent two different 
subjectivities about Bush’s War on Terror. Robbie represents all those young 
men who joined the military after 9/11 to fight in Afghanistan and Iraq. Rachel 
represents those of us on the home front who have been discouraged from seeing 
or thinking about what has been going on because of the war, as when the 
Pentagon refused a request under the Freedom of Information Act to release 
photos of war dead returning to Dover, Delaware.

The second disturbing thing is the film’s treatment of Harlan Ogilvy, in 
whose basement Ray and Rachel take refuge. The character is an amalgamation 
of two characters from the novel: the curate and the artilleryman. Ogilvy’s 
discourse resembles that of the artilleryman, but his fate is identical to that of the 
curate; in the novel, the protagonist kills the curate when the latter is on the 
verge of revealing their hidden presence in a wrecked house to plundering 
Martians (Mac Adam, xxviii-xxx). In the 1953 film, the curate is partly
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transposed to the character of Sylvia’s Uncle Matthew (Lewis Martin), pastor of 
the local church and the story’s sacrificial pacifist. What is so disturbing about 
the Ogilvy character and his fate in the 2005 version is the manner in which the 
curate and artilleryman characters are melded together, and the logic used to 
justify his murder.

What are the qualities that make Harlan Ogilvy a threat to Ray and Rachel? 
First, Ogilvy is a drunk, and his inebriation renders him increasingly unreliable 
as events unfold. This is an understandable concern, but one which Ray never 
addresses; no attempt is made to convince Ogilvy to stop drinking. Second, 
Ogilvy advocates a different method of dealing with the threat of Martian 
invasion, although his argument is inconsistent. At first, Ogilvy suggests active 
confrontation with the Martians, but he is convinced otherwise when the Martian 
reconnaissance tentacle probes the basement in which the human characters are 
hiding. After that, and after seeing the Martians feeding upon the blood of 
human victims, Ogilvy hysterically rants about living in the tunnels under the 
cities and forming a resistance. This is the artilleryman’s plan from the novel, 
but added to it is the notion that the forces occupying a nation can never win; an 
argument left over not only from our own Revolutionary War, but also from the 
Vietnam War. Significantly, this latter notion is one that present day leftists use 
to critique U.S. involvement in Afghanistan and Iraq. What renders Ogilvy 
obviously irrational is his own frantic effort to dig a tunnel. Ray kills Ogilvy not 
only because he is unreliable and irrational, but because Ogilvy’s plan fails to 
address the practical realities of their situation, and because the digging might 
attract the attention of the Martians and thereby poses a threat. These reasons for 
homicide are roughly equivalent to right wing critiques of the anti-war 
movement: opposition to the war does not address the practical realities of the 
world situation, may in fact be dangerous to our own forces, and is just the knee- 
jerk carping of old hippies, who are probably stoned on pot anyway. The casting 
of Tim Robbins as Harlan Ogilvy, in light of that actor’s identification with 
liberal causes, potentially reinforces this conservative logic on a subliminal 
level.

In a manner consonant with Patriarchy and its blanket logic of family 
values, Ray’s justification for killing Ogilvy is to protect himself and his child. 
Always protect yourself! Do it for the children! In the film’s only ironic 
moment, a blindfolded Dakota Fanning sings longtime Disney composers 
Sherman and Sherman’s poignant lullaby, “Hushabye Mountain,” while liberal 
icon Tim Robbins is presumably beaten to death with a shovel off-screen. Don’t 
look at the killing! Don’t look at the war dead! Don’t look at Abu Ghraib, or 
Gitmo, or illegal NSA wiretaps! Daddy’s working!

The film’s narrative closure has Ray safely delivering Rachel to Grandma’s 
house in Boston. Ex-wife Mary Ann thanks him for doing so. Son Robbie is 
already there, having somehow escaped the flaming death delivered to the 
military unit he followed into battle. “Hi, Dad.” is the film’s last line of diegetic 
dialogue. This is significant in that it is the first time Robbie addresses Ray as
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“Dad” and acknowledges his patriarchal authority. Previously, Robbie had 
referred to his father exclusively as “Ray,” except once calling him “Dad” to 
wake him from a sleep after calling him “Ray” had failed to do so (thereby 
establishing in the narrative Ray’s “true” identity as Father). Earlier in the film, 
Ray had objected to his son calling him by his first name, but his demand to be 
called “Dad” went unheeded. So, parents: if you want your kids to leam respect 
for your authority, send them to war.

The film’s closing monologue (Morgan Freeman again!) is taken directly 
from the text of the novel, and was also used in the 1953 version (as is the 
opening monologue). For those unfamiliar with the story, the Martian invasion 
of Earth is stopped when the aliens are defeated by the countless Earthly germs 
to which humans have become immune. Some of the best science fiction has 
sought to bridge the gap between science and spirituality, for example The 
Incredible Shrinking Man and 2001: A Space Odyssey. Such is the case with the 
novel and first film version of War o f the Worlds. H.G. Wells gives some credit 
to God for placing these tiny, humble organisms on Earth to defend our planet 
from any alien invaders. While credit to God is given, organized religion is also 
the object of criticism in the novel, in the figure of the curate. The 1950s film 
maintains a similar stance, crediting God’s wisdom but criticizing the 
foolishness of Uncle Matthew, the pastor.

Oddly, Spielberg’s version of the film is absent any discussion of God or 
religion until the closing monologue, when God is presented mostly as the 
handmaiden of (Social) Darwinism. Mankind triumphs over the Martians 
because mankind has endured; natural selection has guaranteed that mankind is 
fit to live upon the earth, but not the invader. Conspicuously absent from this 
discourse, as is generally missing from the discourse of fundamentalist 
conservatives, is the notion of humility before God’s creation. The values of 
humility and compassion espoused by Jesus are the ones missing from right 
wing campaign platforms and policies. The version of spirituality touted by 
Patriarchy does not involve developing the conscience, awaiting spirit, or 
heeding the angels of our better nature. Instead, Patriarchy emphasizes 
obedience to the will of God the father and adherence to the scriptures as the 
literal word of God, as interpreted by His hierarchical agents on Earth.

God figures prominently in Boondock Saints, a film brought to this author’s 
attention by undergraduate papers written after 9/11. The film officially 
premiered in 1999 at a film festival in Germany, and was released in the Untied 
States on only five screens (for a whopping gross of $25,812.00) simultaneously 
with its release on video in January of 2000. The film was released on DVD in 
December of 2001, and has since become something of a cult favorite in some 
quarters, despite mixed reviews and continued argument about the film’s merits 
on Internet discussion boards. The story concerns two brothers from South 
Boston, Connor and Murphy MacManus (Sean Patrick Flannery, Norman 
Reedus), who get into a barroom brawl with some Russian mobsters. Killing the 
mobsters in self-defense calls Connor and Murphy to the attention of the police,
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but the brothers are not charged. Thereafter, the brothers experience an 
epiphany, and decide that God wants them to eradicate evil. “Destroy all that 
which is evil, so that which is good may flourish,” proclaim Connor and 
Murphy. They set out to do so, with the aid of their friend, David “The 
Funnyman” Della Rocco, a minor cog in the local mob machinery. The trail of 
dead that the MacManus brothers leave behind them is investigated by FBI 
Special Agent Paul Smecker (Willem Dafoe). Smecker arrives at the crime 
scenes and uses the evidence to piece the events together, which the audience 
experiences as a flashback. When he finally deduces that the MacManus 
brothers are wiping out the mob, he decides to help them rather than arrest them.

Feeling pressure from the onslaught of the MacManus brothers, the head of 
the local mob, Poppa Joe (Carlo Rota), hires a legendary hitman just out of 
prison who is known only as II Duce (coincidentally, Mussolini’s nickname). 
We are told II Duce is a proficient and fearsome killer, but one with scruples: he 
would not kill women or children. II Duce’s mission for Poppa Joe: kill the 
MacManus boys. The plan backfires when II Duce (Billy Connolly) catches the 
brothers in prayer, and realizes (gasp!) it is a prayer he, himself, taught them: 
yes, he is their long lost father! Of course, he, too, joins them.

And so, the brothers proceed with their holy mission, endorsed by God, an 
agent of the federal government, and their biological father. They live in a 
homosocial world, in which their violence is sanctioned by figures who 
represent patriarchal authority. The brothers act as George W. Bush acts: with 
utter confidence that God is on their side, and with certainty that their violence 
is righteous. There are no serious or significant female characters in the film. 
The closest we can come is the Funnyman’s druggie girlfriend who is played for 
laughs and contempt in a scene about the accidental shooting of her cat. The 
film concludes with faux “man on the street” interviews about the pros and cons 
of vigilante justice, as if popular opinion can supersede questions of morality. 
Again, the specter of Bush administration policies shadows the film: who needs 
due process if you are confident you are doing the right thing?

While this author encountered Boondock Saints through undergraduate 
student papers written after 9/11, it is undeniable that the film was produced 
beforehand. Obviously, the present Bush administration did not invent 
patriarchy, and patriarchal attitudes were present in American culture before the 
events of September l l lh. What, then, are the grounds of this complaint? If 
patriarchal values have been circulating through American culture for decades, 
what right has the author to link the discourses of these films to the discourses of 
the current administration in particular and right wing politics in general?

To answer that question, we must turn the clock back to 1960. One of the 
lesser film productions of that halcyon year was Irwin Allen’s sci-fi adventure 
Voyage to the Bottom o f the Sea which later spawned a popular television series 
of the same name. In the 1970s, Allen produced big-budget, star-studded 
disaster flicks like The Poseidon Adventure and The Towering Inferno. Allen’s 
work is not generally considered to be politically radical.
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The film version of Voyage to the Bottom o f the Sea follows the adventures 
of the Seaview, a nuclear submarine designed and commanded by Admiral 
Harriman Nelson (Walter Pidgeon). Nelson is depicted as a somewhat cranky 
patriarch: brilliant but irascible, inflexible but usually right. One of the sub-plots 
of the film concerns whether or not Nelson is in his right mind; a visiting female 
psychologist, Dr. Hiller (Joan Fontaine) almost convinces Nelson’s second in 
command (and surrogate son) Captain Crane (Robert Sterling) to relieve him of 
duty. In the end, the psychologist is revealed to be a saboteur, and Nelson is 
validated as not only sane, but visionary.

The main plot of Voyage to the Bottom o f the Sea is typical Irwin Allen 
disaster fare: the Van Allen radiation belt has caught fire, causing rapid global 
warming and catastrophic weather conditions. A French scientist thinks the belt 
will bum itself out, but Admiral Nelson calculates that the belt can be exploded 
outward from the Earth’s atmosphere by a strategic nuclear missile strike. The 
principal action of the film concerns the Seaview’s efforts to reach the right 
coordinates at the right time to launch the missile. On the way, Nelson’s efforts 
to save the world are hampered by giant squids, undersea mines, United Nations 
interference, the threat of mutiny, bizarre weather conditions, sabotage, and, 
finally, religious fanaticism.

The religious fanatic in question is one Miguel Alvarez (Michael Ansara), a 
civilian rescued from a melting ice floe at the beginning of the picture. The only 
non-Anglo in the bunch, and the only character in the film to espouse a religious 
viewpoint, Alvarez views the combustion of the Van Allen radiation belt in 
apocalyptic terms. If the sky is on fire, it must be God’s will that mankind 
perish. After maintaining a passive and fatalistic philosophical stance for the 
balance of the film, in the final minutes Alvarez tries to delay the missile launch 
in order to serve God’s will. Nelson responds with an appeal to reason.

Alvarez: God’s will is written across the heavens!
Nelson: Alvarez, are you saying that man must accept

destruction even though it’s in his power to avert it?
Alvarez: It’s not for us to judge, Admiral!
Nelson: Not judge, maybe, but we can reason! If God ordains 

that man should die without a fight, then why does he 
give us the will to live?

By itself, Voyage to the Bottom o f the Sea proves little, but it exemplifies a 
strand in American thought and cultural production that we could call Postwar 
Humanism. Following World War II, in order to distinguish American 
government from totalitarian regimes right and left (Fascist and Communist), 
American culture trumpeted the virtues of individualism. What kept this 
vigorous individualism from devolving into selfish or arbitrary behavior was an 
insistence that it be seen in an Enlightenment context: individual liberties and 
personal perspectives had to be related to values and standards of reason, 
compassion, and justice that were external to the individual. Postwar Humanism
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required not only the fulfillment of individual rights, but also the fulfillment of 
the Social Contract. We can see this ethos expressed in a number of popular 
culture texts from the 1960s, including the writing of Rod Serling and Gene 
Roddenberry on television, Stan Lee and Gardner Fox in comic books, and some 
of the science fiction of Ray Bradbury and Philip K. Dick. Outside the popular 
culture ghetto, Postwar Humanism underwrote Kennedy’s New Frontier, 
Johnson’s Great Society, and both the Civil Rights and New Left movements. 
While Admiral Nelson relies upon his rank to have his way for much of Voyage 
to the Bottom o f the Sea, his mission is founded on scientific reasoning, and his 
ultimate appeal to reason lands him squarely in the Postwar Humanist camp. In 
contrast, Alvarez justifies his own actions not through reason but by citing the 
authority of scripture.

Nelson and Alvarez have two different methods for laying claim to 
authority. Nelson’s is subject to tests and arguments; Alvarez’s is not. In a 
fundamentalist worldview (whether Christian or Islamic), the Word of God is 
eternal truth, and there is little room for debate. In the scientific method, truth 
claims are always subject to discussion and revision. The differences between 
these two methods have profound implications for both education and American 
political culture. Patriarchy asserts a circular logic closer to that of 
fundamentalism: the people in charge know what they are doing; they know 
what they are doing because they are the people in charge. Father knows best, 
simply because he is the father. In the Strict Parent model delineated by Lakoff, 
the person in authority is presumed to have achieved that position through 
superior strength of character; as such, the authority is always justified, and 
attacks on it, or even questions of it, are presumed to be unjustified. However, 
such logic is at odds with democratic principles, which demand reasoned 
inquiry, free discussion, and deliberation among equals.

On September 11, 2001, the American people were awakened from an 
untroubled sleep. The world to which they woke was frightening, confusing, and 
disorienting. The events of that day challenged our self-concept that the world 
loves us because we are the good guys. In such circumstances, a strong leader 
who communicates a simplistic and unwavering message may seem quite 
appealing and comforting. But the fetishizing of leadership is inappropriate in a 
democracy. Our form of government requires us to think for ourselves, and to 
make our judgments based on reason, not authority. The Strongman theory of 
government, as characterized by Mussolini, Hitler, Stalin, Mao, Kim Jong II, 
Saddam Hussein, and any American president who holds himself unaccountable 
to Congress (Greenwald, 38-42), should be recognized as antithetical to 
democratic values.

Althusser asserted that media were among many institutions in culture that 
reinforced dominant ideology (143-6). The films under discussion are not 
causes, but symptoms. As thinkers and citizens, we should be worned. A culture 
that emphasizes obedience to authority is not a culture that endorses free 
thought, or any other kind of liberty. If we do not heed this central lesson of the
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twentieth century, we may well be doomed to repeat some especially tragic 
history.

Bowling Green State University Dan C. Shoemaker
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Christopher Moore and the 
Creation of the Beta Male

All literary genres are artifacts, but none more blatantly so 
than fiction

—Michael Riffaterre

Stories are like rope, braided together out of strands of plot, setting, 
dialogue, theme, and character. Alone, none of these can contain a story. Each 
needs the others, in varying degrees, to support it and make it stronger. Without 
any particular aspect, a story will certainly be weaker and might very well fall 
apart. However, even though you need all parts to create a whole, each part has 
its own unique system of building blocks which allow writers to play with 
formula, adding more of one and less of another to create their original works. 
The most personal of these authorial creations, though, is character.

The question then becomes what is the proper character? According to 
Jouve’s classifications1, as a primary character we are looking at a “Personality,” 
someone with whom we, as a reader, can identify. The problem inherent in this 
is that for years the prime example of a Personality-style character was a larger 
than life creation. If you look at fiction, from Arthur in Mallory’s tale through 
the 1950s, you’ll find the grand, romantic vision of a Personality is the guy 
wearing the white hat who is always there to save the day. Unfortunately, more 
often than not, that isn’t the fate which will befall most of us. This only becomes 
a problem when we see that for Jouve, a Personality includes one “who can be 
seen as close to the complexities of the reader.” The character (most often male) 
who rides in on the golden steed, who has been proactive in whatever adventure 
he’s on and is responsible for saving the day, he is not the reader. Instead, the 
reader (again, most often male) has been identifying with him as a sort of 
fantastic wish-fulfillment. He is, for lack of a better term, The Alpha Male. He is 
the aspiration and the inspiration. As a literary creation, he’s the protagonist we 
all cheer for, the one we know will do the right thing in the end. He’s Han Solo 
and Luke Sky walker rolled into one!

But wherever there’s an Alpha, there must be a Beta. And, whether we like 
it or not, that’s the category where most of us end up. Therefore, it makes logical 
sense that this should be where the evolution of the Personality-style character 
should lead. Unfortunately, it gets hard to identify this trait since by doing so, 
one must, by extension, recognize this Beta attribute in themselves. As an 
author, this is not the easiest task. Thankfully, Christopher Moore was up to the 
task.

It was Moore who first described the phenomenon of the Beta Male in his 
novel A Dirty Job. Of course, once the cat was out of the bag, so to speak, it
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didn’t take long to realize that Moore was not just being playful in his 
description of one of his characters. Instead, he was bringing to the forefront a 
character trait he had been using, quite successfully, in a number of his books. 
Furthermore, it’s a trait which has actually been around for some time, but no 
one had thought to name before Moore came along. Now that it has been named, 
though, you will see that it has existed for some time and we can now make use 
of Moore’s definitions in our own critical analysis.

Before we get too far off track, looking into the mind of the Beta Male and 
how Moore is so successful at creating him in his fiction, we should start by 
examining the characteristics of the Alpha Male, so we can recognize him while 
walking through the deli section of the grocery store. In fact, we should look at 
character creation in general. For an author, filling a particular character role is 
one of the first determinations which needs to be made. Frederick Buechner, as 
quoted in Anne Lamott’s Bird by Bird, sees it this way:

You avoid forcing your characters to march too steadily to the 
drumbeat of your artistic purpose. You have some measure of 
real freedom for your characters to be themselves. And if 
minor characters show an inclination to become major 
characters, as they’re apt to do, you at least give them a shot at 
it, because in the world of fiction it may take many pages 
before you find out who the major characters really are, just as 
in the real world it may take you many years to find out that 
the stranger you talked to once for half an hour in the railroad 
station may have done more to point you to where your true 
homeland lies than your priest or your best friend or even your 
psychiatrist (Lamott 53).

For Moore, though, this principle works to his advantage. See, the Alpha 
Male is Darwinian evolution in action. He is the biggest, strongest, fastest, best 
looking guy in the cave. He is the reason natural selection was invented. He’s 
going to be the guy who kills the mammoth, outruns the fire, and nabs the best 
looking girl, all of which ensures his genes, these superior chromosomes, will 
cany on into the future. So where does that leave the Beta Male? Moore himself 
explains this in his internet blog:

There’s a good chance that in the caveman community, that 
the Beta Male never got the hot, smart, Darryl Hannah cave 
woman, but there’s an even better chance that he got everyone 
else. The beta male is seldom the strongest or the fastest, but 
because he can anticipate danger, he far outnumbers his alpha 
male competitors. Rather than strength, size, or charisma, the 
Beta Male adapted to adversity by developing a massive 
imagination. (Moore)
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And that imagination is what makes all the difference. In the animal 
kingdom, as opposed to civilized culture, it is that strongest, fastest critter that 
will set the tone for the species, but in human tribes, because of the ability to 
outthink the enemy, the Beta Male is, as Moore points out, “the reigning king of 
the beasts.”

So in effect, Moore is allowing those minor characters Buechner is 
advocating to come to the forefront even before they’ve been relegated to the 
role of minor characters. He is pushing them, whether they want to be or not, 
into major roles without allowing them the luxury of being Alphas. In the 
literary world, the Alphas, while pretty to look at, are boring. As an author, 
Moore has more fun playing with the imagination inherent in the Beta. It gives 
more raw material to work with.

Of course, that imagination is also responsible for the Beta getting into 
trouble in a more modem society. Things have changed drastically for both the 
Alpha and Beta since the early days of living in a cave and fighting off saber- 
toothed tigers. In those days, everything was needed and needed in abundance. 
The Alpha needed all the testosterone he could manage while for the Beta, that 
large imagination would come into play. It was how the Beta survived without 
the natural benefits of the Alpha. Today, though, that overactive imagination can 
be a slight hindrance. Again, I turn to Moore’s blog to explain.

In the modem world, many Beta males become 
hypochondriacs, neurotics, paranoids, or develop an addiction 
to comic books, video games, or pom. For while the beta male 
imagination evolved to help him avoid danger, as a side effect 
it also allows him fantasy-only access to power, money, and 
leggy, model-type females who, in reality, wouldn’t kick him 
in the kidneys to get a bug off their shoe. The rich fantasy life 
of the Beta male may often spill over into reality, manifesting 
in near-genius levels of self-delusion. (Moore)

Betas are not the guys who lead countries. That is not their forte. Instead, 
these are the guys who run countries. There is a difference—look at Karl Rove. 
He is a classic Beta Male. In everyday parlance, these are the common guys, the 
kind who secretly hold out hope “every time a super model divorces her rock 
star husband.” These aren’t the guys songs are written about; these are the guys 
singing them.

So what does all of this have to do with creating satisfying fiction? If the 
Alpha Male is the one who creates the legends, why are we even looking at the 
Beta Male? What does the Beta Male have to offer the world of storytelling? A 
lot.

While the Beta may not be a James Bond kind of spy, driving in a 
technologically advanced car and sleeping with the beautiful scientist, he can be 
the guy who built that car or succeeds through covert activity and document 
analysis. As Moore says in his website “His overt non-threateningness allows
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him access to places and people that are closed to the alpha male—A Beta Male 
very-well may have a throwing knife concealed in the frame of his briefcase, but 
it’s a good bet that he only uses it to open letters and clean his fingernails.” And 
this is what makes him such a good character. His outcome is never certain and, 
because of this, the reader is interested in what’s going to happen. Science 
fiction novelist Elizabeth Bear tackles the subject in her monthly column on the 
website Storytellers Unplugged:

A lot of writers tend to create very generic protagonists. 1 
suspect this is a Hollywood influence, actually—these 
protagonists often remind me of TV characters. Characters 
who may be one step above stereotype—caricatures, 
delineated in broad strokes. Often, they not only don’t have 
much personality: they never really do anything morally 
questionable or personally ambiguous (or if they do, the 
narrative seems not to acknowledge it). If they ever do step 
over a line, it’s portrayed and perceived as something gritty.
And the lines are very bright. (Bear)

She’s describing the typical Alpha Male character. The reader knows James 
Bond is going to succeed. What he doesn’t know is if Woody Allen would 
succeed in the same scenario. And if he does, how he does it is going to be 90 
percent of the fun. Take the 1967 version of Casino Royale, for example. Here 
you have Allen as Bond and he certainly doesn’t succeed, especially not in any 
way the typical viewer would accept as heroic.

And this is what makes Christopher Moore so good at what he does. He 
uses the Beta Male in his fiction so his readers never quite know what to expect. 
One never knows whether or not a character is going to survive to the end of the 
book. This is important for many reasons, not the least of which is it makes the 
reader care about the character as if he were real. He wants to create a fictional 
reality so the character can come alive, so to speak. That is to say, the reader 
may be able to be quite obvious in the statement that the character is not real, 
but as Seymour Chatman says, however, “this does not fully explain how we 
imagine and think about them. After all, we may recall fictional characters 
vividly, yet not a single word of the text in which they came alive” (Hughes 71). 
With this in mind, we can look at the critical assessment of a character as a 
“fictional truth,” which is not as odd as it sounds. “The only reason that the 
phrase ‘fictional truth’ is not an oxymoron, as ‘fictitious truth’ would be, is that 
fiction is a genre whereas lies are not. Being a genre, it rests on conventions, of 
which the first and perhaps only one is that fiction specifically, but not always 
explicitly, includes the intention to deceive. A novel always contains signs 
whose function is to remind readers that the tale they are being told is 
imaginary” (Riffaterre 1).

So basically, we have two conflicting ideas, that the character is both real 
and imaginary at the same time. It’s a tightrope walk and Moore is very good at
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keeping the balance. He sets his reader up to identify the Beta as someone they 
could know by treating the Beta as a Jungian archetype as relevant as any other.

Even though this archetype wasn’t named until recently, now that it has, 
you can see the themes running throughout Moore’s books since the beginning, 
especially when he starts outlining the characteristic traits. For Moore, the Beta 
Male has a distinct set of rules or guidelines to follow.

The Beta is the perennial “best friend.” He’s the one the hot girl is going to 
call to comfort her when she gets dumped by the Alpha. “He makes a great 
husband as well as a great best friend. He will help you move, bring you soup 
when you are sick, and hide your drugs and pom from your parents should you 
be unexpectedly killed or incarcerated. He makes a great house sitter, especially 
if you aren’t attached to your house pets. Your girlfriend is generally in safe 
hands with a beta male, unless, of course, she is a complete slut” (Dirty Job 36).

Physically, the Beta Male can be anyone. “They tend to come in all shapes 
and sizes, although usually smaller at birth than in adulthood” explains Moore 
on his blog.

But it is up to the creator to decide how best to implement the character 
traits in order to have the best character for the situation. “If selection of 
dramatic events is the first task of an author, selection of traits of character must 
come next: where a rounded character does not exist in life, it is the writer’s job 
to create him . . .  sometimes it is a simple process of combining traits of one or 
more individuals and seeing what comes out” (Burnett 48). You must also take 
context into account, as science fiction author Steve Rasnic Tern points out in 
J.N. Williamson’s How to Write Tales o f Horror, Fantasy & Science Fiction, “a 
character is inseparable from the context in which he operates. That would seem 
to be a pretty commonsensical sort of idea, but its implications can be far 
reaching. It makes the creation of character in fantastic literature different from 
the creation of characters in realistic fiction, because the contexts are different” 
(Williamson 36). But even in those different contexts, the character is still a 
reflection of his creator, in some form or other. Tern continues: “An analogy 
I’ve always found useful for the relationship between characters and their 
settings is the relationship those same elements have in dreams. A particular 
theory of gestalt dream interpretation suggests that every object in a dream is a 
piece of the dreamer. A chair, a table, a car, another human being—each would 
represent some aspect of the dreamer” (Williamson 36).

So, by definition, Moore must see himself as a Beta Male in order to make 
the Beta believable to his readers. But how does he put his thoughts into action? 
How does it work practically? How does he take the attributes and weave them 
into his fiction? And, more importantly, why does it work? Why do readers care 
about the Beta Male?

In Moore’s first book, Practical Demonkeeping, Travis O’Heam is the Beta 
in question. He’s an ex-priest, immortal, and in charge of a demon from hell 
named Catch. So far, there is nothing to distinguish him from any other 
character in fiction. In the hands of Robert B. Parker, O’Heam could easily be a
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tough guy, good looking, with just enough personal problems to make him seem 
interesting. But not in Moore’s hands. Look at how Moore describes O’Heam: 
“Dark with dark eyes and lean, Travis had sharp features that would have 
seemed evil if not for the constant look of confusion he wore, as if there were 
one answer that would make everything in life clear to him if he could only 
remember the question” (Demonkeeping 24). In that one sentence, Travis is set 
up differently than an Alpha Male. An Alpha would never be confused. They 
would know the right thing to do at all times. Here, though, O’Heam is 
described as not bad looking, but perennially confused. He has the answer to 
nothing and yet Moore is going to ask his readers to spend the rest of the book 
trying to figure out why they should trust him to save the villagers and destroy 
the demon.

In addition to physical descriptions, Moore tells us more about the type of 
man O’Heam is by looking at the car he drives: a Chevy Impala. No, there is 
nothing wrong with a Chevy Impala, but it is not what any self respecting Alpha 
would ever be seen driving. It is nondescript. Boring. In short, it is the perfect 
car for a Beta. To further emphasize the similarities, the first time the car is 
called upon to act, Moore writes: “Travis pushed the accelerator to the floor and 
the Impala’s engine hesitated, then roared as the automatic transmission dropped 
into passing gear” (Demonkeeping 25). The car behaves precisely the way a 
Beta Male would behave in the same situation: hesitate. . .  and then go full 
force as if the head cheerleader had asked him to put ketchup on her hot dog. It’s 
these little signposts that Moore uses to keep his readers in the know.

Now here’s where Moore pulls the reader in completely. In this book, none 
of the major characters are Alpha. Moore populates his work with Beta males of 
differing degrees, but all recognizable enough so anyone reading will realize 
they could know any one of these men.

Moore will rarely use an Alpha in a prominent role for a couple of reasons. 
The first, as stated, is identification. It’s much easier to identify with the guy 
who always looks confused than it is with the guy who always has the answer to 
everything. No one has all the answers, except maybe Ken Jennings (the guy 
who won 74 games on Jeopardy), and actually, if he were to be recreated as a 
fictional character, he’d be Beta all the way. Along the same lines, women 
recognize the Beta and want to care for them immediately. They don’t want to 
date them; instead, they want to mother them, make sure they’re okay. In one 
fell swoop, Moore has given his readers of both sexes someone they can feel 
comfortable with. A man does not normally feel comfortable with an Alpha 
since, at some point in his life, an Alpha has stolen his girlfriend. Second, and 
more importantly for Moore as a writer, is that Betas are just plain more fun to 
write.

Take Augustus Brine for example. Brine (and one must love a character 
whose name is synonymous for brackish sea water), who owns the general store 
in Pine Cove, where the bulk of the action in Practical Demonkeeping takes 
place, is described as “old, but—still strong and vital and a dangerous man in a
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fight” {Demonkeeping 36). With just this, he could be easily misconstrued for an 
Alpha, but that is not the case, as evidenced by the way Moore describes Brine’s 
home: “He kept his house neat and orderly. Not so much because he desired 
order, for Brine believed chaos to be the way of the world, but because he did 
not wish to make life difficult for his cleaning lady, who came in once a week to 
dust and shovel ashes from the fireplace” {Demonkeeping 37). There’s a 
definition for Beta if ever there was one. The big tough guy, the one who spends 
his evenings “stretched out before his fireplace in a leather chair, toasting his 
bare feet on the hearth, reading Aristotle, or Lao-tzu, or Joyce” {Demonkeeping 
36) is worried about not hurting his cleaning girl’s feelings. This is not a guy to 
be found chasing mammoths, but instead is a guy one can immediately 
empathize with. And this is where Moore is leaving his literary mark.

Christopher Moore has defined a new style of character which writers now 
have access to in their literary toolbox. And critics have a new way of looking 
at, of judging, literary creations. The Beta Male walks proudly amongst other 
literary creations (well, maybe a few steps behind and a little slouch-shouldered) 
and now that he has been identified, there is no turning back. Everything will 
have to be re-examined in this new context. Sure, there will always be a place 
for the Alpha Male in modem fiction, but now there is a choice. In fact, it is that 
choice which marks fans of the Beta. If we were Alpha, we wouldn’t need a 
choice.

University of Nevada, Las Vegas Jaq Greenspon

Notes
1 Vincent Jouve, as quoted in George Hughes’s book Reading Novels, creates four 
distinctions of characters:

Types—Characters who simply fulfill a function: the king who rules, 
the witch in the fairy story who performs spells, the publican who 
sells the hero a pint of beer.
Representative characters—Characters who represent a group or 
class, such as the courtly Knight or the working class worker.
Individuals—Characters who move out of stereotyped roles and 
show individuality.
Personalities—Characters portrayed with interior lives, or with a 
sense of their own destiny, who can be seen as close to the 
complexities of the reader. (Hughes 74)
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Greetings from Dutch Country: 
Photography, Travel, and the Amish Postcard

“These are some of our Lancaster County Amish people, 
Leedon. Thought you might like a picture of them—Thelma & 
Billy”'

The postcard is the perfect souvenir: easy to find, easy to mail—and cheap. 
A postcard preserves the experience of traveling by allowing the tourist to send 
a piece of the vacation back home. In essence, the postcard works as a memento, 
a stand-in, for memory. As Christraud Geary and Virginia-Lee Webb have 
observed In Delivering Views: Distant Cultures in Early Postcards, it is an 
object with many roles: “The postcard undergoes a transformation through the 
act of purchasing. The buyer turns it from a mass produced item into a private, 
meaningful possession.”2 The postcard’s role in American culture is complex, 
but even more complicated is the history of the Amish postcard.

From the start, the photograph has played a key role in the development of 
the concept of travel and tourism, including the development of the picture 
postcard aesthetic. Ever since the earliest “picture” postcards were introduced at 
the Columbian Exposition in Chicago in 1893,3 the world has been fascinated. 
Now, more than 100 years later, the postcard remains nothing less than 
ubiquitous.

Unlike a private snapshot, a picture postcard is public ephemera; it is a 
disposable image for mass production, inexpensive consumption, and 
widespread distribution. Its affordability makes the postcard the most popular 
travel souvenir for tourists who feel oddly compelled to shop for just the right 
card, write a greeting, buy a stamp, and seek out a mailbox—all just to brag that 
they are visiting an exotic locale where the recipient is not.

It also strange that—even in 2008—thousands of tourists annually flock to 
Lancaster, Pennsylvania, to experience the culture of the Old Order Amish—a 
people who dress in unadorned, somber clothing modeled after 18th century 
German farmers. By definition, the Amish are anything but exotic, they describe 
themselves as “plain”: no electricity, no cars, no buttons, no mustaches, etc.

Of course, there are as many motives for traveling as there are tourists 
themselves, but in Consuming Tradition, Nezar Al Sayyad suggests what may 
lie beneath a tourist’s motivation is a deep need to find something different—but 
real: “The contemporary tourist—like the old-world pilgrim—seeks authenticity 
and truth in times and places away from his/her own everyday life.”4 Al 
Sayyad’s use of the phrase the “old-world pilgrim” is apt for a discussion of the 
tourist who visits the Amish, a people whose “simple” lifestyle stimulates the 
tourist’s curiosity. The Amish lifestyle is unusual, “quaint,” and at the same 
time, resonant with apparent value and integrity. Postcard images allow viewers
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to “own” a piece of the Amish, while authenticating their own travels and 
proving their experiences were real.5

Although the Amish have become one of the most photographed ethnic 
groups in the United States, their own faith actually opposes the taking, and 
even the possessing, of photographic portraits. One common explanation is that 
photographs violate the Biblical admonition against the construction of the 
“graven image.”6 But there is a second, more generally accepted reason: in the 
late 19th century, when photography was new, the Amish agreed to renounce 
photographic portraits because they believed the images glorified outward 
appearances and instilled pride and vanity.7 Thus, the fact that non-Amish 
people produce, sell, and consume postcards of the Amish is an issue that 
remains at once complex and problematic. By examining the history and theory 
of the photograph, the tourist, and the postcard, this essay will show that Amish 
postcards represent a great deal more than cheap souvenirs. Therefore, when 
examining the cultural phenomenon of the Amish postcard, it is necessary to 
consider several theoretical perspectives of photography: the photograph’s 
historical relationship to travel; its implied objectivity; its inherent aggression; 
its democratic character; its propensity to objectify and exoticize the subject; 
and its capacity to construct reality.

The photograph and travel
In the broadest sense, travel postcards are the material manifestations of the 

intersection between photography and tourism, and since the invention of the 
medium, photography has been linked to travel. In 1839, the daguerreotype was 
introduced to the Western world, and by the 1850s, there were more than three 
million daguerreotypes being produced in the United States alone. Peter 
Osborne notes in Traveling Light, “As soon as there was photography, there was 
travel photography.”8 Even from the beginning, photographs of far away places 
fed the imaginations of “armchair tourists” everywhere, and “Travel” became an 
entire genre of photography.

The earliest “photographic” cards (the precursor to the picture postcard) 
were not travel-related but rather genuine portrait photographs mounted onto 
cardboard called carte-de-visites (visiting cards). These small portraits (usually 
measuring 4'A" x 2 V2") were introduced in late 1854 when Parisian 
photographer, Andre Disderi, patented a way of taking a number of photographs 
on one plate (usually eight), thus greatly reducing production costs. When he 
began photographing Parisian celebrities and selling the portraits to the general 
public, Disderi created a middle class sensation. Photographers in England and 
the United States soon followed suit by making portraits of royalty, politicians, 
and stage personalities. A new boom—collecting celebrity ephemera—had 
begun. Thanks to the commercial carte-de-visite, anyone could buy, own, give, 
send, or sell images of celebrities, giving the public a feeling of intimacy with 
the famous sitters. Even some of the photographers themselves became 
celebrities, as in the case of the American photographer Matthew Brady, who 
gained notoriety for his New York studio and his celebrity cartes. Brady’s most
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famous carte is his 1860 Cooper Union Portrait9 of Abraham Lincoln. Crediting 
Brady, Lincoln himself commented that the flattering portrait, which was widely 
reproduced, helped him win his bid for the presidency.

The tradition of the travel photograph expanded with the carte-de-visite 
format—a compact, portable means of exchanging information. As a practical 
calling card to present during social visits, the carte often featured written text, 
including the photographer’s title and the address of his business. On the back or 
below or the image, many collectors would write their own comments: the 
historical antecedent to the current behavior of scribbling a personal note on a 
card before mailing it.

After 1866, the public’s interest in the carte-de-visite declined when a larger 
“Cabinet” card format enticed consumers of portrait photographs. By 1868, the 
cabinet card photograph (which was closer in size to the modem day postcard) 
became popular; by 1885, it had claimed most of the market of the earlier carte- 
de-visites.

From the 1850s through the early 20,h century, stereographic photography10 
soon became a popular parlor entertainment that “helped turn photography into 
an industry, by stoking the viewer’s desire to see more of the world.”11 The 
format’s three-dimensional effect intensified the realistic, “almost there” 
experience, and this practice of looking at exotic people expanded to include 
exotic places as well. Looking through the stereoscopic viewer was as popular in 
Victorian times as watching television is now. To meet the market’s demand for 
images of exotic locales, photographers began to photograph the world in 3-D. 
Photos of the Egyptian pyramids, the Taj Mahal, and the Grand Canyon thrilled 
stereo card viewers at home in their parlors. Ethnographic images of exotic 
peoples, including Japanese Geishas12 and Native Americans,13 entertained the 
curious.

The breakthrough emergence of the collectible picture postcard was marked 
by the invention of the half-tone, an affordable, speedy photomechanical 
printing process. Each year, the Detroit Publishing Company printed more than 
seven million postcards worldwide, and at the height of popularity (1890-1920), 
the number of postcards printed in the United States and Europe reached the 
billions. As the quantity of published cards reached staggering levels, the public 
demanded photos of new tourist destinations and previously unseen “ethnic 
types.”14

Soon, the appetite for postcard images of “exotic” people would also 
include images of a segment of the population who wanted to avoid portraits 
completely: the Amish. Postcards of the Amish became popular after 1905, 
when Helen R. Martin’s novel Sabina: a story o f the Amish intrigued American 
readers. Sabina was only one in a series of stories set in Pennsylvania Dutch 
country, where Martin portrayed the Amish and Mennonite people as 
“buffoonish” and “intellectually deficient.” Although critics frowned on 
Martin’s work, her stories “struck a chord with her middle class American 
readers . . .  they nonetheless embraced her stories as delightfully humorous local
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color writing.”15 Through Martin’s writing, American readers began to develop 
attitudes towards the Amish that are still widely prevalent. Readers “consumed” 
the Amish through her stories, but held a smug “cultural superiority” over the 
Amish.

The publication of Sabina and other fictional stories16 on the Amish and the 
Pennsylvania Dutch set the commercial stage for promoting Amish-related 
tourism, which bolsters the economy of today’s Lancaster County, 
Pennsylvania. One key component of the tourist economy is the mass production 
of Amish postcards. Beginning in 1913, the newly developed tourist industry in 
the county joined enterprising local publishers in marketing several dozen 
postcard designs of the Amish. At this point, there was such a surge in the 
number and variety of postcards that over time there were more than 150 
different photographs devoted to the Amish and Pennsylvania Dutch. Busy 
postcard photographers were “catching Amish people” working on the farm, 
shopping at local markets, playing in the schoolyard, riding in buggies, and 
walking the streets of downtown Lancaster.17 Curiously, these postcards 
presented Lancaster, Pennsylvania, as an Amish utopia. Amish children were 
favorite subjects because they fed the popular perception that the Amish were 
simple and “innocent.”18

For instance, a typical postcard entitled Amish Children o f Lancaster 
County shows a close up photo of three posed Amish children. A thorough 
description of the children’s clothing is printed on the back:

From the babies in arms to the aged grandparents, the Amish 
all dress “plain.” The little boy, scarcely able to toddle, is 
dressed just like his father. His ankle length cuffless black 
trousers open down both sides at the waist, where they are 
buttoned. The little Amish girl’s dress is just like that of her 
mother. It is ankle length, gathered at the waist onto the 
smooth fitting, long-sleeved waist.19

The card’s caption is surprisingly detailed in its evaluation of the children’s 
ordinary clothing as if their apparel were costumes.

The photograph and truth
Historically, photography has been the chosen medium to capture the truth. 

In The Tourist Gaze, John Urry states that, to tourists, “photography ‘seems’ to 
be a means of transcribing reality.”20 Indeed, the earliest photographic images 
were proclaimed to be “Sun Drawings” made by “The Pencil of Nature,” 
implying that nature herself had “drawn” the images, without any human 
interference.21 In 1917, the artist and photographer Paul Strand noted, “Unlike 
the other arts, which are really anti-photographic, objectivity is of the very 
essence of photography ..  .”22 In retrospect, most photographs made during the 
19lh century were regarded as neutral “documents.”23 Although travel drawings 
and etchings had existed for a long time, the clarity and supposed objectivity of 
the camera gave travel images a new “authenticity.” The photograph was
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perceived as more truthful than a drawing. Even today, there can be little doubt 
that one of the camera’s main functions is simply to record reality. Consider, for 
instance, how the photograph functions, even now, as legal and scientific 
evidence.

At first, the photograph’s inherent capacity to represent may appear to be 
obvious, but the philosophical basis requires some background. As the French 
semiotician Roland Barthes has theorized, a photograph presents something that 
has “posed in front of the tiny hole and remained there forever. . .  ”2‘r  The 
relative permanence of the image offers a visual record—a “proof’ that the 
particular person, place, or thing captured on the film actually existed during the 
brief moment of time that the camera’s shutter was open. For generations of 
photographers, this concept of “capturing” time has been their philosophical 
bedrock.

Photographs, however, have always contained a complex tension between 
document (decisive evidence) and craft (subtle deception or trickery). Well 
before airbrushing and digital manipulation, photographers used many subtle 
ways to modify their contexts and arrange their subtexts. Each time one creates a 
photograph, the photographer faces a multitude of decisions and subtle variables 
that will ultimately determine the final image. For instance, will the image be 
color or black and white? Horizontal or vertical? Close up or far away? What 
subject matter will the photograph include? What will the image exclude?

People who pose for portraits and snapshots are often instructed to act, to 
“smile,” or to “look this way.” Indeed, such variables modify any image, and so 
do the photographer’s intentions. As art critic A.D. Coleman explains in his 
essay “The Image In Question,”

The work of every photographer describes a unique, 
personalized world, a version of the universe shaped by that 
photographer’s sensibility and intentions. In the imagery of 
those who choose to function directorially, this shaping is 
more aggressively done, thus more undeniable; the pretense 
that the photograph merely mirrors “the way things looked” 
gives way, as I’ve just suggested, to the forced realization that 
what the photograph encodes is a perspective, a viewpoint, an 
opinion—even, possibly a fiction.

The notion of photographic truth ultimately fell apart “as artists began to 
challenge the medium’s autonomy, using it as merely one creative tool among 
many.” 6 For quite some time, this alleged relationship between the photograph 
and objectivity has been questioned and shown, ultimately, to be false.

The photograph and democracy
Photography was—and still is—the medium for the masses. When the 

daguerreotype was introduced in 1839 (and the carte-de-visite 15 years later), 
photographic pictures became available to everyone—and not only to the upper- 
class. In 1888, the photograph’s popularity continued to grow when George
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Eastman developed the first Kodak camera. In less than SO years (1839-1888), 
the photograph grew into .. the most accessible and accepted means of visual 
representation. It was the ultimate democratic art form.”27 What was known as 
“The Kodak” not only gave everyone the chance to be photographed, but also 
gave everyone the opportunity to make original photographs. Instead of 
cumbersome glass plates, the convenient Kodak camera came loaded with 100 
exposures of new roll film. The entire camera, which could be easily mailed to 
Rochester, New York, for processing, was returned to the owner with the 
finished prints, along with a fresh roll of film—all set to repeat the user-friendly 
cycle. Kodak’s slogan (“You take the picture and we do the rest”) removed the 
labor-intensive—and mysterious—chemical process from picture making, so 
that everyone could create photographs. It is no wonder that the medium grew 
exponentially.

Believing that females would be his most loyal customers, George Eastman, 
in the true spirit of American free enterprise, aggressively targeted his marketing 
toward women. In 1893, he introduced his “Kodak Girl”28 to the world market. 
In Eastman’s advertising, the “Kodak Girl” was a free spirit. Although she could 
not vote, she could freely roam the world with her camera. This ingenious 
commercial campaign (1893-1920s) surely attracted females, but also told men 
that using the camera was so simple that “even a woman could use it.” The 
Kodak camera and Eastman’s philosophy gave birth to the “amateur” 
photographer and the snapshot. Moreover, the concept of the travel photograph 
expanded through such clever advertising slogans as “Take a Kodak with you” 
(1901), “Bring your vacation home with a Kodak” (1905), “All out-doors invites 
your Kodak” (1911), and “Kodak as you go” (1915). It should be noted that, 
quite literally, the camera empowered American women before the U.S. 
Constitution did.

If photography is the medium of the masses, then it follows that the 
postcard is the ultimate byproduct of this democratic medium. Postcards are 
synonymous with photography; they are the most “common and 
conventionalized” souvenir—created solely for mass production and 
consumption.29

The photograph and aggression
The camera has always been linked with exploration. By the mid-1800s, the 

photograph was still trusted to be accurate and objective, so photographers 
joined government expeditions and captured each new discovery with their 
cameras. The photograph is also linked with colonial imperialism: When the 
camera recorded westward expansion in the United States, the photographs from 
this era visually represented “manifest destiny.”30

The very act of taking a photograph carries with it the connotation of 
aggressive behavior. The standard rhetoric of shooting with a firearm is also 
applied to using a camera. Photographers “shoot” pictures. They take “shots” of 
their subjects. Such language is far from neutral, as noted by Susan Sontag, 
whose notion of violation applies literally to the aggressive act of photographing
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the Amish: “To photograph people is to violate them.”31 A relevant example 
from a 1958 Folklore Center Tourist Guide is especially disturbing because the 
guide instructs amateur photographers on how to prey on Amish children: “The 
only way you can get pictures of the men and women is on the sly. However, 
children . . .  when accompanied by their elders, can occasionally be encouraged 
to pose, provided they are sufficiently lured—by candy bars or small coins.”32 
With total disregard for the beliefs of the Amish, the tourist guide encourages 
tourists to violate the Amish with coercion when “taking” photographs.

Normally, most photographers (press, documentary, commercial) who earn 
a living from their work try to abide by ethical standards when photographing 
people or they will face potential lawsuits. The National Association of Press 
Photographers, for instance, has published a code of ethics.33 It is commonly 
accepted that a photographer may legally take a person’s photo when in a public 
place, but the image may be used only for news or editorial purposes, not for 
advertising. Any photos used for commercial purposes require a signed model 
release. But since the Amish avoid litigation, they are easily victimized by 
unscrupulous photographers.

The photograph and objectification
The still photograph transforms every subject into an “object.” It is a 

realistic two-dimensional representation of a moment that will likely outlive the 
subject and become a lasting memento for easy collection and consumption. In 
the form of postcards, still photographs of the Amish, however, become even 
more problematic since they are also mass produced, widely distributed, and 
intended for a mass audience. John Urry suggests:

To photograph is in some ways to appropriate the object being 
photographed. It is a power/knowledge relationship. To have 
visual knowledge of an object is in part to have power, even if 
only momentarily over it. Photography tames the object of the 
gaze, the most striking examples being of exotic cultures.34

Postcards allow tourists to quickly and inexpensively collect and consume 
images of people whom they feel are different or unusual. The Amish, by their 
own admission, are different; they deliberately set themselves apart from the rest 
of the world, believing that God has called them to be a “non-conformed” and 
“peculiar” people.35 But many visitors to Lancaster County perceive this Amish 
non-conformity as “old-fashioned,” or even “primitive.” Thus, the act of owning 
a postcard of someone who is deemed to be “primitive” implies a kind of 
superiority over the subject, thus enhancing the owner’s the power relationship 
over “the Other.”

The concept of “the Other” developed as Europe continued to expand 
aggressively during the 19,h century.

In the contemporary world of anthropology, the “Other” is a term used to 
describe “human beings whose similarity or difference is experienced by alien 
observers as in some profound way problematic.”36 It commonly refers to non-
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European, non-white people who would have been perceived during the 19lh 
century as exotic. Today, this definition expands to include any ethnic group that 
is considered to be different. Moreover, the photograph and postcard further 
objectify “Others” by presenting them “as static objects, rather than active 
subjects who possess the same desires and needs as the viewer.”37

The Amish become the modem day “Other” since their lifestyle is 
categorized as different, primitive, and therefore, exotic. The most frequent 
Amish postcard themes—farming with mules, riding in buggies, building bams, 
or shopping for produce—appear to be authentic images of everyday life, not 
exotic events. These apparent uncomplicated aspects of the Amish lifestyle, 
however, are truly romanticized by tourists. The postcard photos reinforce this 
romanticism. It is the element of “authenticity” that makes the seemingly 
quotidian image into something exotic. In “Postcards—Greetings From Another 
World,” Elizabeth Edwards explains this complex notion: “Postcards of the 
everyday suggest a level of intimacy of experience which appeals directly to the 
tourist’s desire for the authentic.”3® Tourists believe that they are experiencing 
something historical in a modem world—a quaint lifestyle—making the Amish 
“actors” into a kind of agrarian diorama.

The photograph and constructed reality
Postcards are constructed visions that fulfill the fantasies of consumers and 

tourists. Historically, the postcard has appealed to popular taste by perpetuating 
and reinforcing the previously established aesthetic standards. In short, Amish 
postcards are carefully crafted to project a traditional (and predictable) Amish 
“image.” In Amish picture postcards, the sky is always blue, the grass is always 
green, and the people are always hardworking and happy. These highly idealized 
images allow the viewer to replace the Amish individual with a fictional 
character. The postcard transforms the Amish into the stereotypical 
“Pennsylvania Dutch Amish” or the “Lancaster County Amish” that tourists 
have come to expect.

The countryside around Lancaster is a tourist destination well 
recognized in promoting the state. Near the population centers 
of Philadelphia, Baltimore, and even New York, the Dutch 
Country is an easy drive. Modern-day visitors are enthralled 
by the covered bridges, horse-drawn buggies, and prosperous 
farms operated by the “plain people” without benefit of 
gasoline, electricity, or other modem conveniences.39

This benign description from Tom Range’s postcard history on the Amish 
(2002) illustrates how even recent literature on the Amish continues to tout 
Lancaster County as a utopia that “enthralls” its visitors. Ever since the 1930s 
and ’40s, such romantic writing about the region has changed very little from the 
earlier National Geographic descriptions of the county when it was called “a 
garden spot of America” and the “Land of Milk and Honey.”40
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Since travel is commonly used for “escape,” most tourists would rather “re 
live” a fictional, idealized past than experience something real.41 Many of 
today’s tourists might be disappointed if they saw actual Amish life in the 21s1 
century, which is far less nostalgic and romantic than suggested in National 
Geographic. Many Amish live in modem homes—not in antique museums. 
Albeit without electricity, many of these homes are built from “modem” 
building materials (vinyl siding, replacement windows, etc.). But to perpetuate 
the “traditional” fantasy, Amish postcard images exclude as much as they 
include.42 Real Amish must go about doing their everyday activities in modem 
situations, including shopping in local stores, riding in automobiles, using cell 
phones, canying lunch in Igloo coolers, going to the bank, and drinking Coca- 
Cola. They are not cut off from all modernity.

However, the innocent looking postcards that are sold in the county’s many 
gift shops exclude modem artifacts far more than the Amish possibly could. 
Without a doubt, much about daily living has changed over recent decades for 
the Amish and non-Amish alike. But what has not changed over time are the 
Amish postcards of today, which look just like those of 50 years ago. These 
Amish postcard images—disposable souvenirs of an idealized and constructed 
world—is a world that no longer exists, and perhaps never did.

Millersville University Shauna Frischkom
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The Great Leather Generation Swindle: 
Literature and Promotion 
in Contemporary Spain

In 1994, a 20-year-old writer named Jose Angel Mafias became a finalist for 
the prestigious Spanish literary award, the Nadal, with his first novel, Stories o f 
Kronen (Historias del Kronen). This was considered by critics at large as the 
beginning of an important and influential literary movement in Spain which 
drew its inspiration from themes and motifs generally associated with modem 
popular culture, such as rock music, sexual liberation (if not outright 
promiscuity), violence, and drug abuse; and openly rejected the confines of 
traditional literary style. Also known as Leather Literature (literatura del cuero), 
to emphasise its connections with the idealized notion of the leather-clad, 
rebellious “bad boy” (the origin of which remains, ironically, much closer to the 
North American Hell’s Angels than to any modem Spanish cultural figure), this 
particular literary trend was hailed by the media as a renewal of Spanish 
literature and widely promoted through interviews, articles, and documentaries.

Less than two decades later, this promising new generation of authors has 
literally disintegrated, leaving us with one simple, albeit fundamental question: 
what happened to the great young Spanish literary rebirth? Its past commercial 
success can only be compared to its present state of near total obscurity, forcing 
us to reconsider the relationship between literature and literary promotion, 
especially in Spain today, where publishing concentration is one of the highest 
in Europe.1 A close look at the rise and fall of this false literary movement and 
true publishing success will reveal some modem literary promotion mechanisms 
at the same time as it sheds new light upon the changing nature of the literary 
object in an increasingly commercialized reality.

In the first place, it should be noted that this particular literary marketing 
move, i.e., the promotion of a “modem, hard-core, leather, rock n’ roll 
narrative” had already been attempted two years before in Stories from Kronen. 
In 1992, the publication of Ray Longa’s novel, The Worst Thing o f All {Lo peor 
de todo) corresponded to this trend both thematically and stylistically. For its 
publisher, Constantino Bertolo, this novel was a sure sign that a “new 
generation” of writers had arrived. But although The Worst Thing o f All received 
fairly positive reviews from the critics, it did not obtain any literary award and 
did not become a bestseller; hence, this first “new generation” of young Spanish 
author was aborted.

In 1996, however, two years after the success of Stories o f Kronen, the 
prestigious Nadal award played a predominant role again in the construction of 
the Leather Literature movement. This literary award, which has been given to 
such writers as Carmen Laforet and Sanchez Ferlosio, is intended for young,
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beginning authors, and in today’s market, its direct relationship with the 
commercial success of any given novel cannot be ignored. This time, the prize 
went to Pedro Maestre for Killing Dinosaurs With a Sling Shot (Matando 
dinosaurios con drachmas), and the fact that two young “leather” authors both 
received the award (in 1994 and 1996 respectively), and Juana Salabert, another 
newcomer associated with Leather Literature, was a finalist for her second 
novel, Burn Whatever Will Be (Arde lo que sera), became a sufficient basis to 
establish the existence of an entire new literary generation. Another significant 
event occurred in the Spanish literary world that very year when Ediciones B (a 
publishing house) paid an unprecedented advance to commission a novel from 
Juan Bonilla, who at the time had only published a book of short stories, The 
One Who Turns Off The Lights (El que apaga la luz) and a compilation of 
newspaper articles, The Art o f the Yo-Yo (El arte del yo-yo). Although virtually 
unknown, Bonilla was promoted along with Marias, Maestre, and Salabert and 
found himself at the forefront of an alleged literary revolution. In this particular 
case, it could be said that Ediciones B simply “bought” their stake into a 
marketing strategy disguised as a literary movement of young authors bom 
between 1962 and 1971. Perhaps the most infantile sign of this desperate search 
for new blood was the publication of Dead Or Something Better (Muertos o algo 
mejor) a novel written by a 14 year old girl, Violeta Hernando.2

The year 1997 can be considered as the height of the Leather Literature 
movement’s popularity, when the most prestigious literary award in Spain, 
Premio Planeta, was won by Juan Manuel de Prada, a young, Leather author, 
for his novel The Tempest (La Tempestad). As could be expected, and in spite of 
the shocking originality of its title, the book quickly became a best seller. To 
capitalize upon the movement, the publishing house Lengua de Trapo released 
Yellow Pages (Paginas amarillas), a compilation of short stories written by 38 
new writers bom between 1960 and 1971 and defined by its publisher, Jose 
Huerta, as “not an anthology but a guide.” In his introduction to the collection, 
Sabas Martin presented the authors who contributed to the collection, in addition 
to 23 other writers who supposedly belonged to the same generation, and coined 
the expression “Brotherhood of Leather” to name this particular literary 
tendency.

In this way, Jorge Heralde, chief editor of Anagrama has 
called “Brotherhood of Leather” a bold group of new authors, 
deeply impregnated with rock music aesthetics and visual 
culture. Their narrations exhibit a certain nihilism, with outlaw 
tendencies, and are centred around sex, alcohol, drugs, the 
road, and violence. (Yellow Pages, 14.)3

Yellow Pages is perhaps the most visible attempt on the part of the 
publishing industry to create a true, credible literary movement out of thin air, as 
it is the clearest illustration of its failure to do so. The fact that the author of the
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introduction directly quotes the chief editor of an important publishing house 
such as Anagrama is indeed self-explanatory and further blurs the distinction 
between real literary criticism and simple editorial promotion.

The Nadal award continued to promote Leather Literature through the late 
nineties; it was given in 1998 to Lucia Etxebarria for her second novel, Bealriz 
and the Celestial Bodies (Bealriz y  los cuerpos celestes) and another Leather 
writer, Ignacio Garcia-Valiflo, was the runner-up with The Caress o f the 
Scorpion (La caricia del escorpion).

It is significant that the only relevant dates concerning this supposedly 
revolutionary social and literary movement are those of literary awards, yet one 
more indication that Leather Literature might have been little more than a vast 
publishing strategy, scheduled to end at the turn of the century; as a matter of 
fact, the last award given to a young Leather-oriented author was the 1999 
Planeta award, which went to Espido Freire for her third novel, Frozen Peaches 
(Melocotones helados). Most of these young writers appear to have been 
manipulated at the same time as the public, for very few of them were able to 
survive past the nineties; this was not a generation expressing a coherent, 
collective consciousness but a disparate group of young writers, some better 
than others, who were oriented by a marketing strategy towards the same 
artificial trend, which may very well have inhibited their creativity and 
compromised their future in literature.

These authors, in my view, cannot be considered as a coherent group, for 
the concept of group involves sharing common interests, values, and aims. For 
instance, the Mexican group known as “The Crack Generation” (Jorge Volpi, 
Eloy Arroz, Ignacio Padilla, Pedro Angel Palau, etc.) shared literary values and 
common goals, so they joined forces in order to enter the Mexican literary field 
and co-wrote a manifesto which obtained great success among Mexican cultural 
circles. Another similar case, in South America, was McOndo, a collective 
formed by Edmundo Paz Soldan, Alberto Fuguet, and Santiago Roncagiolo, 
among others, who joined forces against the aesthetics of Magic Realism, in an 
attempt to provoke the symbolic death of their literary parents (the Generation of 
the Latin-American Boom) and as a way of gaining a foothold in the literary 
world.

In opposition, the different narrative voices which compose the Leather 
Literature movement in Spain could not produce one single common text, or 
declaration of principles (as the Crack Generation did) and appear to have been 
bound together merely by publishing coups, such as literary awards and 
publications in the style of the Yellow Pages. Where the Crack Generation spoke 
in one voice, the Leather, rebellious young authors let the publishing industry do 
the talking for them.

The writers who appear in the compilation of Yellow Pages were bom 
between 1960 and 1974; in other words, this is a generation that spans 14 years, 
which seems excessive, to say the least, as individual experiences between those
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bom at the beginning and those bom at the end differ considerably. This is all 
the more true when we consider that Spain’s political and social climate changed 
radically after the death of dictator Franco in 1975. For those bom after 1969, 
Franco and fascism were nothing but a distant, familial memory. On the 
contrary, those who grew up in the sixties had time to become conscious of 
Franco’s rule before the transition towards democracy started. Naturally, as we 
closely examine the works produced by Leather Literature, we can distinguish at 
least two separate generations among these newcomers. The first generation, 
bom in the early sixties, is composed of writers like Juana Salabert (Paris,
1962) , Ignacio Martinez de Pison (Zaragoza, 1960), Belen Gopegui (Madrid,
1963) , Javier Cercas (Ibahemando, 1962), and Benjamin Prado (Madrid, 1961.) 
These writers were already between 12 and 15 years old when Franco died, and 
although they did not live through either the Civil War or the post-war period, 
they are still children of a fascist society, thus the memories of Franco’s regime 
are omnipresent in their novels. The transition towards democracy meant a 
radical change in attitudes and mentalities regarding the Catholic church, family 
values, nationalism, and sex, to name but of few of the issues at hand. In less 
than 10 years, Spain moved from being a totalitarian, Catholic fundamentalist 
country to being a modem, capitalistic society, fully integrated within the 
European Union. Those bom in the early sixties lived their youth during a 
profound shift in consciousness and found themselves between two worlds, 
literally, for Spain truly became another world during the years of the transition 
(mid seventies to mid eighties.) We could call these authors the lost generation, 
as if they had been bom and lived at the wrong time, for they came to reason in 
a world which was already about to disappear. It is not surprising to find that, as 
did the previous generation of Spanish authors, they favour historical contexts 
for their narrative, such as the Spanish Civil War, post-war period, the Nazi 
occupation, Francos's regime, or May ’68.

The authors bom in the late sixties and early seventies, on the other hand— 
such as Jose Angel Mafias (Madrid, 1971), Pedro Maestre (Elda, 1967), Lucia 
Etxebam'a (Bermeo, 1966), Ray Loriga (Madrid, 1967) and Jose Machado 
(Madrid, 1974)—do not use the same cultural or historical references and draw 
their inspiration from contemporary influences such as music, movies, comics, 
etc. They deal with such themes as drugs, rock music, comics, weapons, sex, 
homosexuality, and unemployment, clearly contemporary issues that did not 
concern Spanish society before Franco’s demise and the transition towards 
democracy.

In spite of their noticeable differences, several authors from both 
generations, lumped together into Leather Literature, reached fame and 
recognition during the same period of time, heavily promoted by the powerful 
machinery of the publishing industry. After the success of Stories o f Kronen, 
publishers saw the interest in appealing to a new base of readers, mainly 
composed of the youth, who had not lived through the last decade of fascism
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and whose cultural references were both more modem and more global. The 
publishing industry reacted to this radical change of their destiny by creating a 
literary tendency especially tailored for the “new Spanish readers,” that naturally 
promoted young authors whose only required quality was to have been bom no 
earlier than 1960. As part of the promotion mechanism, established members of 
the literary world—mainly critics and journalists—celebrated the arrival of these 
young authors and quickly classified the lot as the new narrative or young 
narrative, erasing any possible differences between them in order to create the 
appearance of a literary movement. Hence an artificial collective identity was 
constructed through the organization of conferences and colloquia, where all the 
“young writers” were invited to share their common joys and disappointments, 
dreams and ambitions, disregarding the blatant differences of those bom under 
Franco’s regime and those who never had the time to feel its repression. For 
distribution purposes, the authors lent themselves to this ploy and willingly 
participated in the events; therefore, any awareness of belonging to a group or 
generation was determined, if not directly forged, by the media for the benefit of 
the publishing industry. And even if some of the authors concerned had indeed 
something to say, their individual voices quickly became lost among those of 
their own so-called generation.

To promote and sell the notion of a collective identity, however false it may 
have been, publishing companies and the media identified certain common traits 
among the authors who supposedly represented the renewal of modem Spanish 
literature; not surprisingly, most of the particulars associated with Leather 
Literature referred directly to U.S. cultural icons and artefacts, in their most 
commercialized representation, in order to take advantage of a wide, pre 
existing consumer base. The success of everything “made in the USA,” very 
noticeable in today’s Spanish cultural landscape,4 could be explained by the 
eagerness with which the Spanish public embraced the dominant and most 
distributed elements of popular culture after 40 years of economic, social, and 
political stagnation: Spain was literally catching up with the rest of the Western 
world, and consumption seemed to be the fastest track to modernity. And so, the 
most popular U.S. commercial icons and a misinformed, if not naive, conception 
of the American Way of Life became the trademarks of the Leather Literature 
Generation. The most childish representation of this concept remains the young 
prodigy Violeta Hernando’s first (and to date, last) novel, Dead or Something 
Better, which tells the adventures of two young girls from Conway, 
Pennsylvania, as they cross into the United States in order to get to a rock 
concert. By Hernando’s admission, (interview in El Mundo, 14/4/96), all she 
knew about Conway, Pennsylvania, was from a picture she had seen in one of 
her father’s books. However, Leather Literature and its USA connotations were 
popular enough to publish and promote this Euro-Disney type Easy Rider, 
without the motorcycles and nearly 30 years after the fact.
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American rock music in particular, which had been all but excluded from 
Spanish society during Franco’s years due to its rebellious, anti-Catholic 
connotations, was put to the forefront as a common referential ground for most 
of these young writers; for instance, the cover of Heroes (Heroes), one of the 
early novels from the Leather Generation, featured a photograph of the author, 
Ray Loriga, in a rock star pose: wearing a denim jacket and holding a bottle of 
beer. And the blurb on the back cover echoed in writing what the front was 
suggesting visually:

The greatest charm of this novel consists in the anarchic 
character of its prose, heir to the poetry of rock and roll, and 
located at the opposite spectrum from all proper and 
expendable literature.5

The author himself later admitted that he initially rejected the front cover as 
well as the back blurb; however, the publishing company (Plaza & Janes) 
insisted on this particular packaging. This apparently minor disagreement 
illustrates the gap between the author’s vision and the publisher’s strategy; if 
Ray Loriga, as a writer, was honestly attempting to express himself through his 
writing and was somewhat grateftil to the system for affording him the 
possibility of doing so, the publisher was merely using him to serve a defined 
marketing strategy.

Since any references to American rock music seemed to lead to immediate 
literary fame, other young, “original” authors displayed their kinship to rock 
musicians and songs. For example, Benjamin Prado’s early novels Strange 
(Raro) and Never Shake Hands with a Lefthanded Gun Stinger (Nunca le des la 
mano a un pistolero zurdo) abound with references to Bob Dylan, The Doors, 
and Lou Reed, among others. At the peak of the Leather Generation’s 
popularity, Prado was always seen wearing snake skin boots and a leather jacket. 
Paradoxically, as some critics observed, it could be argued that Benjamin Prado 
was dressing against his own interest, for his novels went beyond the level of 
most of the Leather Generation production and he had, in the long run, little 
interest in being associated with that false literary movement.

Other young authors simply rode on the connotations of rock music at large, 
such as Jose Angel Mafias, who launched a literary proposal solely based upon 
punk music, notwithstanding the anachronistic nature of such notion at that 
particular time.6 “The Punk Novel” consisted mainly of openly rejecting without 
discrimination any accepted idea regarding the art of writing novels and plainly 
stating that anybody can write regardless of his or her grasp on narrative 
techniques and style, because “feelings and anger play the main role in literary 
creation.” Such a bold statement reveals the state of over-confidence of these 
young writers, favoured by a widely promoted publishing strategy. Ironically, 
and a true sign of cultural confusion, Mafias’ novels refer constantly to bands 
such as Led Zeppelin, The Red Hot Chili Peppers, and The Ramones which are
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far from being considered as representative figures of punk music (in 
comparison to, for instance, the Sex Pistols) and seem to openly ignore that 
punk music originated in Great Britain and not in the United States. Mafias uses 
the notion of punk in its most general sense—stripped from any specific 
historical and cultural connotations—merely to signify rebellion, rejection of the 
past, and an overall contemptuous attitude towards culture and society.

Besides rock music, North American literature was also presented as a 
determining influence of the Leather Generation. In what could be considered 
the first novel of the trend, Stories o f Kronen, the characters lend Bret Easton 
Ellis’s novel, American Psycho, to each other and display an unhealthy 
fascination for Bateman, the psychotic protagonist of Ellis’s narration, and the 
media critics, following the back cover descriptions and the publishers’ 
declarations, emphasized the influence of the Beat generation and Raymond 
Carver upon these young Spanish writers. In actuality, the Beat generation’s 
influence upon its modem Spanish Leather counterpart often boiled down to a 
simple quote from Jack Kerouac at the beginning of a novel—as in the case of 
Ray Loriga’s Fallen From Heaven (Caidos del cielo)—and to the use of 
narrative cliches lifted from typical Hollywood landscapes, such as endless 
highways, seedy motels, and deserted gas stations, acknowledged symbols of 
loneliness and of the fragility of identity.

As the enthusiasm for Leather Literature started to dwindle, most likely due 
to a lack of real substance, some critical voices began reproaching these writers 
for taking on the easy side of the American tradition and discarding writers such 
as William Faulkner, John Dos Passos, and Truman Capote. It was also argued 
that they were using linear plots and simple language in order to win over 
readers, that is, to obtain best-selling status. These simple, yet convincing 
arguments proved to be devastating for the commercial survival of an artificial 
literary movement, and at the turn of the century, the New Spanish Narrative 
label died discreetly and rapidly. As for the main representative figures of the 
movement itself, such as Benjamin Prado and Ray Loriga, they moved away 
from sex, drugs, and rock n’ roll towards more traditional Spanish or European 
themes and styles, claiming the influence of “serious” authors, such as Pio 
Baroja and Thomas Bernhard over that of Lou Reed and Led Zeppelin. Most of 
the newcomers have disappeared and the ones who have survived into the new 
century have proven by their endeavours that they have nothing to do 
whatsoever with the Leather Generation movement, even though it is this very 
movement that justified their presence on the literary map to begin with. Wise 
move on their part, for the attitude of the publishers and media critics have 
radically changed vis-a-vis Leather Literature, and Pedro Maestre, a Leather 
author who never gave up on his passion for American pop icons, was harshly 
characterized in 2006 by the same press that had hailed the arrival of Leather 
Literature a decade before:
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Maestre, with The Book Sandra Gavrilich Wanted Me to Write 
for Her returns to the novel of the [new] generation. As if the 
same generation that he had survived in Killing Dinosaurs 
With a Sling Shot persisted 10 years later in this obstinate and 
useless experience for self-destruction.7

It seems that the publishing industry has recently decided to promote 
historical novels and some authors from the Leather Generation have suddenly 
discovered a great interest for history, such as Francisco Casavella, who won the 
Nadal Award in 2008 for a novel set in the 18,h century, What I Know About 
Vampires (Lo que se de los vampiros) and Martas, who has recently published 
The Secret o f the Oracle (El secreto del oraculo). But Martas, whose novel, 
Stories o f Kronen, was considered the first of the Leather Generation is far from 
receiving the attention from the media he once did, for he was first and foremost 
identified with that particular generation. He has become a genuine example of 
an author digested by a marketing strategy, genre-cast, and whose literary voice 
has all but died at the same time his publisher’s distribution strategy concluded 
its cycle.
Benjamin Prado is still somewhat present, but his preferences have become much more 
traditional and he no longer wears lizard skin boots. His latest novel, Evil People Walking 
(Mala gente que camina), published in 2006, is set during the forties, in post-war Spain, 
and denounces the abuses of Franco’s fascist regime. One cannot help but notice the 
opportunism of such a theme at this particular moment when Spanish society is precisely 
involved in the process of re-examining its recent history and formally condemning the 
excesses of Franco’s rule.
However, the most adaptable writer from the Leather Generation has to be Ray Loriga, 
who has recently directed Teresa, the Body o f Christ (Teresa, el cuerpo de Cristo), a film 
based upon the life of Santa Teresa de Jesus, the Catholic mystic from the Golden 
Century. It seems that, at least for Loriga—a pioneer of the Leather Generation—beer 
and rock n’ roll have given way to one of the most fundamental figures of Spanish 
Catholicism.
Among the Leather authors, once saluted by the media as the future of Spanish literature, 
only Lucia Etxebarria has survived without major adaptation. She still writes about the 
same themes in the same way as she did IS years ago, appears in anthologies such as 
What Men Don‘t Know About Sex (Lo que los hombres no saben de sexo), and still claims 
to be speaking for her “entire generation,” the identity of which appears foggier than 
ever. For instance, on her webpage, Etxebarria does not hesitate to describe her latest 
novel, Cosmofobia (Cosmofobia), in these clear, if slightly redundant terms: “The 
collective scream of an entire generation” (el grito colectivo de toda una generacion). 
Promotionally speaking, Etxbarria has survived thanks to the attention given by the 
media to women’s literature in general and has been able to escape the fate of her 
unfortunate former companions from the Leather Generation, who have for the most part 
succumbed to a general lack of interest from both the public and the publishers.

The promotion of the Leather Literature movement in Spain during the 
nineties is one of the most blatant examples of modem publishing manipulation, 
the consequences of which are still to be evaluated at several levels. How did it
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influence both literary creation and publishers’ marketing strategies, as well as 
determine the future of writers and narrative trends in the 21st century are but 
two among the many issues that deserve further examination. The success of this 
obvious commercial endeavour had indeed a lot to do with the particular 
situation of Spain, as an uninformed public was desperately trying to show the 
same cultural importance as the rest of Europe; nevertheless, it also illustrates 
the nearly unlimited power of today’s means of promotion and should, as such, 
be considered a paradigm of the state of literary creation and diffusion in this 
brave new, globalized world. For it was the first time in the history of Spanish 
literature that the real authors of an entire literary movement were the executives 
of the publishing industry.8

University of Alcala, Spain Luis Mancha

Notes
1 The French publisher and author Andre SchifTrin, founder of the independent publishing 
house The New Press, analyses the increasing concentration of publishers and its 
disastrous consequences on the publishing world and the public in The Business o f  
Books: How the International Conglomerates Took Over Publishing and Changed the 
Way We Read (2000). Spain has liberally given into this movement and the Spanish 
publishing industry today tends towards a structure of oligopoly, which implies that a 
reduced amount of sellers determine and control the future of an entire market.
2 It is significant that Violeta Hernando’s precocious career seems to have come to a halt 
almost immediately; her first novel appears to have been her last, and has become 
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to find anywhere.
3 De esa manera, la “Cofradia del cuero”, ha calificado irdnicamente Jorge Henalde, 
director de Anagrama ( .. .)  a un determinado grupo de autores nuevos fuertemente 
impregnados por la estetica rock y la cultura de la imagen. Sus relatos muestran un cierto 
malditismo, con proclividades canallas, y giran en tomo al sexo, el alcohol, las drogas, la 
canretera y la violencia. (Paginas amarillas, 14.)
4 TV shows, comics, movies, and other artefacts from the U.S. compose nearly 90 percent 
of today's Spanish cultural landscape.
s El mayor encanto de esta novela consiste en el cardcter anirquico de su prosa, heredera 
de la poesia del rock and roll y situada en las antipodas de toda literature correcta y 
descartable.
6 The punk movement was bom in the late seventies and consumed itself within a few 
years; the launching of a “punk novel” in the mid nineties clearly shows the 
chronological confusion that characterized modem Spanish society’s attempts to catch-up 
with 40 years of Western popular culture which had been severely censored by the 
previous fascist regime.
' Maestre, con El libro que Sandra Gavrilich queria que le escribiera, vuelve a la novela 
de generacidn. Como si la misma que sobrevivio en Matando dinosaurios con tirachinas 
persistiera diez afios mas tarde, entregada a esa empecinada e inutil madurez para la 
autodestruccidn.
8 Labanyi’s opinion that “To deplore this cultural promotion is to forget that the novel 
owes its pre-eminence as a genre to the commercialization of publishing during the
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nineteenth century” and that “one must remember that the diminished selection of 
available titles [during Franco’s regime] was a far more damaging manipulation of the 
public than the current over-production” (in Gies, David Thatcher ed. The Cambridge 
Companion to Modern Spanish Culture. Cambridge: C.U.P., 1999. p. 149) is indeed 
questionable; if it is a given that a totalitarian regime is indeed manipulative by 
definition, one could argue that Franco’s regime did not dispose of the promotional 
arsenal available to today’s publishing companies. Overproduction is not the issue as 
much as the irresistible promotion and distribution of one given title or artefact above the 
others, which leads to the same lack of choice any decent fascistic regime would impose. 
Furthermore, to argue that the novel reached its level of success thanks to the 
commercialization of publishing during the 1800s is to ignore the deep changes our 
economic structures have undergone throughout the 20th century, when production has 
given way to distribution in terms of capital gain. These issues are further discussed in 
Generacion Kronen which presents the Leather Literature phenomenon within an 
anthropology of modem cultural markets.
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Lili: A Cold War Parable

MGM’s 1953 musical, Lili, is a parable on the Cold War. Filmed during the 
height of tensions between the United States and the world’s emerging 
Communist powers, Lili addressed the movie-going public of post World War II 
Europe and America, admonishing viewers to support the leaders of the non- 
Communist world. Those leaders, though flawed, protected them from 
uncertainty, opportunistic thugs, and totalitarianism.

The microcosm upon which these themes play out in Lili is a rural French 
carnival, which an orphaned teenage girl (Lili Daurier/Leslie Caron) joins. She 
falls in love first with a handsome, but married magician (Marco le 
Magnifique/Jean-Pierre Aumont), then with puppets manipulated by a wounded, 
embittered puppeteer (Paul Berthalet/Mel Ferrer). Though cruel and sometimes 
abusive, the puppeteer protects Lili from the wiles of the magician and the 
dangers of the world beyond the carnival. In the end, Lili surmises that it is 
better to love her protector than risk an uncertain future.

Lili's story line can be credited to two authors: Screenwriter Helen Deutsch, 
and author Paul Gallico. Deutsch’s main contribution to Lili was the song, “Hi 
Lili, Hi Lo,” which provided the basis for the film’s award-winning musical 
score. Other than that, she made only cosmetic alterations to stories written by 
Gallico. The essence of the film’s narrative, and all of the characters, are 
Gallico’s.

A thorough Cold Warrior, Gallico developed his political views during his 
year and a half of service in the Naval Reserve during World War I and as a war 
correspondent in France with the American Expeditionary Force in 1944. His 
writings include many Iron Curtain themes. His novel, Trial by Terror (1951), 
details the plight of an American journalist arrested as a spy in Communist 
Hungary. That book was the basis for the film, Assignment: Paris (1952), 
starring Dana Andrews and George Sanders. Lili is a less political, but equally 
accurate portrayal of Gallico’s views, and of American Cold War foreign policy.

Lili was based on two works by Gallico. The first was a short story, “The 
Man Who Hated People,” written for the Saturday Evening Post in 1950. 
Another was a novelette, Love o f Seven Dolls, which existed in manuscript form 
when Helen Deutsch adapted the story for film. Both of Gallico’s stories and 
Deutsch’s screenplay target Cold War audiences. The lead character in all 
versions is a girl or young woman who simultaneously represents postwar 
Europe, especially France, and American viewing audiences, particularly 
women. All of the other characters revolve around her, either manipulating her 
for selfish reasons, or providing her with assistance (food, shelter) and economic 
security. She always seems unaware of the dangers around her. American 
policymakers viewed Europe and the American public in much the same way:
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good, uninformed people who needed protection, and who could be easily 
shaped by government-directed media.

Frances Stonor Saunders’s book, Who Paid the Piper? The CIA and the 
Cultural Cold War, describes in detail the entertainment industry’s connections 
to the U.S. government. Saunders describes the use of psychological warfare by 
the CIA and others to promote, through various artistic mediums, American 
interests at home and in Europe (Saunders). To ensure their political and 
economic dominance, American policymakers needed the Lilies of Europe and 
America to embrace the messages conveyed through their media.

Contemporary responses to Lili confirm the story’s connection to the 
postwar world. Cay McGowan from Brooklyn, New York, wrote these astute 
comments in a letter to the editor of the New York Times:

. . .  [Lili] might almost be an allegorical treatment of post-war 
France’s sometimes poignant, sometimes pleasant relationship 
with other nations. Casting naive, wishful Lili as a symbol of 
the world, the unreal carnival atmosphere might represent 
escapism, neutralism. The French themselves, in the 
handsome heroics of “Marc the Magician,” might inspire 
memories of France’s romantic and glamorous past, when 
magic feats of statecraft, art, (and) finance were the rule. The 
complex “Paul the Puppeteer” might be the role France seems 
to play to outsiders—sometimes charming, sometimes caustic 
and crippled with suffering and sorrow from war’s wake 
(McGowan).

This astonishingly insightful commentary from a consumer, who clearly 
remembered World War II, and France’s role in it, make it easy to extend the 
comparisons, with a few modifications, to America’s Cold War policies.

Even Leslie Caron saw a connection between her life and that of the orphan, 
Lili. Caron, who grew up in France during World War II, saw the horrors of 
Nazi brutality as she grew and studied ballet. She said in an interview with 
Turner Classic Movies host, Robert Osborne, that Lili “. . .  represented, a little 
bit, the inner self that I was then. I could put in that character everything I had 
lived through in the war, and the need for love and the desperate loneliness of 
this little half-wit felt very close to me”(Caron, qted. in Kisselgoff, 4 ). Caron’s 
personal stake in the character, Lili, made the character real and very believable.

Lili, indeed, represented Europe, or postwar France. She was traumatized, 
vulnerable, and unable to survive on her own. Her immediate needs were for 
food and shelter. Beyond that, she needed a way to sustain herself. She also 
needed protection from the dangerous entities surrounding her. Early in the film, 
a gruff shopkeeper tried to rape her and put her to work in his shop. Perhaps he 
represented Great Britain—the great “nation of shopkeepers.”
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Marco, the magician with whom Lili was smitten, and his glamorous wife 
(Rosalie/Zsa Zsa Gabor) may, as McGowan suggests, represent the glamorous 
France of the past, now older and diminished, lacking their earlier sparkle. 
Rosalie also reminded viewers of the glamorous screen goddesses described in 
Jackie Stacey’s book, Star Gazing. Though beautiful, she was gaudy, vain, and 
possessive of a man who denied his association with her. If her husband 
represented the glorious France of history, he clearly did not want to publicly 
associate himself with the superficial beauty of Hollywood, even though he was 
married to it. Moreover, because of his marriage to Hollywood, he was 
unsuitable for Lili. He had nothing real to offer her. His illusions were part of a 
romantic past, conjured up for the entertainment of carnival audiences. Marco 
did, in the end, achieve success when he and Rosalie accepted a position with a 
prestigious Paris company. Success came with a price, though. He had to leave 
the carnival, as there was no place for him there. He also had to publicly 
acknowledge his marriage to Rosalie, and relinquish control over Lili’s 
emotions.

Paul, though less attractive than Marco on the surface, was a suitable mate 
for Lili. He was a war veteran whose wounds ended his dancing career. Like 
America, Paul danced through prosperous times, only to crash, and later suffered 
war wounds. Tried by these fires, Paul, though deranged, had much to offer Lili. 
Recognizing his limitations, and his external ugliness, Paul carved his humanity 
into charming puppets. Through those puppets, he gained the love and support 
of the one he desired and upon whom his success depended.

Like Paul, the American government and entertainment industry understood 
that they could not manipulate American audiences with a scarred, heavy hand. 
They hid behind an exterior of showmanship and foreign aid programs. Through 
these media, American policymakers wooed postwar Europe. America’s power 
elite, after all, desired postwar France, in much the same way that Paul desired 
Lili. It needed France, and other European nations, as markets for its postwar 
products. To accomplish this, America exported Hollywood glamour through its 
films and other media and American affluence through foreign aid programs.

The Marshall Plan was pitched to the American public as a humanitarian 
program, aimed at providing milk and shelter for war orphans, rather than a 
scheme to sell American goods. The Congress for Cultural Freedom spewed 
American films, magazines, and art exhibitions across the globe to fight the 
appeal of Communism (Saunders). It was important for the Lilies of America 
and Europe to relate happily to these machinations. American women, for 
example, were told to support the Marshall Plan, and it irritated policymakers 
when they appeared indifferent. George Catlett Marshall and George Fielding 
Eliot railed about women’s apparent apathy in a 1947 Women’s Home 
Companion commentary: “. . .  [HJardly one of these women realizes that her 
laziness, indifference, ignorance or buck-passing has anything to do with the
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kind of foreign policy we actually get, or that it actually threatens the safety of 
her home and children” (Marshall/Eliot, 36).

True, those lazy, buck-passing women enjoyed their movies and supposed 
newfound affluence. That they did not always love, or even acknowledge the 
entities behind those niceties irritated the power elite. As R.K. Simon surmised: 
“Lili has to leam to connect the entertainment she loves (puppets) with the 
people who provide it (puppeteers). It won’t do that she loves the puppets but 
hates the puppeteers.” American women, and indeed the non-Communist public 
world, needed to love the ugly, greedy battle-scarTed America behind the glitter 
and promise of its entertainment industry and foreign aid programs. More than 
that, they needed to actively support those programs. Lili was not a spectator at 
Paul’s puppet shows. She was an active participant in them. Lili’s interaction 
with the puppets was the novelty that ensured the show’s success. Likewise, the 
complicity of postwar Europe and American film audiences was critical if 
postwar capitalism under the leadership of the United States was to thrive.

To accomplish these things, the world, in the person of Lili, needed the 
maturity to acknowledge American power and to recognize the factors behind it. 
Crowds of self-absorbed “little half-wits” could not further American interests. 
On the other hand, grown-up, self-sufficient Lilies were of little value if they did 
not also fear and depend upon the most daunting economic power in all of 
history. Pax Americana, like the carnival, depended upon the combined 
trepidation and enthusiastic support of its subjects.

In the end, Paul learned an important lesson. He could not treat Lili like an 
object, a whore, or a piece of property. He needed to win her heart. He initially 
accomplished this through the puppets. However, when Lili tore down the 
puppet show curtain, and saw the face behind the puppets, she ran away, leaving 
the carnival for an unknown destination. Paul’s devastation at her departure 
made clear his dependence on her presence in his life, and of course, in his 
show. Paul needed Lili for financial security. At first, he seemed sure that Lili 
did not need to love him, as long as she stayed and performed with him. His 
admonition, “Theatre’s business!” says it all. “You don’t have to like me.” He 
was wrong, of course. Lili could not talk to puppets she did not believe in. She 
needed to love the force that made them real.

In the end, Lili realized that the puppets she loved were all Paul. In the eerie 
closing scene of the film, Lili embraces Paul, as the puppets applaud, apparently 
of their own volition. Lili’s recognition of Paul as the power behind the puppets 
gives the puppets life. Now, she can love them knowing their origin and 
continue to perform in Paul’s profitable show. Clearly, Lili stood to gain from 
the arrangement. She would have sustenance and security but at the expense of 
mature self-determination. She would be forever dependent but able, as always, 
to console herself with the puppets.

The message for movie audiences was clear. Of course, viewers were 
expected to melt with the consummation of the romance between Lili and Paul.
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They could rest assured that orphan Lili would be cared for and hope that Paul 
would become less beastly, although the film promises nothing of the kind. This 
amounts to the world embracing American colonialism in the form of exported 
foreign aid and the entertainment that glorified capitalistic individualism. 
Americans and Europeans were supposed to love unquestioningly the power 
structure that (supposedly) sustained them. To balk at the realization that those 
entities were cruel imperialists, and to run away, was unwise at best and 
probably suicidal. They needed to love the power structure behind their adored 
cars, movies, and household appliances despite their brutal displays of colonial 
might, as in Korea.

By 1953, the American government did not have the undivided support it 
enjoyed in the wake of World War II when it channeled American fear and 
hatred for the Axis powers to similar feelings towards foreign and domestic 
communism. The puppeteers needed to understand that they could not hide 
behind a curtain forever. A well-fed and ambitious American public would grow 
wise to their machinations. The trick they needed to leam, and the moral of this 
movie, was how to turn the public’s heart back in their favor. For that to happen, 
Americans needed to believe that they faced a dismal and uncertain ftiture 
without their leaders—a bleak, scary, black and white Iron Curtained world void 
of affect and romantic love. Fear—not of the brutal puppeteer, but of the world 
outside—would turn them back. Educated and aware, they could then enjoy the 
security provided by their government’s weapons, and the “freedom” to love 
their puppets.

Empire State College Anna Louise Bates
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Christmas Island:
An Anthropological Study

Simone Dennis 
Cambria Press, 2008

A gorgeous yet, at the same time, slightly menacing, photograph of 
numerous red crabs making their way along a verdant earthen floor serves as the 
compelling cover art for Simone Dennis’s intriguing and informative new 
monograph, Christmas Island: An Anthropological Study.

An entire slew of enigmatic questions informs Dennis’s work in Christmas 
Island: An Anthropological Study. These range from, “What is it like to live in a 
place that is administered by Australia, yet is located much closer to 
Indonesia?,” to “What does it mean to say you are a native of a place in which 
your ancestors arrived as migrants as late as 1950?,” and “What is it like to live 
in a place that has more crustacean inhabitants than human ones?” (xvii). Dennis 
also notes, significantly, that Christmas Island: An Anthropological Study is the 
first book of its kind within the “discipline of anthropology to ethnographically 
explore Christmas Island and its people, who are mainly of Australian, Chinese, 
and Malay descent” (xvii). Thus Dennis puts forth an ambitious and original 
agenda for her study.

Furthermore, Dennis is greatly concerned with the phenomenon of what she 
calls movement on Christmas Island, and considers this aspect from four 
different angles: 1) “the distinctive animals that Christmas Island is famous for 
and how the movements they make on, to, and from the island are brought into 
human lives to make sense of things and events that occur on Christmas Island,” 
2) that “which local people undertake in their enduring stay in specific 
neighborhoods on Christmas Island” in order to determine “how it is to be, and 
to be recognized as, a Christmas Island local,” 3) “the sensually and 
geographically specific experiences that neighborhood locals have of Christmas 
Island,” and, finally, 4) the shift “between Christmas Island and other places in 
the world” (xviii-xxvi).

Following an “Introduction” in which Dennis lays out more fully the plan of 
Christmas Island: An Anthropological Study, are the book’s six discrete 
chapters. Chapter 1, “An Ethnographic Introduction to Christmas Island, Indian 
Ocean, Australia,” describes Christmas Island quite vividly as “a mere 
cartographic speck in the Indian Ocean between Java Head and Antarctica,” and 
as a place where heat and humidity predominate as weather conditions (27-28). 
Though undoubtedly observed by seafarers for centuries prior, Christmas Island 
was not settled by humans until the late 1880s and would go on to become a 
prominent source of mined phosphate of lime which, when properly treated, 
metamorphosed into an exceptional—and highly sought after—form of plant 
food (29). Not surprisingly, perhaps, many of the island’s original settlers were,
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therefore, “indentured laborours” who toiled in the phosphate mines (31). After 
detailing something of its early history, Dennis provides a rich and vibrant 
account of Christmas Island as it was in July 2005 when she arrived and began 
her anthropological and ethnographic research program there.

In “The More Than Human World of Christmas,” Chapter 2, Dennis notes 
that natural evolution “on the island proceeded in isolation, creating the 
conditions for unique animal and plant forms, which armed by sea or air over 
the 10 million years the island lay undisturbed, to arise and flourish” (63). The 
red crabs featured on the unforgettable cover of Christmas Island: An 
Anthropological Study receive evocative description here as creatures that

are ubiquitous, unique, endemic, and red. They are fire engine, 
scarlet, ripe-tomato, fresh-blood red—unadulterated, bright, 
clear rubicund. Their carapaces are slicked with almost 
impossible sheen and luminescent luster after rain, during 
which they emerge jewel-like from cool burrows in order to 
deftly collect and then delicately drink rain water from their 
large and powerful claws (69).

Without question, this passage demonstrates what Dennis means by the 
“sensual” as it colored her experiences of—and subsequent writing about— 
Christmas Island. In its excess, the experience and the writing are almost 
Romantic in the very best sense.

Chapter 3, “Staying and Moving in Local Places,” directs attention to “how 
it is that locals become locals on Christmas Island and how the neighbourhoods 
in which they are produced have come to be as they are” (85). Not unexpectedly, 
perhaps, given its British heritage, early neighborhoods on Christmas Island 
“reflected the dominance of European habits over the island terrain,” a 
dominance which, in true, 21s' century, postcolonial fashion, is diminishing 
slowly as the multicultural ethnicity of the island’s inhabitants continues to 
assert itself in various and sundry forms (85-86). On Christmas Island, being (or 
becoming) a local “is something far too ordinary for words, which is why the 
state of being local is generally left unarticulated” by its inhabitants (106). The 
idea of locality, in this case, involves the

movement in constancy, and there is ongoing movement in the 
apparent stasis accorded to home [that] comes from an 
ongoing sensual engagement with the sites of home in the 
ordinary work of creating and maintaining families, 
organisations, neighbourhoods, and persons and their places, 
homes, and memories (107).

The specificity of the consideration of what it means to be a local on Christmas 
Island seems applicable to almost any other place in the world. (And perhaps it
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would be particularly so in a transient, tourist-oriented location like Las Vegas, 
Nevada, where Popular Culture Review is housed.)

“Moving Between Places,” Chapter 4, is, in its title, explicit about its 
concerns. Here, Dennis places her assay “in the context of a governmental 
cartographic exercise that has effectively drawn new lines around Australian 
territory insofar as migration is concerned” (133). Indeed, Christmas Island “is 
currently excised from Australian territory for the purposes of migration; it is, in 
other words, a migration exclusion zone in which the island is liminally located 
as a part of Australia and, for the purposes of migration, not a part of it” (137). 
Although often portrayed in the Australian media—particularly following the 
events of 9/11 in America—as a potentially dangerous place given its proximity 
to Indonesia, Christmas Island is actually a very safe place for its human 
inhabitants who, according to Dennis, “move from mosque to home to school or 
work to stores, or otherwise from scrabble to coffee to golf and back again” with 
little, if anything, to fear (142). Trouble on the island “does not issue from 
within but, rather, from beyond its borders. Locals are fond of educating visitors 
about the lack of poisonous animals on the island; there are no snakes, no killer 
spiders, and no real threats lurking in the coral gardens that grow in the shallow 
bays around the island” (143). Meanwhile, any “tension between ethnic groups 
on the island is evidently overwhelmed by relationships that ostensibly privilege 
the respectful acknowledgement of differences and the sharing of culturally 
specific celebrations” (143). However, the threats that do come from without the 
island arrive by the sea and include the ocean itself, which can create 
enormously destructive waves, especially during storms, invading military 
forces of other countries, human so-called asylum seekers in search of a haven 
from persecution or harsh economic conditions in their original lands, rats and 
cats—both of which pose serious hazards to the indigenous plant and animal life 
on the island, and, lastly, yellow crazy ants, which were unknowingly imported 
by ship and which are capable of destroying the red crab population and of 
marring the pristine landscape of the island beyond recognition (143-145). 
Though seemingly an almost literal paradise, Christmas Island has its less-than- 
idyllic qualities, too.

In Chapter 5, “Leaving Christmas Island,” Dennis surveys the stories of 
several people who left the island for one reason or another and reflect on what 
their memories of it are. One talks of shooting bats with slingshots, then frying 
them with chili and wolfing them down afterward as scrumptious snacks (182), 
while others remember with profound disgust the “bloody eggs and weevils in 
the rice” that were, apparently, features of some of the unfamiliar culinary 
customs of “others” on the island (185). Lastly, “In Movement, In Memory,” 
Chapter 6, offers readers a fitting conclusion to the overall study. Christmas 
Island allows for a myriad of sensual experiences, such as

being located in between the safety of the bounded island and
the very edges of the nation where dangers emerge and are
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neutralised. These are the experiences of life in a migration 
exclusion zone, into which asylum seekers sail, and out of 
which people emerge to speak of their longing to return, their 
relief to have put distance between themselves and culinary 
others, and their happiness at having left a place in which they 
would never really belong. This is the place in which local 
islanders are made and where they stay as locals in the 
neighbourhoods that have been and are continually being built 
at the last outpost of the nation. This is Christmas Island. (193)

A “Foreword” by Professor Nigel Rapport of the University of St. Andrews 
in Scotland (of Prince William of Wales fame) complements Christmas Island: 
An Anthropological Study, while an extensive list of references and an index 
round out the volume. Throughout, Dennis’s writing is elegant, thought- 
provoking, and, above all, never less than accessible. For many of us, Christmas 
Island will remain an exotic and unvisited place. But, through the magic of 
reading, Dennis’s study allows us to go there, in the imagination if in no other 
way.

Anthony Guy Patricia, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Taking South Park Seriously
Editor Jeffrey Andrew Weinstock 

State University of New York Press, 2008

Editor Jeffrey Andrew Weinstock begins his “Introduction” to Taking South 
Park Seriously on a note that combines the professional with the personal in a 
way that exudes both charm and humility. It seems that, when he began seeking 
submissions for the volume, he discovered—in true 21s1 century fashion, via 
Internet blogs and discussion forums—commentary as derisive toward academia 
as toward the proposed subject matter of the collection. According to his 
findings, the topic (the animated television series South Park) was at best 
frivolous, and at worst, not only unnecessary but unworthy of scholarly inquiry; 
and thus signaled nothing less than the complete iniquity into which the 
discipline of English had fallen. Indeed, the tuition dollars of parents and 
students alike ought to be spent on more traditional and acceptable literary 
subjects like Chaucer, Shakespeare, Milton, or even Jane Austen, for that matter.

Weinstock notes that “the participants in the conversation” his call for 
submissions engendered “in all likelihood are fans of the program . . .  and many 
of them vigorously resist the idea that South Park, a program they enjoy, could 
have anything of interest to say about modem culture” (2). For him, this 
objection to his project only ratifies the fact that “the perception of a deep divide
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between something called ‘high’ or ‘elite’ culture and something called 
‘popular’ or ‘mass’ culture remains alive and well in American culture” (2). 
Even so, Weinstock insists that “what makes South Park so much fun to 
consider from an academic perspective is the [fashionably postmodern] fact that 
the program is hyperaware of itself as participating precisely in a debate about 
the value and influence of popular culture” in the world today (2). And it is this 
philosophical attitude about South Park and its “rightful” place in society that 
serves Weinstock well as his edited collection of thoughtful, penetrating, and 
rigorous essays unfolds.

Following the titular example set by Roland Barthes’s The Pleasure o f the 
Text, Part One of Taking South Park Seriously is titled “The Pleasures of South 
Park." The four essays in this section begin with “‘Bigger Longer & Uncut’: 
South Park and the Camivalesque,” in which Alison Halsall turns to Mikhail M. 
Bakhtin’s Rabelais and His World in order to argue that South Park's 
“camivalesque humor and the pride that creators Parker and Stone take in 
rejecting official dogma and in mocking ‘high’ culture make South Park so 
deliciously liberating and important as a popular text” (23). Halsall proceeds to 
consider South Park as an exemplar of American carnival, the phenomenon of 
laughter as resistance, fart jokes and the V-chip (“a little microchip that sends a 
small jolt of electricity through a child each time he or she swears”), and talking 
turds, before concluding, rightly, that via “the comic energy of the carnival, 
Parker and Stone provide [their viewers with] a cathartic (and irreverent) 
alternative to established American social values” (32, 35).

A provocative title—“The Pleasures of South Park: An Experiment in 
Media Erotics”—creates an immediate interest in Brian L. Ott’s theoretically 
sophisticated essay, in which he succeeds in his attempt to tackle the problem of 
“postmodern textuality” (since, for him, South Park is the epitome of a 
postmodern text) by going “in search of [the] textual pleasures” the series offers 
in order to “map the contours of a theory of media erotics by examining 
postmodern textuality in terms of significance rather than signification” (40). Ott 
adds that, since “pursuing the meaning or ideology of South Park is fruitless, I 
will instead explore its meaningfulness—the way it speaks directly to the body. 
My central question is not what does South Park say to viewers, but how does 
South Park arouse viewers” (40). The analysis that follows considers South 
Park's arousal capability in terms of the categories of the abject, the 
camivalesque, the intertextual, the ironic, the liminal, and the depthless. For Ott, 
each of these concepts offers viewers of South Park “the possibility of 
[experiencing] nonhegemonic pleasure” and, as regards his overall project, in 
“examining the various ways in which texts arouse viewers, critics both 
illuminate why some texts resonate with viewers and others do not in an image- 
saturated culture, as well as expand the repertoire of pleasures available to 
viewers” (52-53).
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In their entry, “Orphic Persuasions and Siren Seductions: Vocal Music in 
South Park" Jason Boyd and Marc R. Plamondon argue that by “normalizing 
the often bizarre situations and improbable cause and effect in South Park's 
plots through the conventions of Orphic song. . .  the satiric messages [in the 
series’s episodes] expressed through the music are driven home to viewers who 
would otherwise see South Park as only absurd” (59). They add later that the 
“function of song goes well beyond the gliding of the philosophic pill: It helps 
South Park challenge the viewer’s otherwise comfortable perspective on life and 
community” (75). Meanwhile, in his contribution to the volume, “‘Simpsons Did 
It!’: South Park as Differential Signifier,” editor Weinstock explores the idea of 
how South Park “constructs its own identity through the process of comparing 
itself against other animated programs and part of the pleasure of watching 
South Park is appreciating the program precisely as a differential signifier,” or 
“as an animated program that participates in and self-consciously refers to 
specific aspects of the tradition of animated television even as it attempts to 
distinguish itself within that tradition” (94). Nothing, it can be said, could be 
more postmodern.

The three essays in Part Two of Taking South Park Seriously explore the 
series in relation to the highly vexed issue of identity politics. In “Freud Goes to 
South Park: Teaching Against Postmodern Prejudices and Equal Opportunity 
Hatred,” Robert Samuels critiques South Park for contributing to the “process of 
undermining the popular support for the welfare state while calling for tax 
breaks for the wealthy” (99). From this perspective, Samuels contends, 
“minorities are now often seen as victimizers and abusers of the welfare system, 
whereas the wealthy majority is positioned to be the victim of excessive taxes 
and reversed racism” (99). Whether purposefully or not, “shows such as South 
Park feed this rhetorical reversal that influences so many students and makes 
teaching about critical thinking and social change in higher education even more 
difficult” (99). Meanwhile, in “Cynicism and Other Postideological Half 
Measures in South Park," Stephen Groening situates the debut (and success) of 
South Park firmly within the culture wars of the last two decades of the 20,h 
century. Drawing on the work of Daniel Bell, Groening equates the 
postideological with the related notions that “political ideas have been 
exhausted . . .  false consciousness declared nonexistent, ideology rendered 
obsolete, and ideology critique unnecessary” (114). Thus, postideological 
“subjects such as South Park viewers endeavor to adopt a kind of immateriality 
that avoids the commitment imposed by ideology. Lack of commitment,” 
furthermore, “has particular appeal in a society rhetorically dominated by the 
micropolitics of identity, which call attention to an overwhelming list of 
injustices. For South Park and its viewers, cynicism, manifesting as irony and 
ironic detachment, justifies withdrawal from political action” of any kind in the 
real world (114). According to Groening, here “lies the hidden danger of the 
cynicism affirmed by South Park. To have no use for ideology and declare
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oneself postideological is to trade the difficulties of agency for the convenience 
of acquiescence” (124). These kinds of viewers of South Park “become 
susceptible to particular types of domination that take advantage of complacency 
and apathy—actions under the category of faits accomplis” (125). Passive 
audiences of South Park thus beware their contentment.

And finally, in “Shopping at J-Mart with the Williams: Race, Ethnicity, and 
Belonging in South Park" Lindsay Coleman notes that the offenses against the 
accepted and/or prevailing “social and racial etiquette have long been mainstays 
of many comedy forms . . .  thus, we are hardly surprised that the South Park 
creators. . .  should use common stereotypes and insults within their series to 
provoke responses from viewers” (131). Coleman adds that “whereas essentialist 
assumptions underlie the bigoted slurs and epithets meted out by the town of 
South Park’s white majority,” the show “ultimately satirize[s] the racism that 
still pervades American social life” in the late 20lh and early 21sl centuries (132). 
But, despite the specificity of this satire, South Park does “not provide solutions 
to society’s problems or provide the keys to social harmony” (141). 
Nevertheless, Coleman presents the highly debatable claim that the series does 
offer “the potential for positive outcomes to emerge from racial and ethnic 
tension” (141).

Part Three of Taking South Park Seriously carries the intriguing title, “South 
Park Conservatives?” In the lead essay of this section, “‘I Hate Hippies’: South 
Park and the Politics of Generation X,” Matt Becker explores the idea that South 
Park incorporates “both antiliberal and anticonservative themes” into its 
episodes (146). As such, Becker argues “that the political worldview of South 
Park is consistent with that of Generation X” and thus “characterized by irony, 
apathy, feelings of disenfranchisement, and deep cynicism toward official 
political institutions. South Park is therefore not simply antiliberal, nor 
anticonservative, but antipolitical” (147-148). Becker later deems South Park 
“an effective mirror for a politically polarized nation racked by culture wars 
because in it every political stripe can see its own ideologies reflected and thus 
seemingly justified. At the same time, however, because of its ambivalence, 
South Park offers no clear political worldview and therefore no political 
solutions” to the very real problems of today (160-161). In “South Park 
Heretics: Confronting Orthodoxy through Theater of the Absurd,” Randall 
Fallows considers the idea that what almost all of the South Park episodes to 
date have in common “is the notion that we have become a country that goes to 
absurd extremes, too lazy for the mental discipline to find a more reasonable 
path down the middle” as we grapple with all of the troubling issues facing our 
society (165). Fallows goes on to state that thinking “for ourselves becomes too 
difficult and time-consuming, so we rely on our preexisting ideologies to make 
quick sense of events,” then expresses the tentative hope that, perhaps, South 
Park “can help us to avoid those easy answers that have already led humanity 
down too many blind and dangerous alleys” in the past (170-171).
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At the outset of the final essay of Part Three, “Prophetic Profanity: South 
Park on Religion or Thinking Theologically with Eric Cartman,” Michael W. 
DeLashmutt and Brannon Hancock make the rather startling admission that they 
“find South Park to be among the most theologically profound television 
available today” (173). This being the case, they explore South Park's “often 
scathing critique of religion as a form of ‘secular prophecy’ . . .  which, like the 
prophetic voice in the biblical tradition, employs profane speech and offensive 
imagery to issue a call to self-examination and a return to authenticity” (173— 
174). DeLashmutt and Hancock add that even though South Park “may appear 
on the surface to be an unseemly bedfellow for Christian thought, its offensive, 
profane character places South Park in a long line of subversive and corrective 
pronouncements central to the prophetic within the Judeo-Christian tradition” 
(176). They point out, as well, that in much of the Old Testament, “prophets are 
conscripted by Yahweh to scandalize conventional moralistic sensibilities to 
indict Israel’s violation of their covenantal relationship with their god” (184). 
DeLashmutt and Hancock conclude their entry with the following comment: “in 
an America where the poor are oppressed for the sake of cheap sneakers and 
carbonated beverages, perhaps we should turn our attention to the prophecy of 
South Park as a self-reflexive call for repentance and a turn toward a life of 
authenticity”—whether an agnostic, atheist, Jew, Muslim, or Christian (188). 
Undoubtedly they are correct, although their essay, perhaps more so than any 
other in Taking South Park Seriously, is the most likely to create a great deal of 
much needed controversy.

“Specific Critiques,” Part Four of Taking South Park Seriously, presents 
two final essays, one involving education, the other, celebrity culture. In ‘“ You 
Know, I Learned Something Today . . . ’: Cultural Pedagogy and the Limits of 
Formal Education in South Park," James Rennie notes that “classroom practices 
and curricular goals are almost totally unsuccessful in the world of South Park. 
Try as the system might, it just cannot seem to teach the kids much of anything” 
(195). Indeed, given “its narrative reliance on the schoolhouse . . .  South Park 
routinely undermines the pedagogical influence and functions of formal 
education” and “it also unapologetically diminishes the supreme importance of 
schooling in childhood education” (195). Rennie later suggests that “children in 
the real world might be better prepared for dealing with obstacles and issues if 
they were encouraged to begin thinking about the ‘adult world’ at an earlier 
age,” and South Park can only help them to do that, and in a way that traditional 
educational systems never will be able to. And in “‘Omigod, It’s Russell 
Crowe!’: South Park’s Assault on Celebrity,” Damion Sturm writes that as 
opposed to “‘celebrating’ celebrity. . .  South Park undoes or dismantles 
celebrity in relation to elements of production, circulation, and consumption in 
American culture. In particular,” the show continually “exposes and mocks the 
manufacturing of celebrity, distorts celebrity representations and public images, 
and undermines the authenticity or merit conventionally invested in most
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celebrities” (209). Hence, South Park's “satirical challenge to celebrity becomes 
dismantling at the moment when the shallowness of celebrity is revealed, 
positioning celebrities” like Ben Affleck, Jennifer Lopez, Mel Gibson, Winona 
Ryder, and Paris Hilton “as empty receptacles only given meaning through 
reproduction, circulation, consumption . . .  public desire,” and nothing more 
(223). In a postmodern culture where the likes of “celebrities” such as Paris 
Hilton can generate more headlines than the deaths of American and coalition 
forces in Iraq and Afghanistan, South Park's ability to skewer and expose 
celebrity for the terrible myth it is serves as a significant—and necessary— 
corrective; and Sturm’s essay explains why this facet of South Park works so 
well.

A number of black-and-white illustrations from the series lend 
verisimilitude to the essays gathered in Taking South Park Seriously, which also 
includes a detailed alphabetical list of the specific episodes cited throughout the 
volume, as well as a guide listing all of the series’s episodes from Seasons 1-11 
(1997-2007), and a comprehensive and easy-to-use index. While a 
conclusionary piece by Weinstock would have been beneficial, as a whole 
Taking South Park Seriously succeeds in its avowed aim. Indeed, whether the 
subject is American carnival or celebrity culture in relation to the series, no 
one—scholar or otherwise—will be able to take South Park less than seriously 
after careful consideration of Weinstock’s admirable and welcome collection.

Anthony Guy Patricia, University of Nevada, Las Vegas

The Reptilian Interludes 
(and a child’s prayer)

Ross Talarico 
Bordighera Press, 2006

If I had the learning (and artistry) of Kenneth Rexroth, I could do historical 
and literary justice to this extraordinary book. Since he’s no longer with us, I’ll 
do my best to atone. Here is poetry at its purest: the distilled essence of moments 
in life, of time and space, and the sheer presence of mystery. Here is the world 
in me and me in the world—Whitman’s equation between self and universe, but 
with an emphasis on the cosmic, not the individual. Here too is death, both as 
painful fact and as absolute denial of immortality, though not of infinity. Here is 
a voice redolent of Wallace Stevens, Robinson Jeffers, and even Hart Crane, but 
without a trace of preciousness, self-pity, or delusions of sexual ecstasy. We 
engage Talarico’s work on three overlapping levels: the personal, the 
professional, and the ethical. On a personal level, there’s the sheer beauty of the 
words: “reptilian hiss,” “tiptoe like burglars sleepwalking,” “another shovelful
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of earth,” “the tidal weeping of man.” This is strong language, masculine yet 
with a feminine lilt. It reminds me of Carl Sandburg—the marriage of imagist 
with hog butcher that pervades the Chicago poet’s most astounding verse.

I could dignify my reaction by calling it aesthetic, but it is far more visceral 
than that. Besides, anyone who talks about death, both accidental and the all too 
inevitable, deserves better than to be distanced (and patronized) by discourse. 
Talarico is a poet’s poet, but (like Bums, if not Brooks or Benet) he is also a 
people’s poet. Speaking of which, the pedant in me wonders just what category 
or genre this stuff belongs in, or to: is it Proustian (“my memory will be a single 
flame”), or elegiac (like “Spoon River Anthology”), or an ode to nature, inspired 
by evolutionary theory rather than (like Neihardt) by Sioux myths and 
cosmology? After all, there are but two major sources of American poetry—one 
stemming from Whitman, the other from Dickinson: one warm pantheist, the 
other cold Calvinist, one joyous, the other morbid, one loud yes, the other a 
quiet no, one in love with life, the other wholly disenchanted, one utterly this- 
worldly, the other stuck on the supernatural, one robust and (in every sense) gay, 
the other genteel and (in every sense) closeted. Talarico doesn’t fit in any of 
these either/ors; he resists false dichotomies, textbook simplicity. He is 
inclusive, not exclusive; a monist, a pluralist, a hedgehog, a fox, and, in elegant 
ecological uni-verse, life-affirming and life-denying, all at once.

I can’t think of anyone to whom he is indebted, or in whose name he writes, 
or whose tradition he upholds, unless it be everyone. But there are some 
parallels that are worth mentioning: Theodore Dreiser, for example. Dreiser isn’t 
known for his poetry (and that’s a good thing), but throughout his work, even in 
his Spencerian phase, he saw life as spectacle, not merely as struggle. Moreover, 
he saw the unity of all life, even amid endless discord, misery, and failure. 
Alone among our great writers, Dreiser was a keen student of biology, spending 
summers at Woods Hole lab, and developing his own view of the relation 
between “chemisms” and conduct, in love, art, politics, and big business. Dreiser 
made biology into a religion, even as he rejected the gods of hypocritical piety, 
whom Americans still worship as a thinly disguised substitute (or surrogate) for 
mammon.

Dreiser came from a long line of naturalists—Stephen Crane among them— 
who viewed nature as the enemy, but an enemy who couldn’t be conquered. So, 
if you can’t lick ’em, join ’em. This mentality governed the group (Frank Norris, 
Jack London, and even, for a time, Willa Cather), but Dreiser outgrew it, 
without abandoning its premises. If in the 18th century Newton demanded the 
muse, then in the 19lh, the muse demanded Darwin, as a consequence of the 
cunning of reason whose very evolution Hegel foretold. This leaves us 
romantics more enlightened, but without any candidates (classic or modem) for 
the title of progenitor.

The search for Ur-Talarico (Homer at one end, Goethe or Tennyson at the 
other) isn’t the easiest way to make a living, or find a dissertation topic. He’s in
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a class by himself: only the pragmatists (Peirce, James, Dewey, Holmes) share 
his world-view, but they wrote in a different idiom. So did Stephen J. Gould, 
whose multiple muses include Simon Rodia and Frank Capra, but no poets, save 
for those who work on stone or screen. There’s also Robinson Jeffers—but his 
moody, pagan naturalism is idolatrous, not reverential, and he embraces death as 
a warrior, not as a lover, much less a healer. He is a loner, as well as a solipsist. 
The same is true of Hart Crane, who makes technology a demon, or Satan, the 
cause of our downfall. (Crane’s suicide was both literal and figurative 
fulfillment of his bridge-prophecies). These poets have a metaphysics, but it is 
neither redemptive nor cathartic; their ashes prefigure our own. Whereas, for 
Talarico there is permanence as well as flux; continuity of form, as well as 
material decay. The species survive and transcend themselves; the individual 
perishes and leaves only a trace of selfhood behind. That trace is embodied in 
speech, in ritual (“the dark passage of ceremony”), and in the process of life 
itself (“the water should flow forever”), with its endless “equation” of death 
with renewal. Unlike (say) Robert Penn Warren, for whom history (“a usable 
past,” to quote Warren, quoting Bernard DeVoto) is always about what we do, 
suffer and endure, for Talarico there is solace simply in glimpsing or beholding 
eternity, even though we play no part in it. The world IS, and it goes on 
(forever) without us—and it is good.

That is the gospel according to Ross—or the testament of the rocks, what 
Malraux would call the voices of silence—how eloquently they whisper, in 
millennia of stratified soil. That’s the undiscovered country that makes 
Talarico’s poems worth the risk of exploring. There’s no room for narcissism 
here, nor for trees that don’t make a sound without being heard, or videotaped 
for posterity. Maybe that’s why Talarico isn’t your Edenic-variety bard; he 
doesn’t contemplate his navel, much less insist that the world (or our sinfully 
aggrieved consciousness) must revolve around it. And that’s the ethical side of 
it, the part that really matters. Talarico acknowledges his own responsibility (“I 
am a killer . . .  I’m an artist too”), but doesn’t magnify or overdo it. He doesn’t 
wallow in self- pity or sentimentality, nor does he claim to be our savior, or to 
have all the answers. Like Whitman, from whom he ultimately descends, he can 
see and be the soulful Universal I, without wallowing in phony magic. Like 
King Lear, he can demonstrate differences, as well as similarities, between 
crises and the routine emergencies we must constantly confront. Hence he does 
not offer a formula to eliminate alienation or (conversely) to create community. 
(In this respect he is unlike Muriel Rukeyser, who dedicated her art to politics, 
and politics to art, thus sublimating her own alienation while out-Brechting 
Brecht). He knows that “life must go on” even though there’s no reason why it 
should, except for its own sake. Hence it is always “a question mark” and 
therefore tragic. Yet Hamlet’s salvation lay in asking questions, for which only 
the questions themselves were the answer.
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“In my lap / 1 hold a book I’ve been reading / all my life. / Why can’t I turn 
the page?” In Talarico’s case, there’s no need to do so. Staying in one place is 
just fine; for once, even the law of motion is at rest, and “violent events / in the 
universe” are suspended or at peace. Socratic ignorance (“I do not know; / I 
plead not guilty”) haunts the future as well as the past; in the “Disembodied 
One” we hear an echo of impotent God or Yahweh confessing to His absent Son 
(“I am nothing more than / what I am”). Grief becomes Belief, which (like 
William James’s definition of religion) “grants me strength” to survive 
shipwreck—to accept the chaotic order of an amoral universe, mirrored all too 
neatly by a broken heart. No doubt Ishmael sang the same song, as he swam to 
safety amid the shards of the Pequod, left to fathom the depths of “walled-in” 
Walden, to hear the prose-poet sage loner intone “while men believe in the 
infinite some ponds will be thought to be bottomless.” That’s the original voice, 
template, the wild, untamed Platonic form, Ur-Talarico at last.

The union of pantheist and transcendentalist is the inevitable, all-American 
synthesis—one that turns reptiles into mammals, mammals into reptiles, and 
both into homo sapiens. That’s the only conclusion I can draw, in a universe that 
draws no conclusions—one in which (as Kurt Godel showed, ages ago) the last 
word is that there’s never a last word, but only a flight from fears to tears, and 
from the swamp to the study, and back again.

Dennis Rohatyn, University of San Diego
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Appendix A

Twenty Years of P o p u la r  C u ltu re  R e v ie w

And now, a special treat for our loyal PCR readers: a complete list of every 
article and review ever published in Popular Culture Review. Painstakingly 
compiled by Mindy and formatted by Amie, this list is our gift to you to 
commemorate the 20lh anniversary of PCR. (Don't worry, you don't need to get 
us anything!) We hope you find it useful, edifying, and most of all, entertaining. 
Happy birthday PCR\
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Volume 1 * December 1989
The Humorous Don Juan in Popular Culture Armand E. Singer
True Stories as True Stories: The Use of the 
Narrator in David Byrne’s Films

Jack Estes

Mrs. Calibans’: Modem Beauties and Their Beasts Juli Barry
The Passage of Growth in Three Modem Myths: A 
Comparison of The Adventures o f Tom Sawyer, 
Swami and Friends, and Lord o f the Flies

K. Chellappan

Beyond the Fault Line: The Myth of California Quay Grigg
Jazz in Popular Culture: A Film Assist by Clint 
Eastwood

William J. Moody

El Dorado and Silverado: Gold and Silver Rushes in 
the Old West

Gerald Kreyche

Volume 2, Number 1 V December 1990
The Other Ninety Percent D. C. Fontana
The Changing Rhetorics of Plastic Jewelry Eleanor Gordon
“A Woman’s Place” Mikel Vause
Frank Waters: Popular Unknown Author Charles Adams
Dike, Ananke, and the 1984 Chicago Cubs Michael W. Shurgot
“Bye-bye Miss American Pie”: Don McLean and 
the Elegiac Tradition, or Lycidas Redivivus

Eugene R. Cunnar

Suite Thursday: Duke Ellington’s Transformation of 
John Steinbeck’s Cannery Row Fictions

Theodore R. Hudson

Teledemocracy: Polls for Profit Jeffery J. Mondak and 
David K. Heiss

Political Party Activists and the Mass Media Lawrence W. 
Moreland, Robert P. 
Steed, and Tod A. 
Baker

The Great Gatsby 1974 A Colossal Frost? Deborah Davis 
Schlaks

ARF Marshall Fishwick
Volume 2, Number 2 *  July 1991
A Peculiar Method of Literary Transformation: 
“Defamiliarization” in the Cowboy-Novel Serial

Samuel I. Bellman

Macho Man Meets the Million Dollar Man: 
Mayhem and the Mythology of Pro-Wrestling

Jill Hall

Popular Culture and the Great Debate: The Canon 
and the Comics

G. L. Seligmann

Lessons From Hollywood: Feminist Film Theory 
and the Commercial Theatre

Christopher N. Jones
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The Silence o f the Lambs: A Sheep in Wolfs 
Clothing?

Kelly M. DeVine

Christian Science in the Gilded Age: Its 
Philosophical and Intellectual Challenge

Stuart Knee

Displaced People and the Frailty of Words Jan Whitt
ZZTop and the Regional Lyric Poetry of Texas Michael Hobbs
The Astro-Turf Garden: Pastoralism in the 
Industrial Age

Roger Neustadter

Volume 3, Number 1 ♦ February 1992
Russian Mysticism in the West: Pyotr Demianovich 
Ouspensky, 1876-1947

George Enteen

The Mood Ring: Emblematic of the American 
Seventies

David Person

Empowerment and Hegemony: “Dynasty” for 
Teaching Hebrew I in American and Unlearning 
Zionism in Israel

Albert Waldinger

Invitation to the Dance: The “Deep Ecology” of 
Frank Waters

Charles Adams

On Photography and Mimesis: An Epistemological 
Investigation of Aunt Emma in Front of Old 
Faithful

Carol Poster

Etiquette for the People: The Paradox of Manners in 
American Culture

Kari Whittenberger- 
Keith

Carhenge: New Legend of the West M. L. Comette
Ads in America: Idols for the Toyful Heart William J. Mistichelli
Volume 3, Number 2 * August 1992
The Limits of Narcissism: Self and Society in Tom 
Wolfe’s The Bonfire o f the Vanities

Leonard Mustazza

Like A Prayer: Female Desire and Representation in 
the Music and Image of Madonna

Grace A. Epstein

Batman: American with a Twist—American Gothic 
Revisited

Edward J. Ingebretsen

Robin Hood's Pervading Faith Frank Henninger
The Transformation of Mad Max: Reluctant Savior 
in a Devastated Landscape

Patricia Frazer Lamb

What Cartoons Can Teach Us About Language and 
Learning

David Metzger

Capitalism Masquerades as a Postmodernist: 
McDonalds and the Politics of Reading

Teresa Heffeman

Parties as Sound Rituals: An Audeography Carl B. Holmberg
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“Where Everybody Knows Your Name”: Types and 
Rituals in Cheers

JosefRaab

Volume4, Number 1 V January 1993
Reviewers Reviewed Clay Reynolds
The Failure of Objectivity in Journalism: 
Intimations of a New Paradigm

Paul Belgrade

Avatars of the Third Order Steven Carter
Delicious Poison: Heloise and Abelard Out of Time Glorianna Locklear
The Menace of Wild West Shows Susan F. Clark
Race, Class and Gender on “The Cosby Show” Roxanna Pisiak
“And Mr. T. Drives the Car”: Reflections on “The 
A-Team”

Kent Worcester

Postmodern Moods of Art Deco Attila Lawrence
Volume 4, Number 2 *  June 1993
Fortune Magazine in the 1930s: American Business 
Expands Its Vision

Anthony D. Branch

Lear’s Vision of Modem Maturity: The Struggle for 
Modernity in the Context of Postmodemity

Dennis Hall

Toys for Girls: The New Sexism, “We Girls Can Do 
Anything, Right Barbie?”

Michael Delahoyde 
and Susan C. 
Despenich

Ouida’s Family Romance: In Maremma John Paul Russo
Peddling Eros: The Scents of Attraction Hans Rindisbacher
The Holographic Potential of American German 
Studies

Scott Melton

Roosevelt, Feather Fashions, and Hunter-Naturalists Jon Griffin Donlon
Volume 5, Number 1 ♦ February 1994
The Hypervisual Standard of American Popular 
Culture

William E. H. Meyer, 
Jr.

Racism in Walt Disney’s The Jungle Book Karen Ciha, Janet 
Joseph, and Terry J. 
Martin

“Cotton Comes to Harlem”: The Novel, the Film 
and the Critics

Joseph McClaren

Lynched, Assaulted, and Intimidated: Oscar 
Micheaux’s Most Controversial Films

Charlene Regester

Rap Music Resisting Resistance Paul M. Fotsch
The Smiths, Pop Culture Referencing, and 
Marginalized Stardom

Justin Wyatt

Magic Regencies: How Fantasy Forms a Hybrid A. B. Emrys
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Stranded in the Sixties: The Politics of Mailer’s 
“Armies of the Night”

William H. Thornton

Popular Culture as Religion: Faiths by Which We 
Naturally Live

Stephen M. Johnson

“Present Wherever Smart Women Assemble...”: 
Images of the Housewife in American Popular Press 
and Advertising

Melissa Walker

The Shopping Ritual: Images of QVC Rosanne L. Hartman 
and Gayle Pohl

Loud-Mouthed and Liberated: The Women of 
Norman Lear

Lynn Bartholome

Volume 5, Number 2 * August 1994
The Persistence of Memory: Pictorial Conventions 
and the Representation of Women in Contemporary 
Print Media

Arnold S. Wolfe and 
Coleen M. McNally

Magic Realism: The Multicultural Literature Michael Boccia
The ‘Curse of Immortality’: Some of the 
Philosophical Implications of Bram Stoker’s 
D racu la  and Anne Rice’s In te rv iew  W ith the  
V am pire

Stephanie R. Branson

A Look at “The Body” Across the Disciplines Cynthia Crane
Shifting Paradigms for Leadership in S ta r  Trek  and 
S ta r  Trek: The N ex t G enera tion

Monica Johnstone

“Star-Spangled” Idolatry David Partenheimer
The Utopian Community of N orthern  E xposure Jessica Johnston and 

Josef Raab
The Decline of the Experience of Education John Hultsman
Ideological Animations: Television Programming 
for (of) Children

Pamela Steinle

What Happened to the Jets? Airline Posters of the 
1950s and 1960s

Larry Weirather

With Music the Ammunition: Battles of the Bands 
in Wichita in the 1960s

Patrick J. O’Connor

Volume 6, Number 1 V February 1995
Manliness and Militarism: Grooming Young Men 
to Fight, 1870-1914

Mark Moss

“Mad Max, Larry, and the Bard”: Hamlet Then, 
and Now

Bill Reeves

E pipsych id ion , A ch tu n g  B aby, and the Teaching of 
Romanticism

Atara Stein

Villains in Film: Anemic Renderings Stuart Fischoff
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Dressing the Goose: Anthropomorphizing Yard Art 
of Northwest Ohio

Michael T. Marsden

The Literary Influence of Alchemy: An Explication 
of Selected Works

Larry Hanshaw

The Disappearing World of the Turkish Nomad: A 
Recent Journey

Ron Marchese

“Let’s Go to Coney Island, Old Sport”: The Ethnic 
Sensibility of F. Scott Fitzgerald

Dan Shiftman

Life After Thirtysomething Margaret J. Heide
Garrison Keillor’s Wobegon Heroes Jennifer A. Cognard- 

Black
The Parent Trap: A Myth of the Reunited Self David B. Broad
Linguistic Features of Cartoon Captions in The New 
Yorker

Therese Steffen

Volume 6, Number 2 *  August 1995
In Uno Plures: From “Civil Religion” to Civic 
Response-Ability

Stephen M. Johnson

Freudian Meanings in Architectural 
Meaninglessness

Attila Lawrence

Why Is Stephen King So Popular? Or Meditations 
on the “Domestic Monsterdrama”

Joe Abbott

Selling Leisure: Cultural Change and the Evolution 
of Advertising

John Hultsman and 
William Harper

Birds of a Feather: The Stork Club and Its Night 
Owls

Thomas F. Connolly

“Extarminate the Varlets!”: The Reconstruction of 
Captivity Narratives in Dances with Wolves

Gene McQuillan

Gidget: Surfing the Illusory Wave of Change Kevin O’Brien
Pin-the-Condom-on-the-Man: Strategies for Selling 
Safe Sex

Carol Mattingly

Infomercials Tum the Public’s Airwaves into 
Sellovision

Donne Florence

The Black Rocker on the Rise Kim Hewitt
Use of Western Celebrities in Japanese Advertising Erika Engstrom
Fitness Fashion: The Body as Modernist Text Dennis Hall
Wayne’s World: Postmodern or Nostalgic? Jeanne Dubino
Volume 7, Number 1 ♦ February 1996
Popular Culture and American Civilization Kent Worcester
California Freemasonry: Early Masonic Lodges of 
California

Paul Rich and 
Guillermo de los 
Reyes
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The Infiltration of a Motorcycle Gang and the 
Codification of Its Social Norms

Timothy Bakken

Leopards in the Temple: Dissent, Diversity, and the 
Fictions of Domination

Steven Carter

The Guitar as a Social Icon: From Andalusia to 
Maryland

Daniel F. Ferreras

Ultraviolet Metaphors for (Un)Popular Culture: A 
Defense of Bret Easton Ellis

Larry Juchartz and 
Erica Hunter

Hazel Scott and Lena Home: African-American 
Divas, Feminists, and Political Activists

Charlene B. Regester

Fashioning an Identity: Battles Over the Zoot Carolyn Osborne
Annotating Calvin and Hobbes Armand E. Singer
Gender Approaches to Directing the Horror Film: 
Women Filmmakers/Gothic Mechanisms

Wheeler Winston 
Dixon

Ken Follett and the Architecture of the Novel Carlos Ramet
The Popularity of Poetry in America John Spaulding
Volume 7, Number 2 * August 1996
AIDS and its Metaphors: Susan Sontag and Gay 
Rage

Carl Rollyson

The Play’s the Thing -  Early Modem Playscripts as 
Sources for English Social/Cultural History

James H. Forse

Wile E. Coyote, Ross Perot, and the Myth of 
Western Individualism

Michael S. Green

Corseting the Body: A Foucaultian Analysis of 
Victorian and Contemporary Fashions in Bodies and 
Clothes

Natalie McKnight

Our Uncle Who Art Called Sam Hollow Be Thy 
Name

Mel Seesholtz

Creating Heroes -  Lessons from the Civil War Jeffrey W. Riemer
Autobiographical Currency: John Lydon’s Rotten 
No Irish, No Blacks, No Do r s

William Petty

Japanese Politicians “Attitudinal Prism”: Racial 
Superiority Complex Toward Asia

Mayumi Itoh

A Pie in the Face: The Three Stooges’ Anti- 
Aristocracy Theme in Depression Era American 
Film

Don B. Morlan

The Individual vs. The Cult Leader: Mao II Thomas M. Kitts
Volume 8, Number 1 * February 1997
Moving the Center: The Domain of the Visual in 
Feminist, Third World and Cybernetic Moving 
Image Studies

Wheeler Winston 
Dixon
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Dr. Timothy Leary: Psychologist, Celebrity, 
Reflection

Mel Seesholtz

The Inconvenient Women: Female Consciousness 
and the American Gentry in the Novels of Dominick 
Dunne

Robert von 
Dassanowsky

The Film/Computer Game Connection: Shoot’em 
Ups, Spectatorship and Gameplay

Angela Ndalianis

Beyond Cheap Thrills: Dark Visions of 
Slasher/Gore Film Fans

Dennis Russell

Strippers: Pandering to Patriarchy or Subverting 
Bourgeois Authority?

Jon Griffin Donlon

Cold War Ideology in John Ford’s F o rt A p a ch e Michael Dunne
Truth, Justice, and the American Way: Our View of 
the Foreigner in American Comic Books

Mark Bannatyne

From Trium ph  o f  th e  W ill to the Mighty Ducks of 
Anaheim: Riefenstahl Rocks the Pond

J. Robert Craig

Thoreau on Leisure: A Wide Halo of Ease 

Volume 8, Number 2 *  August 1997

William Harper and 
John Hultsman

Expecting the Barbarians Steven Carter
Documentary Journalism of the 1930s: Pursuing the 
Social Fact

Dennis Russell

Truth as Disease: Psychosis and Knowing in The  
P riso n e r  and The X -F ile s

Anthony Enns and 
Tim Richardson

From Rapeman to Mother Superior: The New 
Woman in Japanese Television Drama

Lawrence K. Hong

B o rn  on  the  F o u rth  o f  July: A Reflection of Value 
Transformation in Vietnam Veterans

Barbara Pickering

Supermarket Ethnicity in Pocatello, Idaho Dan Shiffman
All American Red Heads Professional Basketball: 
Femininity as Adaptation to Marginality

Gai Ingham Berlage

D o c to r  W ho Fans Rewrite Their Program: Mini- 
UNIT Minstrels as Creative Consumers of Media

Karen Hellekson

Perspectives on Generation X: The Role of Play in 
the Formation of Male Personalities

Catherine E. Martin, 
Annin W. Martin, and 
Kai S. Martin

Live Coverage of War: Electronic Media’s Most 
Important Contribution to Popular Culture

Riley Maynard

A Use of Humor in William Faulkner Robert Dodge
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Volume 9, Number 1 ♦ February 1998
In the Grip of “The Monkey’s Paw”: W. W. Jacobs 
and the Tale of Terror

Gary Hoppenstand

Medieval Dragons and Dinosaur Films Michael Delahoyde
The Commercial Instinct: New Elstree Studios and 
the Danziger Brothers, 1956-1961

Wheeler Winston 
Dixon

The Vampire and the Dream of Virtual Reality: 
H igh lander: The S erie s  as Cultural Conflict

Terrence Wandtke

Freemasonry and Popular Culture: Creating 
Mystiques of Patriotism and Power

Paul Rich and 
Guillermo De Los 
Reyes

Beyond Paradise: The Story of O.J. and the 
Mediation of L.A. Polarities

Katja Hawlitschka

The Injustice of Obscurity: Robert McKimson, 
Animator and Director of Looney Tunes and Merrie 
Melodies

Michael S. Green

A “Murmur of Thoughts”: Gretel Erhlich’s A M atch  
to  the  H eart

William Petty

Romantic Irony and Virtual Reality Eric Miller
Oscar Wilde and Karen Finley: Inversion, 
Subversion, and Fin-de-Siecle Scapegoatism

Julie Grossman

M ild red  P ierce  and Her Daughters Maria Viera
Ellen Comes Out and Brings Heterosexuality With 
Her

Jennifer Reed

Bill Griffith’s Z ippy. A Renaissance Man Rosemary Gallick
Volume 9, Number 2 * August 1998
Madness, Myth and the Media in the Making of 
David Helfgott

Janna Knittel

Safi Faye: Ethnographic Films and Questions of 
Subjectivity

Gwendolyn Audrey 
Foster

The Auteur as Elegist: Richard Carlson’s R id ers to  
th e  S ta rs

Wheeler Winston 
Dixon

Morgan Freeman’s Resistance and Non-Traditional 
Roles

Glenda E. Gill

Beyond Popular Feminism: The Critique of Gender 
in E arth  G irls A re  E a sy

Susan J. Hubert

Themes and Sources of S ta r  W ars: John Carter and 
Flash Gordon Enlist in the First Crusade

Armand Singer and 
Michael Lastinger

In a Feminine Way: The Aesthetic of Maria Irene 
Fomes

Alma J. Bennett
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The Method Moment: Situating the Rise of Method 
Acting in the 1950s

Cynthia Baron

“The Beauty of her Vault...”: Ethics vs. Aesthetics 
in America’s Sports Subculture

Steven Carter

Volume 10, Number 1 V February 1999 (10th Anniversary Issue and 
First "Introduction" Appears) ______________ _______________
When I’m 63: An Interview with Dr. Jonathan 
Miller

Wheeler Winston 
Dixon

Special Effects and the Cult of Personality in 
Fantasy Film: Robert Zemeckis’s Contact as 
Fantastic Reality

J. Robert Craig

Muted Voices: Popular Novelists and American 
Capitalism, 1900-1968

Donald G. Baker

From Bauhaus to the House of Being: Some 
Heideggerian Reflections on Architectural Styles

A. T. Nuyen

Filial Piety Is the Root of All Virtues: Cross- 
Cultural Conflicts and Intercultural Acceptance in 
Ang Lee’s Films

Shaorong Huang

Gay Male Spectatorship and the Films of 
Montgomery Clift

Kylo-Patrick R. Hart

“India Changed Him”: Modem Orientalism in the 
Film Adaptations of Somerset Maugham’s The 
Razor’s Edge

Jeffrey O. Mclntire- 
Strasburg

African American Portrayals in Comic Books Lawrence J. Mullen
Doublespeak in American Espionage Conspiracy 
Novels

James Fulcher

“I’m Queer!” “No! I’m Queer!” Hollywood 
Homosexuality and Roman Epic Films

Gary Devore

Testing Mettle: Goldust and the Spectacle of 
Maculinity in the World of Wrestling

Brett Josef Grubisic

Societal Relationships in the Film Metropolis: 
Portrayal of Tonnies’ Gemeinschaft and 
Gesellschaft

Sonia Feldberg and 
Erica Engstrom

The Tao of Beavis and Butthead 
Volume 10, Number 2 *  August 1999

Brian D. Walter

Spaces of Seduction and Desire: Temples of 
Pleasure

Liza Hansen

The Trouble with Tourists: Authenticity and the 
Failure of Tourism

Jeffrey Alan Melton

Rewriting Henry James’s TheAspern Papers: A 
Study of Martin Gabel’s The Lost Moment

Craig Frischkom
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Philip Glass’s M onsters  o f  G race Wheeler Winston 
Dixon

Interrogating the Representation of African 
American Female Identity in the Films W aiting  to 
E xha le  and S e t I t  O f f

Tina M. Harris

Jacques Tourneur’s World War II Films: From 
Unity to Chaos

Gwenda Young

Positionality, Film, and Asian American Literature Qun Wang
What Disney Teaches Our Children About 
Leadership

Becky L. Smith

High and Low in the Himalayas: Jon Krakauer’s 
In to  Thin A ir

John Trombold

Archetypal Metaphor and The Sha d o w  Radio Show Ronald R. Roach
Bhakti as a Popular Religious and Cultural 
Movement in India

Satish Sharma

“Reading with One Hand” Nicholson Baker’s Vox 
and The F erm a ta  and the Play of Sexual 
Imagination

William Petty

American Popular Culture and the Politics of Race 
in Dr. Seuss’s The S nee tches

Earnest N. Bracey

Tom T. Hall and Critical Junctions in Country 
Music
Volume 11, Number 1 ♦ February 2000

Bill Thompson

John O’Shea and the Tradition of New Zealand 
Cinema

Wheeler Winston 
Dixon

Orientation via Orientalism: Chinatown in Detective 
Narratives

Karen Lynch

Transsexing Technological Man: (Re)Writing the 
Comic Book Male/Scientist in Sw am p  Thing

Jack Bushnell

Chyna, Team Corporate, and the New World Order: 
The Politics of White Hypermasculinity and Anti- 
Corporatism in Professional Wrestling

Lawrence Saez

Forgive Us Our Sins: The Autobiography of 
Expiation

Dennis Russell

A Countercultural Gatsby: Hunter S. Thompson’s 
F ea r  a n d  L oa th in g  in L a s Vegas, the Death of the 
American Dream and the Rise of Las Vegas, USA

Robert C. Sickels

The Sound of “Synthetic Fury”: Dance Music, 
Machines and Masculinity

Nicola Dibben

Liminality in Women’s “History-Mystery”: The 
Case of Anne Perty

Jennifer S. Tuttle
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Understanding the Outsider: Grendel, Geisel, and 
the Grinch

Robert L. Schichler

W est S id e  S to ry , Kennedy’s Camelot & Postwar to 
Early 1960s America

Sheri Chinen Biesen

The X -M e n 's  Storm: Challenging Cultural Norms? David J. Lambkin
P.C. on the Frontier: Dr. Q uinn, M ed ic ine  W om an Barbara Fowles Mates
Synthesizing Eastern and Western Religious 
Traditions
Volume 11, Number 2 * Summer 2000

Gage Chapel

Chinese Red Packets' Reflecting Changes of 
Cultures and Relations

Kin Wai Michael Siu

“Breaking” Hollywood’s Stereotype of the Japanese 
American: The Significance of the Film G o F o r  
B ro ke!

Joy Y. Nishie and 
Erika Engstrom

The Evocation of Death in Dorothy Dandridge’s 
P h o tograph : The R ea d in g  o f  a  S till

Charlene Regester

Strategic Self-Commodification as Resistance: The 
Complexity of Media-Transmitted African- 
American Cultural Attitudes

Keiko Nitta

Jasper Johns’s P a in te d  B ronze  Revisited: Art Posing 
as Product

Deborah H. Cibelli

S/He’s Got It All: Myths, Mechanics, and Mystery 
in Cross-Dressing Striptease and Burlesque 
Performers

Jon Donlon

The New Horizon of the Moving Image: Digital 
Production in the 21st Century

Wheeler Winston 
Dixon

A Drive Through the City: VW’s Safe and 
Delusional Urban Setting

Ross Talarico

Towards a New Modernism in European Comics? Jan Baetens
The Half-Baked Cultural Detective: F ea r  a n d  
L o a th in g  in  L a s V egas as Postmodern Noir

Daniel Grassian

The Post-Colonial Vision of the “Great White” of 
Lambarene

Gwendolyn Audrey 
Foster

From the Fringe: Hip Hop Culture and Ethnic 
Relations

Renford Reese

Thrift Stores, Garage Sales, and Flea Markets: Pop
Culture, “Camp” and Ethics
Volume 12, Number 1 ▼ February 2001

Matthew Stolick

Unreal “Fields”: Constituents of the Lasting 
Popularity of The Beatles’s S tra w b erry  F ie ld s  
F o rever

Arnold S. Wolfe
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Writing Women’s Magazines Caroline Oates
Staging (on film) R ic h a rd  I I I  to Reflect the Present James H. Forse
Adapting a Popular Culture Genre to Criticize an 
Authoritarian Government: Balinese Artists Attack 
Suharto’s Repressive Indonesian Regime

Richard Ostrom

Martha Stewart’s Intimate Invitations to e- 
commerce

Susan Brown Zahn

“Every Old Trick is New Again”: Myth in 
Quotations and the Star Trek Franchise

Djoymi Baker

Deconstructing Buffy: B u ffy  the  V am pire S la y e r 's  
Contribution to the Discourse on Gender 
Construction

Kate Harts

The Seduction of Communism: O ne L o n e ly  N ig h t 
and J e t P ilo t

Cyndy Hendershot

Are We Having Fun Yet? Steven Carter
British Film Comedy in the New Millennium: Rik 
Mayall, Adrian Edmondson, and G uest H ouse  
P arad iso

Wheeler Winston 
Dixon

The H a u n tin g : Jan DeBont Reinterprets a Robert 
Wise Classic

B.R. Smith

Machines for Ultimate Questions: Popular Culture 
Between Techno Elegies and Raving Ecstasy 
Volume 12, Number 2 *  August 2001

Janez Strehovec

Mystery as Poetry, Suicide as Literary Device: The 
Works of Seicho Matsumoto

Lawrence K. Hong

Postmodernism Shanghaied, Or, Tracking a 
Shibboleth

Jack Slay, Jr.

Popular Pedagogies, Illness and the Gendered Body: 
Reading Breast Cancer Discourse in Cyberspace

Victoria L. Pitts

“The Mutated Flowers of Hiroshima”: American 
Reception and Naturalization of Toho’s Godzilla

Anthony Enns

“A Most Remarkable Writer”: The Symon Myles 
Mysteries and the Non-Series Hero

Carlos Ramet

Reuben James: Sailor, Ship, Song Larry L. Burriss
From Oklahoma to Malibu: James Gamer and The  
R o ck fo rd  F iles

Richard A. Voeltz

Blank Spot in a Hectic Civilization: The Narrative 
Resistance Strategies in the Writings of David 
Wojnarowicz

Dennis Russell

“Size Matters”: Narcissism on American Bumper 
Stickers

Phillip Vannini
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F a rsc a p e 's  John Crichton and B u ck  R o g ers  in  the  
25 lh C e n tu ry : Revisited for a New Millennium

James Iaccino

In d ia n a  J o n e s  and the Museums of Imperialism Mark Moss
Las Vegas, Las Vegas H. Peter Steeves
Volume 13, Number 1 ♦ January 2002
Forever Lunching: Food, Power and Politics in 
Ontario Women’s Organizations

Linda M. Ambrose

“The Whole World’s Gone Gay!”: Smithers’s 
Sexuality, Homer’s Phobia and Gay Life on The  
S im p so n s

Matthew Henry

Bogart, Bacall, Howard Hawks and Wartime Film 
Noir at Warner Bros.

Sheri Chinen Biesen

Scandal’s Second Life: L o lita  and the Perversion of 
the Text

Robin Blyn

Tennesse Williams, “Mother Yaws” and AIDS Philip C. Kolin
Robert Downey, Sr.: The Preston Sturges of the 
1960s

Wheeler Winston 
Dixon

The Sexual/Textual Infidelities of Peter Sellars’s 
D o n  G iovann i

Denise M. DiPuccio

American and Russian, or Gangsters, Tyrants and 
Bombshells: Three Reviews by Andre Bazin

Translated by Bert 
Cardullo

From Karloff to Vosloo: Universal Unravels The  
M u m m y

J. Robert Craig

Jacques Maritain, Medieval Studies, and the 
Promise of Philosophical Medievalism

David Metzger

Uncovering the Northernmost Named Trail: The 
Theodore Roosevelt International Highway

Max J. Skidmore

“I’m Movin’ On”: The Wanderings and Musings of 
Clarence Eugene ‘Hank’ Snow, the Singing Ranger

Michael Green and 
William Thompson

Volume 13, Number 2 * Summer 2002
Beware: Breakfast with Audrey™ Is Not Dinner 
with Andre

Laura B. DeLind

Back to Bazin? Filmicity in the Age of the Digital 
Image

Asbjoem Groenstad

“I Feel Powerful”: African-American Community 
Radio in Dallas, Texas

J. M. Dempsey and 
Meta G. Carstarphen

Stone Throwing in Glass Houses: When Baby 
Boomers Met Generation X

Gregory W. Fowler

Crossing Over: How Celebrity Newsmagazines 
Pushed Entertainment Shows Out of Prime Time

Tom Mascara

Sherlock Holmes Meets Art Bell: Masters of 
Knowledge at the Fin-de-Siecle

Steve Bailey
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Buffy the Vampire Disciplinarian: Institutional 
Excess, and the New Economy of Power

Martin Buinicki and 
Anthony Enns

The Oklahoma City Bombing and Policy Agendas 
in the Media

James David Ballard, 
Barbara Brents, and 
Amanda Dean

Public Access Television Producers as Storytellers 
and Folklorists

Randyll K. Yoder

AIDS Memoirs and Two Theoretical Approaches to 
the Dying Process

Dennis Russell

C iv iliza tion  and Its Discontents: American 
Monomythic Structure as Historical Simulacrum

Matthew Kapell

C on ta in ing  M ultitudes: Whitman, The Working 
Class, and the Music of Moderate Reform

Jason Stacy

Reality TV: Taking the Shows to Another Level 
Volume 14, Number 1 V February 2003

Fran Pelham

Rebellion and Conformity in Fifties Juvenile 
Delinquency Films

Cyndy Hendershot

The Chinese Architect in Shenzhen: “More is More” Jeffrey S. Hartnett
Class Comfort: The Transition from Corset to 
Brassiere, 1910-1930

Betsey Norland

The Defining Dinosaur: The Role of Scientific 
Value Concepts in Paleontological Popularizations

Kelley Kelleway

Culture of Contagion: Germs, Aliens, and American 
Identity

David Raney

Miss Em’s Voyeuristic Gaze of P in ky  — White 
Desire for Blackness

Charlene Regester

Then and Now: Bicycling Across History to Oregon David M. Dean
Indonesia Honors a Political Cartoonist with a 
Postage Stamp

Richard Ostrom

F orever K n igh t and The In v is ib le  M an: Television 
Retellings of the Classic Fairy Tale

James Iaccino

Hollywood Cowboys and Confederates in Mexico: 
Andrew V. McLaglen’s The U nde fea ted  (1969) 
Volume 14, Number 2 *  Summer 2003

Gary Hoppenstand

Carnival Entertainment: The Carnival Origins of 
Professional Wrestling and Casino Gambling, or 
“Sports Entertainment” and “Casino Entertainment”

David G. Schwartz

Project Kingfish, 1951-1967: The U. S. Information 
Agency’s Clandestine Distribution of American 
Propaganda Newsreels to Foreign Movie Theaters

Dennis Russell and 
Richard Lentz

Female Academic Detectives: Bridging the Border 
Between Individualism and Community

Katja Hawlitschka
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On the Origin of the Species: The Source of 
Vampirism in Millennial Film

J. Robert Craig

But Is He Really Smart?: Gardner’s Multiple 
Intelligences Theory in the World of Harry Potter

Alicia Willson- 
Metzger and David 
Metzger

“Subversion” and “Imitation” in Romanian Popular 
Culture

Adina Ciugureanu

Dressing History: Nostalgia and Class in the Worlds 
of Ralph Lauren

Mark Moss

“It Had to Be You:” Narrative Themes in a W edding  
S to ry

Kathryn E. Kuhn and 
Scott R. Harris

The L ittle  D ru m m e r  G irl and John le Carre: The 
Search for Terrorism’s Root Causes

Ron Briley

Dashiell Hammett’s The G lass K ey. The First 
“Huey Long” Novel?

Philip Dubuisson 
Castille

The Alcoholic Isolation and Fall to Self-Destruction 
in Edwin Arlington Robinson’s “Mr. Flood’s Party” 
Volume 15, Number 1 ♦ Winter 2004

Matts G. Djos

Still Dreaming of Africa: Hollywood and the 
Hallucinatory Power of Kenya

Richard A. Voeltz

The Ethos of Cool vs. the Ethos of Chill: Generation 
Y and the Waning of Affect

Steven Carter

Pastoral Drams in Innisfree, Ireland, U.S.A.: A Re 
examination of John Ford’s The Q u ie t M an

Robert Sickels

Dan De Quille and the Scientific Hoax as a 
Technology of Resistance

Lynda Walsh

Bombs Away and Smash Hits at Home Jacqueline Foertsch
Shopping as an Entertainment Experience Mark Moss
Losing Himself in the Music: Will the Real 
Marshall Mathers Please Stand Up

G. Christopher 
Williams

‘In other people’s mouths”: Dialogic Interaction in 
Rick Moody’s The B lack  Veil: A  M em o ir w ith  
D ig ressio n s

William Petty

STARS AND STRIPES OF CORRUPTION: Dead 
Kennedys’ Subversive Critique of the Reagan 
Administration and Fundamentalist Religion in the 
1980s
Carpenter Trio:

Dennis Russell

One Piece of the Formula: The Hawksian Women in 
the Films of John Carpenter

J. Robert Craig
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Invasion of the Individual: John Carpenter’s 
Modernization of the Myth of Identity-Theft in The 
Thing, Prince o f Darkness, and They Live

Shea G. Craig

The Bogey Man Will Get You: Origins of Evil in 
the Films of John Carpenter

B. R. Smith

The Language of COPS Milford A. Jeremiah
Volume 15, Number 2 * Summer 2004
“I’m sony I had to fight in the middle of your Black 
Panther party”: The Black Panther Party, 
Hollywood, and Popular Memory

Ron Briley

Transgenderism in Cabaret and Culture: From 
Bangkok to Las Vegas

Robert W. Duff and 
Lawrence K. Hong

Hegemony and Counterhegemony in Bravo’s Gay 
Weddings

Erika Engstrom

Melted Honey: Sax and Sex Simone J. Dennis
The Search for Male Identity Within Modem 
Society: A Rhetorical Analysis of David Fincher’s 
Fight Club

Scott Wike and 
Barbara Pickering

Down with the “Homies”: Artistic Expression, 
Group Identity, and Articulation of Gender in Sub 
Pop Culture

Melanie Connie Klein 
and James David 
Ballard

Bhakti Tradition and the Role of Saint-Philosophers 
in Popular Indian Culture

Satish Sharma

Skepticism About Selected Paranormal Events and 
Why Some Believe We Are Not Alone

Larry G. Hanshaw

Volume 16, Number 1 ▼ Winter 2005
Behind the Irony Curtain: Lenin Loses His Head in 
Las Vegas

Dina Titus

“Sweet Desolation” and Seduction in Toni 
Morrison’s Jazz

Geta LeSeur

Spectres of Fear: Jihadism as the Global Bogeyman Arthur Saniotis
Out of Focus on the Family: A Response to 
Arguments About Same Sex Marriage

Mel Seesholtz

Goth and Industrial Cultures: Differential 
Interpretations

D. A. Lopez and 
Karith A. Meyers

Georg Trakl and the Goth Band L’ame Immortelle Gabriele Eckart and 
Kevin Stueve

“Self-Matters”: Latter-Day Notes on the Culture of 
Narcissism

Steven Carter

The Comic Strip Pogo and Liberal Satire During the 
Vietnam Era

Eric Jarvis
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Yep, Gaston’s Gay: Disney and the Beauty of 
Beastly Love

H. Peter Steeves

Patriarchy, the Christian Romance Novel, and the 
“Ecosystem of Sex”
Volume 16, Number 2 *  Summer 2005

Matthew Kapell and 
Suzanne Becker

Tennessee Williams and Sports Phillip C. Kolin
Risk-as-Pleasure Laurens Tan
Secularizing the Saint: The Journey of St. George’s 
Day from Feast Day to Horse Race

James H. Forse

Jacques Derrida Visits Cicely: The Deconstruction 
of Northern Exposure

Donald J. Newman

Satirical Irony in Art Spiegelman’s Maus: A 
Survivor’s Tale

Kevin A. Morrison

Calamity Jane and the Social Construction of 
Gender in the 1930s and 1950s

Anna Louise Bates

America’s New McCarthyism: Homosexual 
Stereotypes, Myths, and the Politics of Fear

Mel Seesholtz

Struggling to Remember: War, Trauma, and the 
Adventures of Thursday Next

Heather Lusty

Learning From Las Vegas: Hollywood Narrates the 
Simulacrum

Sergio Rizzo

Las Vegas Odyssey: The Poetics of Domination 
Volume 17, Number 1 ♦ Winter 2006

Roberta Sabbath

Construction of a Post-Racial Identity in Popular 
Film Media: Revolution and Resistance

J. A. White

Expanding the Horizons of Cinematic Narrative: A 
Textual Analysis of Nietzchean Themes in Five 
Abel FerTara Films

Dennis Russell

Howling at the Moon: The Origin Story in 
Werewolf Cinema

J. Robert Craig

Four Milligrams of Phenomenology: An Anthro- 
Phenomenological Exploration of Smoking 
Cigarettes

Simone Dennis

The Contaminated Vision: The Alcoholic 
Perspective in Hart Crane’s “The Wine Menagerie”

Matts G. Dios

At the Margins of the Minors: Good Girls, Bad 
Girls, and Baseball Beyond the Big Leagues

Connie Brownson and 
Harold Dorton

“You’ve Come a Long Way Baby”: An Update on 
the Perpetuation of Decapitation Advertisement and 
Its Commodification of Female Sexuality in Las 
Vegas, NV

Melanie Ann Hanson
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Book Reviews:
A m erica n  P aradox: Y oung B la ck  M en  
by Renford Reese

Reviewed by Sharon 
Moore

The Q u ie ted  Voice: The R ise  a n d  D em ise  o f  
Loca lism  in A m erica n  R adio  
by Robert L. Hilliard and Michael C. Keith 

Volume 17, Number 2 0 Summer 2006

Reviewed by Erika 
Engstrom

Pomumentaries and Sexploitation: The Cultural 
Signs of Sex

Daniel F. Ferreras

Recreating Macau in the Image of Las Vegas: Will 
Cultural Globalization Come Home to Roost?

Robert W. Duff and 
Lawrence K. Hong

Gendered Ambivalence: Representations of 
Kathoey in Thailand

Arthur Saniotis

“It’s My Body and I’ll Show It If I Want To”: The 
Politics of Language in the Autobiographies of 
Dorothy Dandridge, Diahann Carroll, and Whoopi 
Goldberg

Kwakiutl L. Dreher

The New Journalism of the Sixties: Reevaluating 
Objective Reality and Conventional Journalistic 
Practice

Dennis Russell

When Fiction Becomes Reality: Authorial Voice in 
The D o o r in the  F loor, S ecre t W indow , and 
Sw im m in g  P oo l

Jan Whitt

Man(kind) Vs. Mountain Armand E. Singer
Carriers of Popular Indian Culture: The Bauls of 
Bengal

Satish Sharma
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